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“So,” he began, “you think you might want to collect textiles.”

“Well, new collectors are often attracted to Turkmen rugs and textiles and you could choose that as
your focus. But quality Turkmen pieces are expensive. You could spend $5,000 for a given
piece. And there are a number of collectors here locally who have a considerable head start. So you
might spend quite bit of money on the best Turkmen pieces you can afford, and at the end of five
years have maybe the 78th best collection in the Washington, D.C. area.

“On the other hand, if you chose to collect some category of Japanese textiles you could, likely, for
much less money (most Japanese textiles are from $50 to $1,000 per piece), in five years build one of
the five best collections of that category in the whole country.”
“So,” Jeff said, “this is a program designed to let you see, concretely, and in advance:
1) the range of Japanese textiles and their categories,
2) the sort of collecting options collecting Japanese textiles affords,
3) some indications about the available literature, and
4) even some of the sources from which Japanese textiles can be obtained.”
Jeff divided his introduction to Japanese textiles into four broad categories:
o

Material

o

Dyeing techniques

o

Intended use

o

Some other Japanese textile specialties

He began by listing the various types of material available in Japanese textiles.
o

Silk

o

Meisen silk – often described as “machine-spun” and “stencil-printed” silk. Apparently, a

“commercial” grade of silk made from threads spun from broken cocoons. A late 19th century
innovation. Dyeing technique related to ikat (kasuri).
o

Cotton

o

Bast (ramie, hemp, linen) – these are plant fibers.

o

Sakiori (rag weave)

o

Boro/Ranru – “Boro” (ragged) are mended or patched textiles.

o

Zanshi-ori – a type of cloth that utilizes leftover yarns from various spools. The leftover yarns are

generally used for weft, while the warp yarns are set in the standard fashion.
The dyeing techniques exhibited by Japanese textiles include:
o

Yuzen (resist dyeing plus hand painting)

o

Katazome (stencil)

o

Shibori (resist dyeing methods that use stitching, tying, clamping or wrapping. The stitching

method entails puckering a woven fabric with stitching threads, then dyeing, then removing the
stitching threads and flattening the now dyed fabric.)
o

Hand-tied Kasuri (Kasuri is the Japanese name for ikat, a resist process in which the wefts and/or

warps are dyed before weaving to create a specific pattern after weaving. Bundles of threads are
either wrapped or clamped with carved boards.)
o

Board-clamped Kasuri (itajimi)

o

Meisen Kasuri (thread loom with warps or wefts, then stencil-dye, then weave the fabric)

o

Picture Kasuri (E-gasuri)

o

Tsutsugaki (paste resist dyeing)

o

Rozome (batik)

o

Bingata (a form of stencil dyeing developed in Okinawa)

Jeff said that he had chosen to specialize primarily in “picture kasuri.”
But there are still other facets of Japanese collecting that could shape your collecting focus. The
variety of “intended uses” of Japanese textiles is wide. Here are the “intended uses” Jeff listed.
o

Woman’s kimono

o

Woman’s haori (a short kimono jacket)

o

Woman’s juban (an undercloth worn under a kimono)

o

Obi (belt or sash worn with a kimono; there are several types)

o

Man’s haori

o

Man’s juban

o

Informal robe (yukata)

o

Sleeping robe (yogi)

o

Child’s kimono

o

Travel cape (kappa)

o

Fireman’s jacket

o

Fisherman’s jacket (mahwah)

o

Happi (festival) coat

o

Apron (maekake)

o

Shop or workman’s jacket

o

Pilgrim’s jacket

o

Futon cover

o

Wrapping cloth (furoshiki)

o

Gift covering (fukusa)

o

Noh/Kyogen/Kabuki costume

o

Banner (nobori)

o

Horse trapping

o

Religious (monk’s kesa, uchishiki altar cloth)

o

Samurai clothing

o

Doll clothing

o

Noren (door hanging)

Other Textile Specialties
o

Shashiko stitching

o

Aniu elm-bark fiber, applique textiles

o

Stencils

o

Auspicious symbols and symbolism

o

Military symbols

Jeff next listed some internet sources for Japanese textiles.
o

eBay.com

o

tracadero.com

o

ichiroya.com

o

chidori.com

o

srithreads.com

o

narablog.com

o

auctions.yahoo.co.jp/

Now Jeff began to show images of some of these types.

Woman’s Haori, Yuzen Dyed
(“Yuzen” is a resist-painting method that permits very thin, precise lines)
Front

Back

Woman’s Kimono, Meisen

Notice that the edges of the devices are not regular. This “not lining up” is characteristic of many ikat
usages.

Woman’s Kimono, Meisen

Woman’s Kimono, Shibori

Woman’s Kimono, Shibori

Woman’s Shibori Haori

Man’s Nagajuban, Shibori and Hand Painting

Yukata, Shibori
(a “yukata” is an unlined cotton kimono worn for summer outings, during stays at hot springs or at
home)

Cotton Bolt, Shibori

This piece was dyed with indigo using a “rice-wrapped” process.
Notice that this bolt is priced at 38,000 yen.

Exchange rates vary. But if the U.S. dollar was worth

100 Japanese yen, the price of this bolt would have been $380.00 US when it was new and first
offered for sale. As an “antique” today the price would be far less.

Silk Bolt, Shibori

This bolt was dyed in two steps of consecutive green and black. Each step uses a separate set of
threads for puckering.

Child’s Kimono, Cotton

Military Symbols

More Military Symbols

The military motifs used in the pieces above seem to be from the 1930s.

Kasuri
(warps and/or wefts dyed before weaving to create a specific pattern after weaving)
There are two basic kinds of “kasuri,” one is geometric, the other is more representational and is
called “picture kasuri.”
Immediately below is a close image of some kasuri with geometric devices on it.

Picture Kasuri
(This design alternates peacock and treasure bag “pictures”)

Here is a closer image of the peacock “picture.”

Picture Kasuri, Bats

Picture Kasuri
(resist dyeing process using carved boards)
(fabric is “asa,” a kind of hemp)
Sometimes geometric and “pictorial” devices appear together in kasuri.

Apron, Picture Kasuri

Traveling Cape, Picture Kasuri

Jeff said that the crane’s wings in the design above reminded him of the Japanese flag.

Futon Cover, Picture Kasuri

The primary design device in this piece is a representation of the Buddhist folk figure Daruma, the
Japanese name for Bodhidharma, founder of Zen Buddhism, and a symbol of perseverance and good
luck . He is said to have meditated for many years and as a result both his arms and legs atrophied,
hence he has no real appendages in this design.

Yogi, Picture Karuri
(A “yogi” is a Japanese sleeping blanket, worn instead of bedcovers)

Wrapping Cloth, Tsutsugake
(“Tsutsugake” is a method of creating designs on cloth by squeezing rice paste from a cone and
drawing free hand)

Fisherman’s Jacket, Tsutsugake

Festival Kimono, Tsutsugake

Wrapping Cloth, Sashiko
(“sashiko” is a variety of decorative stitching)

It is said that if sashiko stitchery is to be of a high quality, the embroiderer must work “rhythmically.”

Monk’s “Kesa”
(a “kesa” is a monk’s mantle, usually in patchwork)

Sakiori (ragweave) Vest

(“Sakiori” is an instance of “recycling” practices in Japanese textiles. “Boro” (patched) is another.)

“Sakiori” (ragweave) Obi
(“obi,” you will recall are sashes for kimonos)

Formal Obi

Obi Age
(the “obi age” is a piece of material tucked into the top edge of an obi. It is prominently displayed, if
the wearer is a young unmarried woman as in the pink item in the image below, but it pushed further
down into the obi as the woman ages, until, in old age, it is barely visible.)

Sake Maker’s Workman’s Jacket

Happi (Festival) Coat

Fireman’s Jacket
(This jacket is of heavy cotton. Jeff said that such coats were soaked in water before firemen wearing
them attempted their fire fighting. This jacket also features “sashiko” stitchery.)

Doll Costumes

“Boro” (patched)
or “Ranru” (rags)
“Boro” pieces are often patched futon covers. They are the result of Japanese frugality, in which,
every hole is covered and every scrap of material is re-employed. Futon covers have a different layer
that is a “back.” Backs are usually patched, too.
Some collectors, today, consider “boro” textiles works of abstract art. They can be very pricey.

Nobori Boys’ Day Banners
(now “children’s day”)
18 feet long

Ainu Jacket
Ainu are aboriginal ethnic groups in northern Japan. These jackets are of woven elm bark with
appliqued areas of embroidery. Ainu jackets are also often quite expensive now.

Katagami (stencil)

The stencils used to create the “katagami” designs above can also be bought and collected

Sources for Japanese Textiles
o Temple markets (in Japan)
o Internet auctions
o Textile dealer web sites

Temple Markets in Japan

Similar to “flea markets” in the U.S. Below are two more temple market booths.

Internet Auctions
The following are some “static” images of Internet auctions sites that were captured earlier. But at
this point in the talk, Jeff went online and displayed some actual live sites that have numerous
examples of Japanese textiles that are available for sale today.

eBay Auctions

Yahoo.co.jp Auctions

Japanese Dealer Web Sites

Here is a link to one other dealer in Japanese textiles:
http://www.kimonoboy.com/catalog.html?category=kaya

Literature
Jeff was asked if there was an English-language literature on Japanese textiles. He said that there is,
but that it is limited and scattered.
One visible element of it is “Daruma Magazine.”
http://www.darumamagazine.com/new/
Daruma Magazine entitles itself “…the only magazine in English that devotes itself entirely to Japanese
art and antiques. Daruma has been published since 1993.
Jeff said that while there is no comprehensive introductory book on Japanese textiles one can find
useful catalogs.
One of the links that Daruma Magazine provides is this one:
http://www.kimonoan.com/link.html
And there are a few books and articles on Japanese antiques or Japanese dyeing techniques in this
bibliography:
http://e-gasuri.com/biblio.htm

One last thought, if you are considering collecting Japanese textiles: Jeff indicated that there do not
seem, currently, to be any export restrictions on these textiles.
This was the end of Jeff’s initial lecture.
He and members of the audience had brought in some pieces and he moved next to examine
them. The first was the coat below.

In each case, I will first give the number-letter label for a given piece, then the image of the piece and
below it a labeled comment on it.
Image J1

Comment on J1: This was described as a “great wave” festival coat. Technicolors. Possibly silkscreened.
J1a

Comment on J1a: A closer look at the wave.
The next piece was a “rag weave” vest. J2

Comment on J2: Jeff said that this kind of clothing was worn by rural people.
J3

Comment on J3: This piece was stencil-dyed.

J3a

Comment on J3a: A closer look at its designs and drawing.
Jeff moved to the next piece.

J4

Comment on J4: This is an item of shibori cloth. The design-producing techniques used in it combine
wrapping, tying and stitching.

J5

Comment on J5: This is zanshi-ori, woven from left-over threads. Resist techniques were used to
produce vertical and horizontal stripes that have a combined plaid effect.
Note: There are no pieces labeled J6 through J9. Jeff moved to J10.

J10

Comment on J10: Shibori.

J11

Comment on J11: This piece is a sample of a formal obi pattern.
J11a

J11b

Comment on J11a and J11b: Note the floating threads on the back. Some metallic threads were
used.

J12

Comment on J12: Jeff described this piece as an example of “meisen silk.” It is woven from silk
threads that were spun from broken cocoons (much less expensive than unreeling the filament of a
unbroken cocoon.)
J12a

Comment on J12a: Jeff said the surface of this piece is “hard”.

J13

Comment on J13: This is a piece of “rice-wrapped” shibori. It is cotton.
J14

Comment on J14: This is an baby diaper of cotton shibori. It was dyed by folding and then clamping
between two boards. The fabric that protrudes the clamped areas are colored with the dye.

J15

Comment on J15: This piece is a fragment of shibori-dyed silk in a “hemp leaf” pattern that was
intended for a woman’s nagajuban (under-kimono).
J15a

Comment on J15a: It is unambiguously orange.
J16

J16a

Comment on J16a: Another shibori fragment.
J17

Comment on J17: This is indigo-dyed “picture kasuri” cotton showing a flower cart and bonsai or
flower arrangement.
J17a

Comment on J17a: A closer look at the “picture” device.

J18

Coment on J18: This is a length of kasuri-dyed “asa,” that is the fabric is hemp. Threads were dyed
by board-clamping (itajime).
J18a:

J19

Comment on J19: Fisherman’s jacket
J20

Comment on J20: This long piece is an “obi,” a sash for a kimono. This one is done in a “rag rug”
structure very similar to the rag rugs still woven in the U.S. and Scandinavia among other places.
J20a

Comment on J20a: Such rag structures testify, as to the entire corpus of Japanese “boro” (patched)
textiles to the frugality of aspects of Japanese culture.

J20b

Comment on J20b: A closer look at this rag structure.
J21

Comment on J21a: This is a wrapping cloth with many Japanese symbols.
Jeff took a closer at one corner.

Comment on J21a: Pointing to the “cloak of invisibility”

J22

Comment on J22: The piece above is another wrapping cloth, this time the designs were created
using sashiko decorative stitching.
J23

Comment on J23: Someone in the audience had brought in a Japanese horse decoration. It is “asa”
(hemp) and seemed not to be able to stand much wear. It was dyed with a paste-resist technique.
If we rotate the piece 45 degrees you get a larger comprehensive image.

J23a

Comment on J23a:Such horsecovers were used by merchants or in festivals.
There are “ties” on the right hand side of this piece, in the above orientation, that served to tie it in
place on the horse.
And here’s a look at three properly oriented close details moving left to right.
J23b: koi (carp)

J23c: mon (family crest)

J23d another carp image

A very interesting and unusual piece.
J24

Comment on J24: This is a wedding kimono. Notice that the bottom edge is padded. It is meant to
drag on the ground.
J24a

Comment on J24a: The inside lining is entirely in a brilliant crimson.
J24b

J24c

J24d

Comment on J24d: Cranes and tortoises and bamboo plants provide the designs in couching and other
embroidery stitches.

J25

Comment on J25: The above piece is silk a kimono. Its blue and silver designs are of autumn
grasses.
J25a:

J25b

Comment on J25b: A closer look at the ground fabric and this design.

J25 front

J26

Comment on J26: This piece is a “haori.”
J26a

Comment on J26a: A little closer look.

J26b

Comment on J26b: Still closer. The design at first might look like shibori but it is of woven dots.
J26, inside, front

Comment on J26, inside, front:
J27

Comment on J27: Jeff said that this is a post-WWII kasuri-dyed kimono. It is cotton and unlined.
Two closer looks at this design.
J27a

J27b

J27, inside, front

J28

Comment on J28: This is a wrapping cloth with design of bamboo, pine and plum blossoms (“three
friends of winter”).
J28a

Comment on J28a: There is sashito stitching on this piece done before dyeing.
J28b

Comment on J28b: Mon (family crest)

J29

Comment on J29: This is a second wrapping cloth with a pine tree design.
J29a

Comment on J29a:
J30

Comment on J30: This is a third wrapping cloth. It has a pine tree, bamboo and plum blossom design
and sashiko stitching.

J30a

Comment on J30a: Some closer looks.
J30b

This was the last of the “brought in” pieces.
Jeff answered questions, and brought the session to a close.

Folks came forward to ask Jeff questions, and to claim their “brought in” pieces or to get a closer look
at, and some hands on, some of this material.

I want to thank Jeff for permitting a virtual version of his interesting session and for the considerable
editorial work he did during its development.
Thanks, too, to Amy Rispin for a good set of notes.
I hope you have enjoyed Jeff’s interesting effort to equip you to consider whether collecting Japanese
textiles might be for you.
Regards,
R. John Howe 1
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Archive for February, 2010
Color in Oriental Rugs and Textiles, Part 1
Posted in Swan, Wendel on February 8, 2010 by rjohn
Dear folks,
On September 12, 2009, Wendel Swan (below left) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program, at The Textile Museum here in Washington, D.C. entitled “Exploring and Explaining the
Appeal of Color Rugs.”

Michael Seidman (above right) introduced Wendel, saying that Wendel is a long-time, passionate
collector of oriental rugs and a well-known figure in the international rug world. He was for some time
the president of the Washington, D.C. area rug club and has been active in the International
Conference on Oriental Carpets, serving as the head of the local organizing group that successfully
presented ICOC-X in 2003. Wendel is the Chair of the ICOC Executive Committee and is currently
working on ICOC-XI, to be held in the summer of 2011, in Stockholm. Wendel is also a member of The

Textile Museum’s Board of Trustees and has presented frequently, both in the RTAM setting and to rug
clubs and in rug conferences world -wide.
Wendel began with an interactive, PowerPoint assisted lecture, then illustrated some of his points with
“in the room” examples. In addition, members of the audience had brought pieces in (below right
image).

This virtual version of Wendel’s session is divided into two parts. This is Part 1 and will present, as
faithfully as we can manage, a virtual version of his lecture. Part 2 will be devoted to showing you the
pieces “in the room” and to comments on them.

Part 1, Wendel’s PowerPoint presentation:
“This is a program in which I want to explore and explain, I hope, the appeal of color in oriental rugs
and textiles. It will be an interactive program in which I will ask you for your comments. So please
shout out your responses or any questions you may have.

Whenever rug qualities are discussed, the mantra

is invariably used, just as “location, location, location” is used when discussing real estate. While it
may be the most important factor in rugs, color is an extremely complex phenomenon. Collectors
often associate superior color with natural dyes. While the quality and properties of wool affect our
perception of color and clearly influence our preferences.

Courtesy of Suzanne Grosjean
Color, of course, may refer to individual hues of which we all have favorites. However, what we might
call a single color is often more like a musical chord. Take this example:

The blue in this motif is actually composed of various hues of blue, from light, to medium, to dark. By
itself, this blue has what we will later call “contrast of saturation.”
As to individual colors, I think this medallion is fantastic in part because of the exquisite purple
ground.

Even though I love the purple in the medallion, I don’t own a purple hat or a purple coat…and the
reason is context.

This medallion is part of a fabulous rug at the Vaklifar Museum in Istanbul…which so captured my
imagination that I put it on my coffee mug.

Perhaps my predilection for purple in rugs is partly due to the learned convention that purple is
associated with greater age and, therefore, those rugs with purple are more desirable. But the purple
is not the only reason I think this is such a great rug. I’ll return to it later.
Today I want to explore the appeal of “color in context” and some aspects of “color theory,” not color
symbolism, or color as an indicator of age, or the qualities of dyes, or about preferences for certain
colors such as purple. We’ll focus on how color contrast, or more properly, color contrasts (in the
plural) are essential to creating some of the most beautiful and dynamic textiles such as the stunning
Central Asian silk velvet ikat panel below.

If beauty is in the eye of the beholder, so is color.

In essence, colors don’t exist. They are “perceived.” Perception of color stems from the varying cone
cells in the retina to different parts of the spectrum. So colors may be defined and quantified by the
degree to which they stimulate these cells. Because of individual differences in those cone cells, we all
perceive color differently, some of us quite differently.

Our individual perceptions, undoubtedly relate to our individual preferences. In fact, let’s experiment a
bit with some standard tests of differences in perception. The “circles” below are parts of Ishihara
tests for color blindness first developed in 1917.
I am going to show you each of four circles in turn. Each of them is diagnostic for a particular kind
and degree of color blindness.

Here is: circle 1, circle 2, circle 3, circle 4

Circle 1: Do you see a number in it? If you see a number, what number do you see?
With normal color vision, one should see the number 74.
Circle 2: Do you see a number in this circle? If so, what is it?
Those with normal color vision should see the number 6 in the circle above.
Circle 3: Do you see a number in this one? If so, what is it?
Those with normal color vision should see number 29. Those with red-green deficiencies should read
number 70. Those with total color blindness will not see any number at all.
Circle 4: This time the “book answer” takes a different turn. Those with normal color vision should not
see any number at all. Most with red-green color deficiencies will see number 5. (Look back and
check.)
More men than women have red-green color blindness. Studies are being conducted to determine
whether a small number of women can actually perceive a wider range of hues.
Great painters, like Michelangelo (left) and VanDyck (right) magically capture the way we perceive
color and texture.

Da Vinci referred to “color theory” in his notebooks and Sir Isaac Newton, based on his observations
with a prism, developed the first circular diagram of colors(pictured below on the left), in 1666,
correlating colors with musical notes and symbols for the planets. Goethe developed the color wheel
below on the right.

Scientists and artists have created many variations of this concept. Although there are differences of
opinion, any color wheel which presents a logically arranged sequence of pure hues has merit.

Today, art students learn color theory. whether they are studying traditional media, or web design.

But modern study may merely reflect what artists have known about color for millennia, without
articulating or memorializing that knowledge except in their works. This baby mummy in Urumchi
(pictured below), from 1,000 BC demonstrates that we may have an innate sense of color and color
contrast.

In trying to analyze what made some rugs are more appealing than others, long ago, I sensed the
importance of contrasts both of color and graphics, but had great difficulty expressing that sense until
I became somewhat familiar with color theory.
I would have said that I was attracted to this Bordjalou Kazak horse cover (below) because it is bold,
because the open red ground shows off the design elements in it, and because of the strong, but wellproportioned reciprocal border.

Now, I am more apt to think in terms of the vocabulary of the color theorists, that is, of contrasts of
light and dark, of hue and proportion, and of complementary contrasts – concepts I’ll try to explain.
Recognizing these aspects of contrast, identified by Itten, a teacher at Bauhaus and a noted color
theorist and author, should provide a better understanding of why you like or do not like a given rug.

“Contrast of light and dark” is the simplest of the contrasts to understand.

“Contrast of saturation” is a rather straightforward variation of “light and dark.”

Contrast of hues is also relatively easy to understand. Red, yellow and blue are extreme instances of
“hue contrast.” All other colors are derived from these three hues. As you will see later, when these
three colors adjoin, there are special perception issues.

Although there have been many scientific studies verifying the physiological effects of various colors,
the “contrast of warm and cool” is the most difficult for me to demonstrate.
Blue-green is said the be the “coolest” color and red-orange is the “warmest.”

Van Gogh captured (below left) the coolness of the evening blue, while Grunewald, in 1515,
symbolically depicted (below right) a vibrantly living resurrected Christ with shades of orange and red.

The yastik on the left below has tremendous warm-cool contrast throughout, while the Salor on the
right remains warm because of the dominant red. Note how a very comparable pattern yields two
entirely different results because of the use of color.

Next we treat “complementary contrast.” (ed. notice the “e” after the “l.” This is not the same as a
compliment that one person gives to another.) All color wheels show the primary colors red, blue and
yellow, and those colors that are directly opposite one another are called “complementary” colors.
The further one moves away from a given point on the perimeter, the greater and greater the contrast
becomes.

(Ed.: Color theorists usually designate colors close to one another on a color wheel as “analogous” and
reserve “complementary” for those on the opposite side of the color wheel.)
To repeat, the colors at the opposite points on the color wheel are the “complementary” colors. Here
are six examples of “complementary” colors:

We perceive complementary colors as extremely high in contrast. Just as high as “light and dark,”
although it may seem less obvious.

As to the physiological basis of complementary colors, you may be able to experience it if you do the
following.

First, look steadily for a few moments at the red circle that follows below. Then, move to

the next black screen, stare at it, and see if you see an image on it.

Now stare at the black screen below.

You should now be seeing a color that is generated by the receptor rods in your eyes.
(Ed.: This effect may not occur in this medium but it did for this same image projected on a screen.)

If you saw a color when you moved your eyes to the black screen, it was probably something like this.
Notice that this greenish blue is the complementary color of the red you stared at initially.

Next, stare at the black device in the center of the image below.

As you stare at the center, you may see a yellow ball rotating around the center, displacing the blue
balls in rotation.
(Ed. Again, this effect may not occur in this medium, although it did dramatically with Wendel’s
projected image. If you do not see motion, double click the image, which will cause it to open in a
new tab and you should then see the motion. Read the directions for performing this test and then
view the image in the new tab.)
Now, move your eyes out from the device at the center to the blue balls on the perimeter and move
back and forth between them constantly. Try this before reading the next paragraph.
The yellow ball may disappear.
Now move your eyes back to the black device at the center and stare at it. The circulation of the
yellow ball may resume. Keep staring at the center for while, then look steadily at the screen below.

When you look at this green screen after looking steadily at the center of the previous one, a circle of
yellow balls appears. The cones in your eyes are transmitting green’s complementary color
yellow. You likely see it for a moment, then it fades away.
(Ed. We did ourselves see this effect in this medium.)
Now let’s do some comparisons with images of actual rugs and textiles. The image below on the left is
of an Anatolian kilim exhibited at the ICOC in Istanbul. It is relatively simple. The fragment below on
the right is of an early 19th century kilim, with decorated bands separating the panels. Like the
previous kilim, it may be a multiple-niche “prayer” design or saph. The individual hues in these kilims
are all from natural dyes and equally attractive. But now I ask you to tell me which of the two you
would prefer to have on your wall at home? The one on the left or the one on the right?

Here is a full-length image of this spectacular Anatolian kilim. It is about 16 feet wide (as oriented in
the above image) and dates possibly from the 17th century. It may be a multiple-niche “prayer”
design or saph, but the design is almost irrelevant. There are only a few repetitions of specific color
combinations, but the combination and juxtaposition of colors is most important. The adjacent ground
colors and design colors have been woven in complementary colors, with the result that each hue is
enhanced and made attractive by its neighboring color. This skillful use of complimentary color makes
it my choice between these two.

Next, we see a portion of an extraordinary kilim (below) depicting mosques and their minarets, but
using strong complementary colors, this time with an ivory ground. It looks, in the image above, as if
the ground at the bottom is gray, but it is white and the darkening is the result of available light. This
kilim differs from the previous two in that all of the design elements in this one have been outlined in
a dark color — a topic I’ll address later.

Here is a fragment of a kilim that was probably similar to the preceding examples, but there are
dividing stripes between the mosques in this example.

Here are the above two pieces together. Which of these two do you prefer? And why?

The colors are complementary in both, but the “mosques” kilim at the top has the added attraction of
having contrast of light and dark as well as contrast of proportion (addressed below).
Contrast of proportion or extension influences the way we perceive colors and the ways in which colors
appeal to us.

In general, designs with significant contrast of proportion will be more appealing than

those with little contrast of proportion.
Wendel then asked the audience to compare the two kilims that seemed favored in the first two
comparisons and to express a further preference, if any. He asked whether the graphics of the
mosques would be preferred over pure color.

The audience seemed divided and unable to select a preference between them. Wendel’s perspective
was that he also couldn’t choose, that the complementary colors of the top kilim are compelling, but
color alteration and dark and light contrast of the bottom piece have equal appeal.
Although my purpose, here, is not to discuss dyes, I want to use the two pieces below to make a point
about “color balance” that is, in this instance, dye-related. One problem with synthetic dyes is that, if
the colors change as the fuchine dye in the reverse sumak on the left has, it completely changes the
color balance. No such change has taken place in the pile bag on the right.

Synthetics are not necessarily bad. I’ve always assumed that the cotton cloth in this mola was dyed
with chemicals, but the colors have not changed and the use of contrasting hues in this humble little
reverse applique makes it very appealing. Especially since I paid only $3 for it in Cartegena in 1977.

Next we have two small pile rugs, each about 3 feet by 5 feet. The one on the left below is Caucasian
or Northwest Persian and the one on the right below is Kurdish from Northwest Persia. Both use
diagonal stripes that have minimum floral decoration. I put it to you, which of these two do you
prefer and why? Please evaluate these two pieces especially using Itten’s contrast of “proportion” or
“extension.” The simple way of putting it is that the one on the right is almost monochromatic. It
lacks contrast of hue, proportion and complementary colors. In addition, if we remove all of the color
the bold reciprocal border is appealing even without it.

Below are two Caucasian rugs of approximately equal size, condition and age. Which do you
prefer? The one on the left? Or the one on the right? I expect that most prefer the one on the
left. This preference is likely the result of the fact that the Fachralo, on the left, exhibits greater
contrast of proportion (that is of scale or extension) than does the so-called Chi-Chi on the right. In
the Fachralo, there is greater contrast of proportion between the main border elements and those of
the field. And the large, open field is proportionally contrasted with the medallion and field elements.
While the total amount of ivory, which always provides contrast, is approximately the same in each
rug, the larger scale of the ivory areas in the Fachralo on the left makes it seem as if there is more
ivory in it.

With the color withdrawn (shown below) we can see that the while the contrast of light and dark is
about the same, it is the contrast of proportion that make the difference. Their lack of contrast of
proportion is why I think most Chi-Chis are duds.

Now, for the next few moments I want you to forget about cultural context. Tell me, solely on the
basis of color, which of the two details below do you prefer? Do you prefer the one on the left or the
one on the right? And why?

On the left above is a Salor gul with the typical warm Turkmen reddish hues, while the one on the
right above is a very rare Karakalpak, using essentially the same Salor gul motif. How do we evaluate
the various contrasts in these two guls?
The Salor shows contrast of saturation as well as moderate light and dark contrast, while the
Karakalpak has contrast of warm and cool hues, complementary contrast in addition to light and dark
contrast and that of proportion.
So how, on balance, do we experience the overall effect of the various contrasts in these two guls? Is
the Salor “subtle” or “boring?” Are the color contrasts of the Karakalpak “dynamic” or “garish?” Or is
the answer “all of the above?” Our individual preferences might lead to a real food fight over the
answers.
(Ed.: And notice how difficult it is, once the tribal labels are provided, to keep cultural context out of
these evaluations.)
Now, look at the pair below.

I collected the complete Ersari checkerboard rug on the left about four years ago because I was
intrigued by its rarity and because I like checkerboards. Its colors, although good, were not
compelling.
Now compare it with to the Qashqai kilim on the right, which has terrific contrast of hues. If anyone
here were to prefer the Ersari, it would demonstrate that our collecting behavior is not always
governed by the mantra of color, color, color.
Now, let me return to the Vaklifar rug (below left) that I have on my coffee mug, and compare it to a
later Melez that has many good individual colors.

In the Vaklifar rug, on the left above, the scale of the central medallion is perfectly set off by the open
red field. The cloudbands in the border have contrasting hues and the border itself is drawn in a
smaller scale, thereby emphasizing the medallion.
The Melez, on the right above, lacks this contrast of proportion. Its design elements are all of about
the same scale.

Because we derive no sense of contrast of proportion, its attractiveness is

diminished. This lack of contrast of proportion in the Melez is made further apparent when it is
compared to this Mudjur long rug (below left) which has similar colors and design elements, but used
entirely differently.

It is important to note that the various dimensions of contrast that Itten identifies can work both to
support one another and so make a piece more aesthetically attractive, but there is discernible loss of
appeal when one or more of such contrasts is lacking.
By comparing the two rugs below, you will see that the term contrast of proportion is more
encompassing than just the scale of the drawing.

Note that the drawing and scale of these two pieces is nearly the same.

The sizes of the meander

borders are the same. The outline medallions are similar in scale. Why do we like the one on the
right far more than the one on the left?

It is, I would argue, because the colors of the Oushak on the left lack contrast of proportion between
the ground and the elements within it. On the other hand, the red ground of the early Anatolian rug
on the right seems much larger in scale than the elements within it, thereby actually accentuating the
small field elements.
The sickly colors in the Oushak may be from synthetic dyes, but more importantly, it is this
fundamental lack of contrast that makes it so unappealing. Further, the colors of the rug on the right
seem “rich” to us because in addition to the contrast they have abundant complementary contrasts,
hue contrasts, and contrasts of light and dark.

This is “color, color, color.”

How many of you love cilantro? And how many swear it tastes like soapy dishwater?

Recent scientific studies have shown that the difference in reactions is due to whether one can or
cannot discern certain components of its taste. And so I believe it may be with color and
contrast. Perhaps some don’t like color at all, especially bold colors.
Many home and rug owners prefer the “neutral” look and essentially bland Oushaks fetch tens of
thousands at auction.

Perhaps the market has revealed how much of a dunce I am in talking about the importance of
contrasts.

Woven in Isfahan during the reign of Shah Abbas I (1587-1629), the silk rug below measures 7′ 7″ x
5′ 7″ and is reported to have 14 shades of color. I have difficulty seeing more than three.
Formerly in the collection of Doris Duke, it sold last year for almost $4.5 million.

While the comparison may not seem or even be fair, solely on the basis of these images below, I find
little more to admire in this Duke rug than I do in this bleached out yastik on the right that was
offered on eBay for $125.
Although more contrast can be seen in a detail of the Duke rug when I spend $4.5 million for a rug, I
think I’ll insist on a bit more color.

The juxtaposition of colors can affect the way we see scale and proportion and h0w adjacent colors are
perceived. Look at the three squares below:

The gray centers of all of these three squares are exactly the same size, but the yellow seems to
compress the inner box while the red seems to expand it.

The fragment below is from a large, magnificent 16th century Mughal carpet. It is a perfect example
of more being more. This rug was probably meant to be viewed and appreciated as you are seeing it
in the image below on the left, but its real splendor can only be as we move in closer.

I saw this rug in the Metropolitan Museum in New York about 11 years ago, and consider it to be one
of the most beautiful objects that I have ever seen.

There are contrasts of saturation, as seen in the different hues of blue, green and red and
yellow. Part of the majesty of this rug is that so many colors were used. And they are all enhanced
by being set against the rich, almost velvety, red ground. It has wonderful complementary colors and
it also has superb contrast of light and dark. Note, in the image below, that the tendrils and all of the
flower heads are outlined with a dark color, something that is a common weaving tradition.

That tradition can be seen in this Seljuk rug below from the TIEM where the bodies and antlers are
outlined as are the birds and the tree of life in the center.

Outlining is carried on in the 19th century yastik below, where even the outlines are outlined.

In Persia, the same is true of the Mazlaghan below where, again, we see the outlining of outlining.

We see outlining in Northwest Persian rugs, Belouch group rug and bags, Turkmen and Caucasian
rugs, as well as sumak bags, and in some Chinese rugs, shown respectively below.

It doesn’t appear often in kilims, but we sometimes see it.

Just as with pile, there is no structural reason for outlining in a kilim. Why, then, do we see outlining?
In some rugs, like this Persian fantasy carpet below lines are used to create the image of some of the
heads. But that does not explain why the multi-colored fruits and leaves are also outlined.

If we look at other media, we also see outlining, as in the Iznik tiles below from the Rustem Pasha
mosque in Istanbul. The argument could be made that the artist first outlined the pattern and then
filled it in with colors. But I believe that the practice of outlining can be explained by color theory.
Traditional, representational oil paintings did not employ outlining, even though Rembrandt(below left)
was a master of the contrast of dark and light. But, from the Impressionist movement forward, it was
color itself, not dukes and duchesses, angels and demons, with which artists were concerned. And so
outlining can be seen in oil paintings (below right) over the last 150 years.

I asked George Jevremovic why his rugs (below left), which so faithfully create the spirit of antique
rugs, have outlining. His answer, “Tradition, tradition,” was, of course, 100% correct, but not quite
what I was seeking.
Yes, outlining is a tradition, but why is it a tradition? I believe that answer may lie in an another kind
of contrast identified by color theorists that is deeply rooted in the past.

Here, below, is another $3 mola (below). with the primary colors red and blue adjacent to one another
and of the same proportion. Do you have trouble determining what is depicted?

Any two adjacent colors will change our perception of each of them as the result of the effects of
“simultaneous contrast.”
Simultaneous contrast is an effect created by two adjacent colors interacting with one another to
change our perception of them both. This effect is strongest when the two colors are primary hues of
the same saturation and darkness. By substituting green for blue (below) it may be easier to see that
there are two warriors facing left.

Here are these two color combinations side by side. The warrior figures in green are now much easier
to see.

And if we remove the color from this pair (below), we can see that one reason why the blue-red image
might be more difficult to discern than the green-red one, is that the light and dark contrast of the
particular green-red hues are much greater than those of the blue-red image.

Let’s experiment with another example of this red-blue combination. Look at the image below steadily
for awhile.

|
When two primary colors are adjacent, our eyes have great difficulty determining where one color
ends and the other begins.
The edge between the red and blue may almost vibrates and we begin to see black lines between the
colors despite that fact than none exist. For most of us, it may seem as if the red stripes are
advancing toward us.
However, when the red and blue stripes are separated by a dark color (below), the red and blue lines
appear sharper and less visually confusing. I believe that the origin and purpose of dark color outlining
is to prevent this visual confusion of adjoining colors.

Let me share a related experiment that makes the function of outlining clear. Below, are two outlines
of the Mediterranean. In the top version does either the water or the land mass seem to be tinged
with a certain color? And what about the bottom drawing? Is one or the other tinged?

In fact, the water and the land are both pure white in both drawings, but the yellow outline is on the
water side in the top and on the land side in the bottom. Our perception makes the yellow seem to
bleed into the adjacent white and this may account for the ancient technique of using outlining to
prevent the perception of color bleed. Leonardo Da Vinci said: “Colors will appear what they are not,
according to the ground that surrounds them.”
I recently encountered the thought below in Hofstader’s “Godel, Escher and Bach,” a la Lewis Carroll.

I don’t know whether we can analyze beauty or any Capitalized Essence. But, as we conclude, I’ll
show three more examples of the application of color theory to what we enjoy about rugs. I was only
able to capture the detail below of a very large and very old kilim in what is the “new” Vaklifar in
Istanbul. Do any of you recall seeing it at the ICOC?
The individual hues of greenish blue and red are both decidedly variegated and not particularly
saturated. Some might argue that this is not the highest achievement of the dyer’s art, but the
complementary colors alone create a stunning and memorable image. And the contrast of proportion

and overall scale make it one that I remember most from that conference.

Although far less sophisticated, it has a feeling that is similar to the silk velvet ikat I showed earlier
(below).

Perhaps we should think in terms of a new mantra.
So that the next time you’re attracted, as almost all of us are, by a wonderful purple in a rug, you
may notice its context and whether it is in juxtaposition with its complementary color, gold.

And when you see a rug that you really like, ponder its Capitalized Essences and ask yourself why.

Is it because of the “complementary contrasts” or the “contrast of hues?” Or is it because of the
“contrast of light and dark” or the “contrast of proportion?” Or is it, as it is for me with this example …
all of the above? And so, let’s look at some rugs.”

This is the end of this virtual version of Wendel’s lecture. He had also brought in some pieces to
illustrate selected points in it.
To see these, and the related pieces that members of the audience had brought in, use the link below:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/02/10/color-in-oriental-rugs-and-textiles-part-2/
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This is Part 2, of a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning that Wendel Swan (below) gave on September
12, 2009 on the subject of “Color in Oriental Rugs and Textiles.”

Wendel began this program with a lecture augmented with projected images. If you have not gone
though that lecture, you can reach it with this link:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/02/08/color-in-oriental-rugs-and-textiles-part-1/
In this second part of his program, Wendel illustrated selected aspects of his lecture with pieces he had
brought in. Members of the audience had also brought pieces. Wendel began this second part of his
program with the “cover piece” from his lecture (below left). This simple piece projects great
color. Several aspects of Itten’s varieties of contrast are visible. It also features the use of both lighter
and darker colored outlining. Here is a closer look at its field below (right).

Wendels’ second “in-the-room” piece was also treated in his lecture. It was the Anatolian yastik below.
This piece was treated in Wendel’s lecture as an example of superior “warm-cool contrast.”

Here are some closer details of it. First, a lower corner, and then an upper one. (Notice that the
coloring of a top strip is different. It is an old repair with synthetics that Wendel has decided not to
tamper with.)
Although, the piece above does not need this advantage, Wendel showed it side-by-side with the faded
yastik below on the left. It is evident that the piece above lacks most kinds of contrast that would
enhance our evaluation of its aesthetic qualities. And a closer look at it (on the right below) does not
improve things noticeably.

Wendel had two molas to illustrate “simultaneous contrast” and the effect of outlining to eliminate its
adverse visual effects.
The first(below left) was the red-blue example without outlining that he used in his lecture. His second
in-the-room example (below right) had outlining, and illustrated again both the source and reason for
that frequent tradition.

Here are these two pieces side-by-side.

The next piece was one brought in by a member of the audience. It was a fine, old Belouch group bag
face with wool of spectacular quality. This is a piece with very little color contrast, because its colors are,
except for the blue and a sparing use of white, mostly close to one another on the color wheel. And
since both the reds and blues in this piece are dark, there is little “light and dark” contrast between
them. The design of this bag face also has less contrast of scale, since its design elements seem to be
mostly of the similar sizes. This piece has more color than this photo shows, but it requires bright
natural light to see it.

There were some other Belouch pieces in the room. The first one was the one below, which belongs to
Wendel.

It shows what a more liberal use of white and colors with greater complementary qualities can enliven
our experience with them. Beautiful blues and an aubergine ground. A bright orange-red jumps out
from mostly darker background colors with an electric effect.
The next piece (below) was another Belouch Wendel had borrowed as a less desirable example. There
are some reasonably attractive colors and varieties of contrast in this piece. The contrast of proportion
in it is pretty good. But the overall effect is that the colors have been bleached out. They lack contrast
of “saturation.”

The next piece (below left) was a complete khorjin set of the darker Belouch sort. This is a variety of the
so-called “Mushwani” design. As with the first Belouch bag face above, there is little contrast of “dark
and light.” The design devices used are of different scales and so project more contrast of
“composition,” although the dark colors make it difficult to see. There are glimpses of brighter orange,
of a green, and a brighter blue, but in general, the piece is very subdued. Here are some closer
details(below middle). Here is a look at its back (below second row), it has more visible contrasts.

The next piece was one of Wendel’s. It is a panel from a Zoroastrian woman’s baggy trousers. This panel
wrapped the calf area of one leg of such a pair of trousers. The ground stripes are silk as is the
embroidery on them.

The complementary contrast between the stripes is very good, as are the contrast of “saturation” and
the contrast of “light and dark.” The contrast of “proportion” is great, given the difference of scale of the
wide stripes and the tiny elements of embroidery Dotted outlining is used between stripes to preserve
clean visual edges of adjoining colors and outlining is used within and sometimes at the edges of the
embroidered devices to prevent “simultaneous” contrast from “smearing” their sharpness. Contrast of
“light and dark” is also used effectively to highlight the effect of these tiny embroideries.

The next piece was the khorjin half below. This piece is very well drawn in a tough reverse sumak fabric,
but the dyes are likely synthetics. While there is good contrast of proportion and reasonable contrast of
light and dark, the faded colors lack contrast of hue and saturation.

The following piece was the complete khorjin below, again, one of Wendel’s. The ‘mullioned” design in
the field of this piece is the same as that in the previous one and a white ground border is used in both
of them. But this piece has a great deal more of the various contrasts we have listed. The back of this
piece (that we can only glimpse in the bridge area) is also very nice, featuring stripes and zigzags, the
latter with a much larger scale. Notice that outlining is used extensively at the edges of it design
elements.

The next piece (below) was the end panel from a large Shirvan cargo bag type “mafrash.” This slit weave
tapestry panel has a relatively narrow color palette, but projects (as designs with few colors often do)
considerable graphic punch. Examining it a bit one can see that its graphic impact is the result of good
light and dark contrast, especially a skillful use of white. The internal instrumentation of the stepped

devices in its field ed the use of good complementary contrast. Notice that, as is the case with many slit
weave tapestries, there is no outlining in most of the piece. Outlining is reserved for the edges.

The next piece was a “Kordi” pushti (little rug) from NE Iran. This piece exhibits good complementary
contrast, and contrast of light and dark, the latter, again depending noticeably on an effective use of
white. There is positive contrast of composition in the use of striped “outing.” Notice that the outlining
is wider than is often the case but still retains a non-competitive scale with the field devices it separates
and the borders it edges.

The next piece (below) was a kilim fragment with “old” colors. This piece is one of two end panels that,
together with a brocaded center panel with more complex designs, made up a Central Anatolian “cuval.”
There is strong use of complementary colors and “outlining” effects are achieved by separating the
broader stripes with much narrower ones, not of a single darker or lighter color but using the hues of

other wide stripes. So essentially contrast of composition is used to prevent the adverse visual effects of
simultaneous contrast. Wendel called attention to the “old” brown and aubergine.

The next piece was Wendel’s yellow ground Konya pile fragment below. It is three guls wide rather than
the more usual two. Here is a closer detail of it. Wendel sees its minor elements as more integrated into
the overall field design than is the case with most of the rugs in this group.

He also showed this piece side-by-side with the previous flatwoven cuval fragment to show the
similarity of palette.

The next piece was the part of a large kilim shown below. This piece has great contrasts of “hue,” “light
and dark,” and “complementary” colors. White is often used, seemingly, to prevent too much
“simultaneous” contrast, although many colors are adjacent without outlining. Here are some closer
details of this piece. Notice the particularly effective use of purple with gold. Truly glorious colors.

The next piece was a silk jajim, made in five strips sewn together. This warp-faced piece was attributed
to the Shahsavan, or possibly, to NW Persia. It projects an effective use of complementary contrast.
Narrow stripes alternate wider ones and operate (as “outlining”) to prevent adverse “simultaneous”
contrast effects.

The next piece was Wendel’s rather well-known “tessellation” pile rug, attributed to the Shahsavan. It
also displays a variety of effect color contrast and a tessellated field design. Here is a closer corner.
Wendel pointed to the fact that the tessellated device is composed of a triangle, rotated and reflected
and also internally instrumented.

The following piece (below) was probably Kurdish, possibly NE Persian. This time a pile long rug with a
lot “going on” in it design-wise. There are medallions, a dramatic striped main border, camels and other
critters, “tree-of-life” motifs, etc. But, as Wendel noted, it is also very colorful and it displays a variety of
contrasts very effectively.

Here are a couple more close looks at it(above).
The next piece was another silk jajim. Again the striped, instrumented design exhibits good “light and
dark” and complementary contrasts. There are narrower stripes between wider ones, but devices
decorating the stripes themselves are not outlined and so some “simultaneous” contrast is possible,
especially in stripes with high complementary contrast like the red stripe instrumented in green. Here
are closer looks at details of this piece.

The next item was this small piece attributed to NW Persia, possibly Kurdish. The excellent colors of this
piece are so, mostly, because they exhibit effective use of the various contrasts treated in this session.
The dark field and the yellow ground framing borders contribute strongly to the aesthetics of this
weaving. The checkerboard area may echo Kurdish “shrub” carpet usages.

The next piece had some similar features, but was attributed to the Khamseh Federation. Its white
ground border does not have as much white and the main borders of the immediately preceding piece
had of yellow. The result is that this piece seems somewhat darker. The color palettes and design
usages are very similar. The effective alteration of color in its abstracted “boteh” devices drew
favorable comment.

Here are some closer looks at this piece. First, a corner (below left), And then a vertical slice of the field
(below right) that includes part of the bottom border.

The next item shown was the one below (left). This is a SW Persian rug of the so-called “mother and
daughter boteh” design. It exhibits many of the color contrasts Wendel has attracted attention to. Here
are some closer details of this piece. First, a top corner (below middle), then the field (below right).

The next piece brought in was the one below (top left). This was attributed to the west Caucasus and
exhibits typical primary colors, excepting that, perhaps of the “Lesghi star” in the center medallion.
Here are some closer details of this piece (below right). Red, white and blue predominate but there are
visible uses of a softer yellow and a purple and, perhaps, a blue-green. The marked abrash is an
instance of contrast of “hue.”

Another Caucasian rug followed (top left below), this time with three “Lesghi stars” in its field. Designwise there is a great deal going on in this rug and while its colors are striking the large scale of the
“bracketed” areas of the main border (top right below) are nearly as tall on the sides and as wide on the
top and bottom as the medallions in the field, and may for some begin to “compete” with the latter.
Nevertheless, the colors in this rug exhibit a goodly number of the contrasts that contribute to aesthetic
attractiveness. Several shades of blue are, for example, instances of good uses of contrast of “hue.”
Again, here are some closer details of this piece (below bottom left and right). Notice that most motifs
are outlined either with lighter or darker colors. The “Lesghi star” device is another held to have been
generated entirely by reflection and rotation of the triangular devices at the edges of the perpendicular
and horizontal white areas of the medallion.

The next piece was the silk Hereke rug below (left). This is a piece, like the great Mughal Wendel showed
in his lecture, that demonstrates that “more” can be more.
The skillful color contrast usages in this piece speak for themselves in the details of it below (middle).
Perhaps its most unusual feature is its own brown field (below middle). The range of color in it is only
becomes really visible in close-up(second row below). A piece that truly exhibits wonderful uses of color
contrasts.

There were some other “city” rugs in the room. The next one, an Ishfahan with an ivory field (below),
was one of these. Although unavoidably something of a come down from the previous Hereke, this
piece displays excellent “light and dark” contrasts. Here is a corner closer view (below middle). And a
closer detail of its field (below right). Notice that outlining is used extensively but not everywhere. The
red tendrils were seen to be an effective usage.

The next piece was an Ottoman yastik (below) in silk. This piece also has good “light and dark” contrasts.
Its owner said that he was attracted by its purple.

The next piece was Anatolian with a niche design field. It has two cross panels as part of its field. Cross
panels occur in some Turkish rugs, and in Turkmen engsis, but they are relatively rare in rugs from other
areas.
Good color contrasts are present in this piece, but the hues used are more subdued. Here are some
closer looks at details. The “columns” at the edge of the field are featured in a group of Anatolian rugs
beginning in the 15th century that may have their source in “Torah” rug designs used by Spanish Jews
driven out by the Inquisition and welcomed by the Ottomans. The turquoise blue hue in the field works
in effective contrast with the nearby soft red.

The next rug(below left) was also an Anatolian niche design attributed to Kayseri. It was suggested that
this piece is a “funeral” rug(below middle). This time a likely cochineal bluish-red contrasts with a pale
green. An inner of two main borders is a surprising yellow. Here, below, is a detail of a closer
corner(below right). There is limited contrast in this rug because the general palette is composed of
milder hues. The use of a brightish orange-red close to the bluish-red hue is arresting.

The next piece was the western Anatolian rug below (left), attributed to the Bergama area. It design is
“architectural.” It exhibits several varieties of strong contrast, especially that having to do with contract
of scale. Here are some closer details(below middle and right).

The next rug was also Anatolian(below left). There is contrast in scale between the large open red field,
but little contrast of any sort in the rest of the rug. Here are some closer details(below middle and right).

The next piece (below left)was a Caucasian with three field cross panels, something, as we’ve said
above, very unusual in Caucasian rugs. This rug has good contrast of light and dark, and between its
mostly primary colors. It also has effective contrast of scale between design elements. Here is a detail
(below middle). This rug may be dated (below right) but the first two date “numbers” seem to be “1”
and “2” and that would suggest an Islamic calendar date that seems optimistic for this piece. An
alternative explanation might be that this is something copied imperfectly by an illiterate weaver.

The next piece was the Balouch below (left). Belouch rugs, as we saw with earlier examples, tend to
have colors that are closer to one another on the color wheel. This limits the degree of contrast this
piece can project. Here are some closer details (below middle). Most of the contrast in this piece comes
from the electric orange(below right) in it.

The next piece (below left) was attributed to Khamseh. Although an attractive piece, the varieties of
contrast are limited, especially a good contrast of proportion(scale). Here are some closer looks at
details of it (cont. below).

The next piece of the morning was the one below. It was estimated to be a relatively young Afghan rug,
but the saturated hue of its red was given high marks even should it be the result of a synthetic. This is
not the best-planned rendition of this well-known Caucasian field design and it doesn’t have a lot of
“light and dark” contrasts, but it has some others.
And just because it might be quite young doesn’t mean that we won’t give it a fair shot of display. Here
are some closer details of it. First, an upper corner(below left), then part of the center of the upper field
(below right).

The last piece of the morning was a little Uzbek band. This piece has been called a belt by folks
experienced with non-Turkmen Central Asian textiles, but Bob Emery pointed out that the bottom
selvedge in the image above is hard and finished, while the top edge (with the trefoil forms pointing up)
is folded over but loose, and appears perhaps to have been attached to something else. Bob suggested
that this is a lapel decoration for a longish Uzbek garment and that seems convincing.

On the color side, this piece demonstrates that the palette of natural dye colors on silk is distinctive
from that on wool. So the color contrasts visible in this piece (and there are some despite the fact that
little white is used) require a little looking because of the distinctive hues of its colors.

The session came to an end. Wendel answered questions(below). And adjourned the program.
Movement to the front and after session conversations started up.

I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of Wendel’s interesting program.
I thank Wendel for both permitting this virtual version of something he had carefully prepared and
delivered. His editorial assistance was also critical.
Thanks also to Colin England who took an excellent set of notes.
Regards,
R. John Howe 3
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Archive for February, 2010
Saul Barodofsky on “Nazarlik”
Posted in Uncategorized on February 28, 2010 by rjohn
Dear folks – On January 16, 2010, Saul Barodofsky(below) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation
Morning program, at The Textile Museum here in Washington, D.C. on the topic:
“Nazarlik :” Small pieces as a window into the consciousness of tribal peoples from the Silk Road.

Saul is a dealer in Charlottesville, VA, who has traveled the world, importantly all over Turkey and
Central Asia, in search of interesting textiles. He has frequently conducted previous TM “rug morning”
programs.
What follows here is a virtual version of Saul’s presentation that draws on a set of notes taken for me,
the photos I took during it, Saul’s treatment of this same subject on his website, and Saul himself as
we edited this post.

“Nazarlik,” Devices of Protection & Good Luck
The term “nazarlik” in Saul’s program title may need a word or two of explanation.
Saul began by indicating that one belief held by nearly all humanity throughout human history is that
their interactions with the “unseen” can produce good or evil results. He said that “This belief in “luck”
or “Divine” interaction seems to be a universal human characteristic that transcends physical location,
education, religion, wealth, social status or lack thereof.”
The ancient Greeks believed in this power. They even had a name for its application: “Apotropaic”
meaning having the power to prevent, to ward off, evil or bad luck. (You can occasionally encounter
use of this word in more rarefied levels of conversation in the rug world.)
Saul said that while he is most familiar with the belief in the unseen worlds in Turkey, the
phenomenon of worrying about evil and of taking personal steps to deal with it, is spread along the
length of the Silk Road.
“Nazar, Saul said, is an Arabic word for “a glance or look” which may contain (even unconsciously) evil
thoughts like envy, greed, jealously and hatred. “Nazarlik” are devices that operate like lightning rods
repelling and/or misdirecting the “evil eye.”

And this is what Saul’s program was about.
He had the front board in the Myers Room covered (more than one layer) with amulets, nazaliks,
fertility, and good luck pieces. And he led us through an array of examples he had brought.

Nazarlik as a Pre-Islamic Residue
Saul said (and this is likely true for much of the Middle East generally) that the belief in the “evil eye”
and in “nazarlik” likely belongs to pre-Islamic eras when shamanistic beliefs were predominant.

Conversion to Islam has not, seemingly, led to the shedding of some pre-Islamic beliefs. Islam is
experienced as a kind of firm overlay, but previous beliefs still operate strongly without any
experience of contradiction.
He said that in Konya, a highly religious and conservative area of central Anatolia, the locals find no
apparent contraction between their formal Islam and their usage of a symbol from pre-Islamic,
shamanistic times for example — the Shah Miran, the Queen Goddess of the Snake.
Here is a Taimany Baluch example from Afghanistan, with a Shah Miran design.

If locals are queried about this seeming contradiction, they merely state, “She is a nazarlik.”
Saul had two more pieces with a “Shah Miran” field design. Here is a Antep Kurdish example from S.E.
Anatolia.

Here is a Hakkari Kurdish example below – also S.E. Anatolia.

This version has interesting horses in its corners(below).

Saul sketched beliefs and behavior he has observed regarding nazarliks in Turkey and Central Asia.
He said that while we might smile at examples of such belief in traditional societies, we need also to
remember that even in the “modern and rational America of 2010, we have a continuing unease with
the number 13 in hotels, office buildings and airplane seating. In addition, we avoid black cats, carry a
rabbit’s foot, knock on wood, wear religious symbols as jewelry, and hang an upside down horseshoe
on a barn or home to protect the inhabitants from evil.”
The similar superstitions actively practiced in our own society could be multiplied.

Saul began with the general observation that “within Turkic society colors, symbols, pattern and
design are used to ward away malefic intent, and call forth beneficent interactions. Other societies
within modern Turkey (like the Kurds, the Alawites and the Yezdis) view colors and patterns in the
same way. Even non-Islamic Turks (the Jews and Christians) conform to the social usage of nazarlik.

The Ubiquitous “Blue Bead”
Perhaps the most ubiquitous nazarlik is the blue “evil eye” bead.

Even the most westernized Turks may have a small blue bead pinned under their suit collar (This is
especially true of small children), and most still carry their tasbih or prayer beads (for prayer and
good luck). Even a “modern” Turkish mother will pin a blue bead on her child’s clothing. Just in case.
(Ed. I have seen a blue “evil eye” bead on the bumper of a BMW in Istanbul. Some folks define their
“children” variously.)

Color as Nazarlik
Why “blue?” one might ask.
“Well,” Saul said, “the color blue not only represents the sky, which is closest to god, it is also the
color of the peacock, which to the Yezdis is the creature favored by God’s favorite angel – Shaitan.”

Yet another explanation is that when the dye indigo was introduced, people were in awe of the fact
that it was yellow, as it came out of the dye pot, but then instantly, astoundingly, turned
blue. Despite the fact that this phenomena is natural, and merely the result of the dye stuff being
exposed to the air’s oxygen, it was so awe-inspiring to ordinary people that the color blue assumed
magical properties for many.
It should also be noted that the usage of blue beads goes back many thousands of years. For pictorial
examples, see The Mummies of Urumchi, by Elizabeth Wayland Barber. Many of the pieces that Saul
had brought featured very bright, even garish colors.
My own previous assumption has been that women in many traditional societies simply favor the
brightest colors they can produce or find, and that may still be true to an extent, but Saul provided an
alternative explanation.

He said that, for example, Kurdish belief holds that evil does not like pink, orange and other bright
colors. Often one can observe Kurdish homes and doorways painted these very bright colors, as are
their long-distance trucks.
Saul said that Kurdish weavings usually feature some pinks and oranges – sometimes the fringe is
brightly dyed (this doubles the protective effect because fringe moves and, as we will see, below “evil”
is thought to have a short-attention span and can be distracted by both color and movement).

This belief may explain why the baby carrier below, that Saul had brought seems to have a body and
back done in naturally dyed colors. Whereas the fringe is almost electric. What may be driving this
use of bright colors is not just the liking of them, but the desire to protect the baby! (Note the long
goat hair fringe, which will, when in motion, creates a distraction away from the baby itself.)

Here is a closer look at a detail of this back(first below). As one can see, the front is solidly arrayed in
tassles(below), which are bright, bright and bright…using angora goat hair for the shine.

Movement as Nazarlik
As we have noted above, it is believed that ill intentions are attracted by and diverted away by
movement. So features like fringes and tassels are employed for this reason. Armed with these
insights, we scanned the items that Saul had brought for other similar seeming usages.
Here is a Kurdish wedding cloth(below). Saul said that it was from the Jehambelli plateau between
Ankara and Konya.

Another closer look below. Saul said that, like a similar Jewish usage, such a piece was positioned to
perform its protective function by being held over the marrying couple’s heads, with its tassels
hanging down.

Another large, three-panel piece, a Kurdish “tent surround,” did not feature tassels, but was decorated
lavishly with crude embroidery done in bright colors(below).

A third large piece(below), Saul presented, was another tent surround – probably from Antep – S.E.
Anatolia. With an intense bluish purple and although its visibility is not of the “in-your-face” variety,
there is a fulsome use of tufting in a secondary diamond design that covers the entire face of both
orange and purple panels.

Note(above) also the use of cowry shells (fertility), and blue beads with additional ‘found objects.’
One more large piece, I think Saul said, a camel load covering from Persian Baluchistan that seems
done mostly in natural dyes but which features lots of surface decoration, including an occasional pink,
that may combine to have the desired protective effect. Note the use of silk tufts.

Another piece(below) with a seeming surround format is not as tall as the pieces just treated above.
Here are some closer looks at this colorful piece. As one gets closer, one can see that the use of bright
colors is very skillful and that the lower edge is packed with lush “tassels.”

These are tassels that can really attract and divert(above).
Saul said this was a tent surround from the Baluch tribal area of Pakistan (Barda) – embroidery on
cotton, with tassels, small mirrors, shells and triangular amulets – so that all the bases were covered
(fertility, protection, distraction, and the bringing in of good luck).

Band-shaped Pieces
As you can see in the case of some of the narrower surrounds, some band-like shapes can function
as nazarlik. And some are actually bands. They can be long or relatively short. Some are woven, and
some are not.
Let’s start with some longer examples. They’re difficult to see in this overall photo, but at the top of
the board in the one below there are two longish pieces.

I did not take closer photos of the one at the top, but you can see that is is a kind of narrow band or
plaited cord, decorated at intervals with bunched tassels.
The one below it that swoops twice as it crosses is a band with heavily decorated ends. Here is a
closer look at the band portion. And one that is even closer. But is the ends of this piece that attract
real attention. They show that such pieces can feature elaborate use of buttons and beads. In this
case, the movement of the hanging ends is for distraction as well as decoration.

Buttons, Beads & Cowry Shells as Ways to influence the Unseen
Worlds.
Here is the left end, and here is the right end below.

Saul had a knotted carpet belt from the Afshar peoples of Iran.

The woven part of this band is quite narrow, but it has a colorful top selvedge and a vertically wider
array of wrapped open diamond forms below that end in tassels. Here is a closer look at a detail of
this piece.

Next Saul showed a piece of a cradle cover. Fashioned from four narrow strips sewn together.

Saul described this piece as “Byzant” from Western Anatolia – a baby cradle cover from the converted
peoples, who use the cross design as a form of protection. The small cross at the bottom is difficult to
see. Right below Saul’s hand.

Animals are very important to tribal peoples, and also get the added protection of nazarliks. The next
piece is from Pakistan, and is a decoration for a horse’s chest. Note the usage of mirrors, blue beads
and tassels.

Mirrors as Nazarlik
The horse decoration above is entirely done in beads decorated at intervals with mirrors, and below is
a closer look. Mirrors are used in nazarlik because it is believed that evil does not like to look at itself.

And here is another horse piece. This one from the Lake Van region of S.W. Anatolia.

A generous application of tassels at the base, with a closer look on the right. Note the fine weave and
use of silk. These tassels not only keep flies out of the horses eyes, but also distract any passing, illintentioned spirit or jinn.
Related to the narrower bands were some items that seem closer to plaits.Some of these were fairly
short, like the Baluch horse decorations below. Note the use of shells and blue beads and coins.

The next pieces is a Turkish hair ornament – with all the various accoutrement that one would expect.

The piece below was a series of Turkish horse hair tassels attached to a plaited cord. Again with blue
beads. Here is a closer look at the two tassels on the right.

Saul had some larger pieces with band-shaped component. The one below features a circular heading
device and then several hanging band-shaped sections. It is a camel’s neck ornament, with cowry
shells.

Here is a closer look above at its circular heading encrusted with cowry shells, blue beads and found
objects. The hanging tassels move when the camel is traveling, and thus distracts the evil eye.

Next Saul showed a similar piece, dominated by its “head” device. It has only a few plaited strands
hanging down. Below are some closer details of the “head” portion. Note the mirror and blue rings.

The next piece was also oriented vertically on the board.

This is a woman’s belt from Uzbekistan. Note the mirrors, blue beads and coins(above middle). She
seems to have covered every possibility. The shorter band was designed to go across a horse’s head.

Turkish, from the Taurus Mountains. It is a woven band decorated with cowry shells and small beads
hanging down.

The next piece was a horse neck piece from the Konya Mountains. This one is done largely in beads
with occasional intervening squares of leather decorated with pompoms and gold-colored metal
Mashallah (means God Bless – about which more below). Again, a kind of animal decoration with a
protective function.

One more band below is narrow, decorated its entire length with buttons, and has lots of tassels
(themselves decorated with beads) hanging from it. It is from the Bergama region – Western Anatolia.

Mirrors and Metal as Nazarlik
We saw above that some bands were decorated in part with mirrors, and Saul had some similar
examples decorated with reflecting metal.
Here is a band worn on a woman’s forehead, decorated with gold-colored metal devices from
Afghanistan. On the right is a closer detail. The textile seems framed with embroidery. Notice that the
“tassels” here are metal and bead.

Below is another woman’s head decoration that is a little wider vertically. It is Turkman, with silver on
velvet, and carnelian stones and tassels. Note that carnelian was reputed to ward off evil, and if not
would change color (become black) in the presence of evil. Again a closer detail on the right, the
tassels are metal with beads.

Here is a Kurdish woman’s wedding headband decorated heavily with coin-like metal devices. A closer
detail on the right. This piece is from Turkmenistan and is 19th century

Next was a Turkoman child’s garment is also heavily encrusted with metal devices(below middle). This
is heavy “ju-ju” for the infant. Note the large silver medallion with carnelian in the center(below right).

A look inside below shows how the metal pieces are attached.

We have already seen some nazarlik decorated with buttons, beads or cowry shells. Saul had a few
more. Sometimes such items are almost entirely beaded, as is the case for this small Turkish beaded
Koran or amulet bag.

Here are two more in small bag format – although these are from Uzbekestan. Here we see not only
distraction and color usage, but also, the idea of concealment. That which one does not see cannot be
cursed. Such beaded items can also be found amongst the Baluch.

Here is a woman’s head cover, replete with cowry shells, beads and pom poms. Note, also, the use of
old buttons. (This was a gift from Tatiana Divens). It is decorated heavily with cowry shells, thought
to resemble female genitalia.

This next piece is from Kurdistan, and was used as a camel side cover. This time shells, beads and
buttons are supplemented with some mixed technique weaving. Multiple efforts to distract and divert
evil, whilst bringing forth good luck are evident here.

The piece below is in the bead, button and cowry-shell-decorated grouping, and comes from
Afghanistan (Pushtun?). It has a khorjin shape and is decorated mostly with cowry shells and tassels.
Concealment, fertility and distraction are all intended.

The next piece had a similar khorjin shape, but is from the Baluch peoples of Afghanistan, and was
probably used as a dowry bag. Note the use of mirrors . Buttons, beads and tassels are used to
enhance the protective powers of the woven patterns. And here is a view of the back of this piece. The
plain character of this back suggests that evil is not expected to approach from this side. Saul had one
more similar piece.

Also from the Baluch peoples, and also probably a dowry bag. Here below on the right, the weaving is
more visible, but buttons, beads and tassels are used prominently.

Saul had some additional bags. We’ll treat them next.

Koran Bags to Protect and Conceal

This first example(above left) is a 19th century Ikat Uzbek koran bag. Here we see the beautiful
creation of something which will hold, and also cover (protect) from profane eyes. This(above right) is
the back of the immediately preceding piece. Very often Central Asian ikat is backed with Russian
printed cloth, but I think Saul said this back is done with a “mud-resist” technique.
Here is another Koran cover, this time in pile. An 18th century example from Central Anatolia. In the
image above its covering flap is down. The image on the right shows what it looks like when the flap
is raised.

The image below is of its very worn plain-weave back. Good, old colors

. The image below is of another koran bag in sumak. This was Saul’s first Koran bag. It is a 19th
century piece from Obruk in the Konya region.

The piece below is of yet another Koran bag, this 19th century example is from Western Anatolia
(Bergama or Seljuk).

Again a flapped pile treatment, but this time a fringe is added to the flap. Here is the front with the
flap up. And here is its plain-ish back.

Here is one last Koran bag in this sequence.
This example is from the Denizli region of West Central Anatolia – early 20th century. This time tassels
have been applied to the edge of the flap and some beading has been included in them. We can see
the resort to the protection of bright colors in the orange and purple usages below on the right. This
piece has a somewhat less plain, and more colorful and interesting back. Apparently, some modest
protection was thought to be needed on this side as well(bottom row).

Nazarlik in the Kitchen

Saul also had an example of a “spoon bag.” Such bags are convenient holders for kitchen spoons. Saul
had a couple of wooden spoons, with calligraphy from the Koran – an added blessing, that we’ll treat
specifically below, and placed them in this bag to demonstrate how such bags are used. Apparently,
protection of food is also needed.

Not, in fact, a bad idea.

Here is a closer look at the center compartment of this spoon bag, and also one of one of the two side
compartments.

The piece below is a complete set of Kurdish saddle bags from S.E. Anatolia.

I do not have an image of it opened up, so to speak, but you can see that this piece has a long
connecting piece and two bags at its ends. Stripes in bright colors and tassels hanging down the front
are used to effect protection(above right).
The next piece is a salt bag from the Baluch peoples of Pakistan. Notice the fringes and tassels.

Below is a small bag, another of the Koran bag type. Very finely woven – from Uzbekistan. A nice
green.

The two items below are a format not frequently seen: a set of hangers for one’s rifle. They were
made by Baktiari in Iran. The colors here are very good and appear natural. Tassels, beads and cowry
shells are employed to protective effect. Here is a closer look on the right. Good use of stronger colors
and graphics.

The next bag was an Anatolian weavers bag from the Obruk region near Konya. A closer detail on the
right. Strong graphics, seeming pom poms cowry shells, beads, feathers, buttons and tassels are
featured.

Shape as Nazarlik
Next Saul pointed out that the shape of nazarlik makes a difference.
He said that a noted Anatolian dervish held that the circle, the triangle and the six pointed star attract,
and so deflect, the attention of the nazar. (Notice that a diamond is two triangles joined on a common
side, and that a six-pointed star is composed of two overlapping triangles.) These shapes, Saul said,
are common in traditional tribal weavings.
He acknowledged that the six-pointed star has seen less use in the 20th century, but suggested that
this may be more a political statement than a shift in belief. He added that Islamic philosophy
provides a coherent iconography of the meanings of various kinds of stars. Five-pointed, six-pointed,
7-pointed, etc.

Triangles that upper-pointing triangles such as those in the amulets Saul is holding below, symbolize
unity with God.

Note: While we are primarily treating “nazalik as shape” here, it is important to note that amulets
have compartments that should have something sacred within them – like pages from the Koran, or
earth from a holy place, etc., something we’ll treat again below.
The small, beaded bag below is another example of the use of triangles pointing upward.

When triangles are reversed, with one point down, as in this Turkish horse’s head band(below), they
are said to symbolize the fertility of the earth.

Here is another piece in which a triangular shape is prominent. This piece(below) is a horse’s head
piece from Uzbekistan. Strong colors, graphics and a liberal decoration with tassels that employee
beads all add to the protective power attributed to such a piece.

The next piece is made from a 19th century Turkman fragment and has added blue beads, cowary
shells, tassels, etc. This was to hang in one’s tent or hom, purchased from the wall of a home. Here is
a closer look on the right. Color use and graphic design provide good protective impact.

Calligraphy as Nazarlik
Saul next said that calligraphy is another form of nazarlik. Any of the traditional 99 names of God,
quotations from the Koran or Hadith in written form are used to ward off evil. These may be found on
such things as the spoons we saw above (spoons are calligraphied and from Konya), on a variety of
bags or hangings, with the one on the right below being from Uzbekistan.

The one above(left) is Turkish, and has a pouch to hold sacred objects, whilst the triangles are
amulets and are filled with holy or sacred things. The hanging above (middle) is also of ALLAH, and
has a Russian print on its back(above right).
Another example with calligraphy was the beaded amulet below. The Turkish piece is both nationalistic
and a nazarlik. It hangs on the rear view mirror in one’s auto.

Saul showed another “calligraphy” piece with a pentagonal shape. He had a pair of small weavings
with this same shape, seen below on the right. These pieces are from Turkey and made by Central
Asian immigrants.

They have the same shape as the asmalyks that decorate the sides of the bride’s camels in a wedding
procession. If these were a little larger we might conjecture that they were intended to decorate the
knees of modest wedding camels.
An unusual Anatolian piece in the “calligraphy” group was the picture frame below, with a closer look
on the right. There is a crown above the space where the picture is to be placed and some writing
below it. The flowers are composed of opened silk cocoons.

Here is a somewhat closer look at these two areas. And of the embroidered flowers pictured below on
the right.

It is believed that calligraphy does not have to be visible to be protectively effective. So many amulets
contain a small piece of paper with something written on it. Below Saul is holding a small amulet,
feeling to see if it seems to contain something. His facial expression suggests that it does.

Here, below, are some other small, beaded amulets that Saul showed. These are 19th century
Anatolian, and were probably used on a horse or camel. Closer looks on the right.

Below is a Turkish woman’s hair fall which is an array of beaded tassels…but perhaps an important
array to its owners since the tag says “dowry” visibly.

The next pieces were two pairs of “dowry” mittens. from the Konya Mountains, and probably used as
nazarlik during a wedding ceremony. These mittens are made of the same angora material, using the
same technique employed to weave the Anatolian “tulus,” the shaggy sleeping rug.

The next piece is a kumus bag from S.E. Anatolia. Here the aspects of concealment and fertility are
paramount. Saul brought out his last piece with a flourish, pictured below on the right. This is a “fly
palace.” It is a farmer’s nazarlik, hung in the home to bring prosperity and good luck. It is made from
seeds and is from Konya.

Saul answered questions, and adjourned the session.

I want to thank Saul both for permitting me to share this virtual version of his nazarlik program with
you, and for his considerable editorial assistance as we prepared it.
Thanks also to Amy Rispin for a detailed and useful set of notes.
I hope you have enjoyed this interesting and usual material.
Regards,
R. John Howe 4
A belated footnote: Saul indicates that those who want to follow his schedule of of lectures,
exhibitions, etc. can do so by joining his website for email announcements at:
sunbowtrading@earthlink.net
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Archive for March, 2010
What is a “Weaving?” What is Not? And Why? Part 1
Posted in Uncategorized on March 14, 2010 by rjohn
Dear folks –
On January 30, 2010, John Howe (that’s me(below)) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program at The Textile Museum, here in Washington, D.C. on the topic “What is a ‘Weaving?’ What is
Not? And Why?”
I am a retired instructional designer, who has collected rugs and textiles for over 20 years. I initially
focused mostly on Turkmen pieces, but have become more eclectic in recent years. I collect on a budget
and most of my pieces would not “move the heart” of an experienced collector, but fall, rather, into the
category of intellectually interesting. If I had real money I would collect 18th century Anatolian village
rugs. I am very interested in rugs and textiles, and one unavoidably learns things (and unlearns some of
them) as one goes along, but, while I try to get things right, I do not pretend to any authority. Instead, I
focus on the enjoyments that collecting affords.
This program consisted of a lecture, supplemented with projected images, and then a following “show
and tell” in which we examined pieces brought in.

Here is the lecture, substantially as I gave it:

This program is the residue and result of one I gave in 2009 on the topic “Easy to Weave; Hard to
Weave.”
The work I did to prepare for that program was interesting, in fact, too interesting. There is often a need
to cut, and sometimes to cut savagely, what one drafts initially for such a program. But I found, when I
began to pilot test the “Easy to Weave; Hard to Weave” lecture, that I had, in fact, prepared two
programs, not one.
Unless I was ready to serve a pretty good wine and some cheese at a mid-point break, no one, much,
would stand for a program of the length I had built.
So I removed all of the aspects of that lecture and program that bore on the question of “What is a
‘Weaving?'” This program is the permutation of that removal.
Now I expect that we all think that we know perfectly well what a weaving is. And it is true that you
need to be a bit wary of folks like me who have hung out, on occasion, for a little too long with some
philosophic types — and who might lead you down some minor intellectual alley into a not particularly
rewarding type of scholasticism. (Wittgenstein, below right, was not a scholastic, but did sometimes
worry words a little.)

So I want to acknowledge that at first glance it might seem that the answer to this topic question is
pretty obvious, easy and transparently evident. But I also want to argue that when one begins to
examine it more closely, its seeming obviousness recedes.

I think it is an instance of something we think we are so familiar with that further examination of it is not
needed. And so we, mostly, haven’t done it. But when we take time to look more deeply, we find that
things are not quite what we thought they were. At least that has been my experience. Let’s see if it is
your as well.

So my first question is: What is to count as a “weaving?”
As I just said, it would be possible, here at the beginning, to tie oneself up in a scholasticism that doesn’t
lead anywhere, much. To avoid that, I have consulted four sources that seemed likely to provide some
more useful definitional contours and parameters.
I looked at: some standard dictionary definitions, that provided by Peter Collingwood in his treatment
of weaving, that provided by Irene Emery in her treatment of fabric structures, and that provided by
Marla Mallett in her book “Woven Structures”
Here, to begin, are, in turn, three standard dictionary definitions of “weaving.”
1. To make (cloth) by interlacing the threads of the warp and the weft.

2. Weaving is an ancient textile art that involves placing two threads or yarn made of fiber onto a warp
and weft of a loom and turning them into cloth.
3. Production of fabric by interlacing two sets of yarns so that they cross one another, usually at right
angles.
And here is what the three experts say:
Collingwood, whose The Techniques of Rug Weaving is 500 pages long, gives a definition of weaving that
is simplicity itself. He says: “Weaving is the interlacing of two sets of threads, the active thread crossing
the passive thread at right angles.”
Irene Emery’s title The Primary Structures of Fabrics, signals a more comprehensive objective at the
outset. “Woven” fabrics are just one type of “fabric.” She treats “weaving” under her heading of fabrics
composed of “Two or More Sets of Elements.” She does not offer a definition of the form “‘weaving’ is
X,” but she does provide some components of her view.
First, she says “Fabric structures made up of two or more sets of elements are frequently called “single
construction,” because they are made up of one set of warp and weft elements, but they are more
commonly known as simple weaves…
Then, “…Simple weave structures are grouped according to the certain characteristic variations in the
order as well as the kind of interworking…”
“Interlacing” is the simplest kind of interworking…each (ed. interworking) element simply passes over or
under elements that cross its path…”
In this discussion, Emery says that one way that interlacing can be achieved is through the use of a shed,
but she does not make such use a necessary component of what is to count as a “weaving.” And we will
shortly see why she does not. Emery says some things about her general approach that bear on how she
intends to look at and describe the structures she will treat. She announces early that she will not treat
the “processes” through which fabrics are created. “The structures of fabrics have been classified with
as little reference to process as possible, since structure inheres in the fabric, whereas evidence
of processis seldom retained.”
In another passage Emery makes clear her view of the perspective from which fabric structures can be
described. “Inasmuch as the structural make-up of fabric elements is the result of the mechanical
manipulation of the raw materials, the physical details of a fabric element can be determined with
reasonable accuracy by observation alone.”
Look again, at these two points since they are one side of a debate. For Emery, the “process” through
which a fabric is created can be largely ignored AND fabric structures can be accurately ascertained (and
described) from the perspective of an “observer.”
Emery was a scholar; I am not sure she wove. But Marla Mallett is a weaver and that experience shapes
sharply her own views of what is properly called a “weaving,” and the perspective from which she
believes our descriptions of woven structures should be made.
(To be explicit on this latter point, Marla holds that the perspective of the “weaver,” must be honored in
our descriptions of woven structures and that moving to the perspective of an “observer” can create

different and sometimes incorrect results. If I read her correctly, Marla’s harshest criticism in this regard
is that she holds that some of Emery’s descriptions of structures from an observer perspective, can,
literally, not be woven as described.)
For Mallett, “weaving” IS a “process.” A “weaving” is for her the result of the use of a specific
process. “Weaving” is the “interlacing” of a weft and a warp. “Interlacing” is for Mallett the “sine qua
non” of “weaving.” If there is no actual “interlacing” (and Mallett uses that term in a narrow, technical
way) the structure is not a “weaving.”
Real “interlacing,” Mallett holds, requires the presence and use of a “shed.” A “shed” is an opening
created by lifting and/or depressing particular warps so that cross-wise yarns can pass between them. If
a shed is used in this way, the cross-wise yarns can accurately be called “wefts,” and the resulting overunder movement of these yarns can be called “interlacing.”
A shed can be created laboriously by hand (below), pushing a weft over and under given warps, but it is
usually, and more efficiently, formed using either a “shed stick” or “heddles.”

Here, is an image (below left) from the side of a loom showing a shed stick. The “S” point to the place
where the shed stick separates the warps and creates an opening—a shed.
The stick is going over and under alternate was so that one set (labeled “1”) is thrust forward, while the
other (labeled “2”) is held back.
But there is also the need for the warps that are behind the shed stick (labeled “2”) when it is in place,
to be brought forward. This creates a different shed. To do this cords (the “heddles”) are tied around
the second set of warps and then to a bar (labeled “H” above).
To bring the second set of warps forward, the shed stick is pushed up and out of the way (this lets all the
warps below it return to some that close to a single plane) then, the heddle rod is raised and a second
shed is created (at “H”), as in the drawing below (right).

Weaving proceeds by alternately raising a particular set of alternate warps with either the shed stick or
the heddle rod, and by passing one or more wefts through the shed opening created, before that shed is
closed and the alternative one is opened.
This conception of “weaving” technically excludes textile structures not accomplished using such a
process, regardless of their appearance from an observer prospective.
Warp-weighted weaving (below) is still possible, if some device (including the fingers) is used to create a
shed. (As we shall see below, no loom at all is, in fact, required for some instances of “weaving.”)

——————————————————————————————————————————Aside: As Anthea Mallison, of the Textile Arts Department of Capilano University, has subsequently
pointed out, the loom above is being used for twining not weaving, and there are no real “weights” being
used except for the weight of the warps hanging down (that’s all that the bags contain). I knew that,
since I took the image above from Cheryl Samuel’s fine book “The Chilkat Dancing Blanket.” But the
basic arrangement is very like that of a warp-weighted loom. Here is a small image(below left) of a very
ancient one on a piece of Greek pottery, and here is a link to a larger image of one (below right).

You can see that both of these warp-weighted looms look very much like the arrangement in Samuel’s
drawing. The differences are 1) the weights, that are in addition to that of the warps, 2) the occasional
presence of a shed stick or two, and 3) what the weaver does.
End of aside.
—————————————————————————————————————
For me, Mallett (below) makes the most plausible and convincing argument, and I have adopted her
conception of what we should properly call a “weaving.” (Marla has read most of my treatment here
and has made some editorial suggestions, but is not responsible for any inaccuracies that may remain.)

So the rest of this lecture is devoted to applying my understanding of Mallett’s conception to actual
pieces created using particular structures, and to indicating whether or not I think we should describe a
given piece as a “weaving.” In each instance, I will also indicate why I have made the decision I have
made.

The decision about whether we should consider a particular textile a “weaving” will depend on our
answers to three questions:
o Are there two separate yarns being interworked?
o Do the two yarns “interlace” one another?
o Has any apparent “interlacing” been accomplished using a “shed?”
The answer to each of these questions must be yes. Only textiles that meet all three of these
requirements will be called “weavings.”

I need to give a few further caveats and parameters. I will not be treating some clear instances of
weaving that are not encountered readily by most of us nowadays.
I mean, on one hand, textiles from 15th, 16th and 17th Spain, Iran and Turkey woven with two sets of
warps, and on the other woven pre-Columbian textiles that can also have very complex structures.
Additionally, I will treat only main varieties of such structures as tapestry, brocade and sumak, but not
many others that exist. For example, “zili” and “cicm” are terms used to describe varieties of “brocade”
and will not be treated separately.
Not “Weavings”
Let me turn now to some structures that I think should not be called “weavings.” Some of these will be
straightforward, and, I think, uncontroversial, but others may surprise.
(I am using some of Peter Stone’s definitions of particular names of various textiles from his Oriental Rug
Lexicon, 1997, for convenience.)
First, let’s dispose of the initial criterion question:
Are there two separate yarns being interworked?
Mallett, and everyone else I have consulted, agree that there must be two separate yarns if a given
structure is to be called a “weaving.” And the meeting of this criterion is not usually problematic.
But there are structures that look like possible weavings in other respects that do not meet it.

This is a structure that, from an observer perspective, appears to feature interlacing, but it is
constructed using a single yarn.
It is for this reason, alone, not a “woven” structure but, rather, an odd kind of “knot.” I have provided it
here only to show that even a requirement as modest as “two separate yarns” may not sometimes be
met in the universe of textiles. But this first requirement will not concern us further here.
Here are some other structures that are not “weavings” for different reasons.
Felting
Felt (below) is a fabric of random, matted animal fibers, usually wool, that adhere to each other after a
process of kneading and compression. Such kneading and compression inextricably entangle the fibers.
Warmth and moisture speed this process.

Embroidery
Embroidery (below) is decorative needlework. Designs are made by sewing thread, using a needle, onto
a ground textile. The ground textile may be woven, but the embroidery stitches are sewn.

Some structures can look like embroidery but are not. “Brocade” is one such. The two small devices in
the image below are brocades not embroidered. We will repeat this point when we treat brocade, but
Marla has suggested that, if you retain only one item from this lecture, it should be that “embroidery” is
not “brocade,” and (this is the more usual mistake) “brocade” is not “embroidery.”

Back to embroidery:
One can usually spot irregularities even in very expertly done embroidery that are not seen in brocade
because of the greater discipline and uniformity the loom and the interlacing provide and impose in the
case of the latter. Here is a close-up detail of an embroidery (below left and right).

Needlepoint is a variety of embroidery, but likely deserves particular mention here because
1) it is sometimes erroneously called “tapestry,” which we will see is a distinctive weave done on a loom
2) because there are some noteworthy rugs done in needlepoint technique. Below (left) is a 17th
century cushion cover in needlepoint. Some needlepoint rugs(this one below on the right is English and
16th-17th century) can be formidable, accomplished creations.

And the Portuguese are famous for their needlepoint rugs. The one below (left) is 17th century and in a
Spanish museum. Needlepoint rugs can be sturdy enough to permit use on the floor. The one

below(right) is done in traditional Portuguese design, using a traditional Portuguese technique, but was
worked not long ago in Bethesda, Maryland, less then 10 miles from The Textile Museum.

Quilting
Quilts are textiles composed of pieces of fabric either sewn together at their edges or onto a ground
cloth (this latter is applique) to form a decorated “face.”(below left)
Often these pieces are “blocks” that are themselves “pieced.” The below (right) block is for a quilt of the
“log cabin” design. The image below is of a number of such blocks combined and positioned to create
an entire quilt “face” with particular “log cabin” design.

The completed “face” is a top layer(below left and right), which is combined with a middle battened one
and a bottom face and then sewn through to complete the quilting. The fabrics used in quilts ARE
usually woven, but that was prior to the quilting. All the quilting work is done with sewing. No
“weaving” is involved in that.

Clove-Hitch Mats
“Clove-hitch mats” are obscure textiles that I include only because I owned one briefly, and was moved
to research them a bit. They are made by placing multiple strands of yarn on pins driven into a frame
(below right) and then tying each of the places where the strands intersect with a separate cord that
floats between junctures on the back. Such mats are not weavings at all, but the “clove-hitches” that are
tied at their junctures are firmer knots than any employed in a pile rug. Clove-hitch mats have been
made by groups as diverse as sailors in 18th century sailing ships and by the Amish in southeastern
Pennsylvania.

“Hooked” and “Tufted” Rugs
The “hooking” method is distinctive from the “tufted” one, although the results are very similar.
Hooked and tufted rugs are a variety most of us have seen and recognize. Here is Marla’s drawing,
showing how “tufted” rugs are made. Older pieces of this sort tend to be “hooked” (the piece below on
the right was done in 1861 and is likely “hooked).

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
Hooking is done from the front with a tool like the red-handled one at the top of the collection of tools
in the image below. No frame is needed for hooking, but it takes more time than tufting.

Courtesy of Marla Mallett

Although both hooked and tufted rugs are not woven, they are both accurately described as “handmade,” even if there is some mechanization of the “hooking” or “tufting” device. Here is another likely
hooked example below.

Some of the finest hooked rugs were made by women in Labrador, often fishermen’s wives, in an effort
organized by a medical missionary, named Grenfell. The most famous variety of Grenfell hooked rugs
were made of women’s silk hosiery. I find the below(left) Grenfell aesthetically attractive despite its
being an abstracted depiction of an array of splayed cod fish. “Tufted” rugs tend to be more recent, but
a great many are made now. The one below (right) was made in China. Tufted rugs are done with tools
like those in the lower part of the above collection of tools. Tufted rugs are done on a frame and from
the back. This method takes less time than “hooking.”

Many tufted rugs tend to have modern designs or modern adaptations of traditional devices (below).

But it is possible, now, to buy tufted rugs with traditional designs (below left). Marla provides a
particularly interesting example of a tufted piece done in a traditional design (and format, for that
matter). From the front this piece (below middle) looks very like an Anatolian yastik woven in pile. The
back (below right) clearly shows that this is not a knotted piece, but instead a tufted one.

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
“Needle-knotting”
Needle-knotting is a kind of embroidery in which stitches, that usually look exactly like symmetrical
knots in a pile rug, are sewn, using a needle, onto a pre-woven ground fabric. The only “woven” aspect
of such a needle-knotted piece is the ground fabric. The “knots” are applied with a needle.
This is a good place to note the differences that result from Emery’s ignoring of process and choosing
the perspective of an observer versus Mallet’s insistence that weaving IS a process and that the
perspective of the weaver should be honored in our descriptions.

To an observer, who is ignoring process, a needle-knotted knot is indistinguishable from one in a handwoven, symmetrically-knotted, pile rug. But someone working from a weaver’s perspective, and for
whom weaving IS a process, would not mistake needle-knotted knots for symmetrical knots in a pile
piece. The processes through which these two varieties are created are entirely different.
Needle-knotting is also sometimes called “Turkey-work,” because oriental designs were used. It was
used as furniture upholstery (below) in the Victorian era.

Knitting
Knitting, most will know, may display some “over-under” relationships in its yarns that resemble
interlacing, but the yarns are interworked with one another using distinctive needles in ways different
from those employed in embroidery. This is a doll’s sweater(below), knitted about 20 years ago by my
mother.

Crochet

Crochet is a close cousin of knitting in which only one needle (below), distinctive from both the those
used in knitting, and the types used in embroidery, is employed. As is the case with knitting, a great
range of textiles are produced using crochet. Here are three examples. First, is a contemporary bed
“rug” or spread. Next, is a dress done in crocheted lace. A third crocheted piece is the 18th century
“miser’s” purse below (bottom row), so-called because the narrowness of it opening requires that coins
be removed nearly one at a time. The red top of this purse is knitted (bottom row left), there is some
couching in its middle, but the bottom is crocheted (bottom row right).

Twining

Twining has a look that often seems to suggest that “interlacing” of the warps by seeming weft-like
yarns is occurring. Below is Marla’s drawing of a variety of twining from her book Woven Structures.

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
The basic process through which yarns are twined is to take them around one or more warps (on
opposing sides) and to twist them about one another before moving on to the next warp(s).
Twining is one of the most ancient structures and a great many varieties of it were developed. One does
not have to look very far to discover a variety of twining that (from an observer perspective) looks like
its cross-wise yarns DO interlace the warps.
Here is what Marla Mallett says about “twining.” “In the strictest sense, twining is
not weaving, and twined yarns are not wefts. Crosswise twined elements do not interlace; instead two
or more spiral around each other as they enclose first one warp and then another.”
Notice how severely Marla’s indications here revise some common usages. and both of the above
indications are the case because twined structures are not made using a shed.
1. Twined yarns are not wefts (one of the most frequent expressions used to refer to twined structures
is “weft twining”).
2. Twined elements do not “interlace.”
Here again for convenience is Marla’s drawing of twining:

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
Follow a given yarn across the drawing. Notice the twisting. That is, a given cross-wise yarn moves
alternatively in front of and behind its opposite number. BUT notice, also, that the cross-wise yarns
move alternatively above and below the warps. What would appear (from an observer perspective) to
count as “interlacing” is this movement above and below the warps, and this kind of twining displays it.
I think Marla’s argument on this point goes something like this:
1. Only yarns interworked using a shed are properly called “wefts.”
2. True “interlacing” can also only be accomplished using a shed.
3. Because the interworking of the cross-wise yarns in twining is not done using a shed, the yarns are
not “wefts” and they do not “interlace,” regardless of how they appear from an observer perspective.
So what prevents us from placing twining in the “weaving” category is the process used to produce
it. There is no shed used. There is no separation of particular warps into upper and lower
positions. Not even with the fingers. Instead, the seeming “interlacing” is achieved as part of the
process of taking yarns around a given warp on opposites sites and then twisting them.
Twining is a structure that illustrates Marla’s point that choosing “process” as critical to the defining of
“weavings,” and adopting a “weaver’s perspective,” produces different results than does ignoring
process and working from an “observer” perspective.
Although it may look like “interlacing,” the fact that the process through which twining is produced does
not use a shed, means that it is not, and that even as sophisticated a textile as this twined Chilkat
dancing blanket (below left and right), is technically disqualified as a “woven” structure.

Macrame
Macrame is, mostly, a matter of “knotting.” And the two most frequent knots are the “square knot” and
the “double half-hitch.”

There are some kinds of plaiting, often included in macramé such as Weftless sumak, (image above on
the right) is a structure in which yarns wrap warps, but in which there are no rows of “interlaced” wefts
between the wrapped rows.

The image on the right above is of a balanced plain weave in which the wefts interlace the
warps. “Wrapping” is different from “interlacing” as you can see. Weftless sumak is not a “woven”
structure because its wrapped cross-yarns do not “interlace.”
The detail below is of an east Anatolian piece done mostly in weftless sumak.

Below is a complete khorjin set the connecting bridge of which is done in weftless sumak. Here, below
on the right, is a closer detail of this connecting weftless sumak panel. Notice the irregularity of the
weaving in the bridge area is, in part, the result of the fact that there are are no structural wefts in this
area.

Weftless sumak is, like twining, an instance of a structure that calls into question some of our
assumptions about what a weaving is, once we conceptualize that and apply the defining criteria. It is
not a structure we can consider as “woven.”

Fiber Works
Fiber works (often also called “fiber art”) is the last category I will treat that is often not “woven”
(although it can be).
Notice that the word “fiber” is even broader than Emery’s term “fabric.” Most of us interested in rugs
and textiles do not much encounter instances of what its practitioners would call “fiber art.” Fiber art
can include uses of weaving and of any of the other techniques we’ll treat here, but also none of them.
Here, one after another, are three small examples of non-woven fiber art. This first one is an item of
embroidery. Cotton, linen, silk and wool on linen.

This second fiber art piece (below) is described as a “collage” of some unusual fibers.
Ixtle: a strong fiber from a tropical plant like yucca.
Zacate: a kind of grass used mostly in Mexico and California.
Amate paper: a form of paper made in pre-Columbian Mesoamerica.

A third fiber art construction (below) is described as “machine and hand stitching of synthetic thread
and Mylar on synthetic cloth.”

There are lots of other fiber or fabric items that fit into this “not woven” category as I have defined it.
The examples I have given suggest something about its dimensions.

Now let’s turn to some of the main structure varieties that I think meet the “weaving” tests I have
established.
Weaving & Tapestry
Let’s start with “tapestry.”

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
The structure on the above left is usually called simply “tapestry,” while the one on the right is called
“slit tapestry.” In fact, they are structurally identical, since slits occur at any point at which a weft goes
around a warp and reverses direction. The only difference is the height of the slit. With tapestry, the
patterning warps interlace the warps as they move across them. There are no separate non-patterning
warps that serve structural purposes. Here is a small kilim(below right) made in slit tapestry that I find
very beautiful.

Brocade

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
“Brocading uses extra yarns — supplemental weft yarns — to ornament a ground fabric with floats on at
least one face. (A yarn “floats” when it crosses more than one warp before passing over or under a
subsequent one. The supplemental weft yarns in the drawing above alternatively “float” over and then
under three wefts.)
There are a number of varieties of brocading, and, as we said earlier, we will not treat them. More, the
examples of brocade I provide below (left) are not of the “over three, under three” variety in Marla’s
drawing above. And as we also noted above, “embroidery” is not “brocade,” and, more importantly
“brocade” is not “embroidery.” The latter mistake is the more frequent one. The Anatolian cuval below
is brocaded in a center panel where the patterning moves beyond stripes. Here is a closer look at the
brocaded area of this same piece(second row left). And below (second row right) is a look at the back of
a detail of the brocaded band. Lots of threads hang loose.

And to provide another example of Marla’s “brocade” is not “embroidery” mantra, here, below, is a
detail of an edge of a different piece, an Anatolian grain bag. This small repeated design element is the
sort of brocading that is often mistaken for embroidery.

Sumak

Sumak structures that include interlacing rows of structural weft, in addition to the patterning wrapped
areas, ARE “woven.” But it is the interlaced structural areas of this variety of sumak that bring it into the
universe of “woven” structures, not the visually prominent wrapped ones.

Courtesy of Marla Mallett

We don’t usually think about it this way, but sumak, with intervening structural wefts, is only
incidentally “woven,” since its most prominent feature, the wrapping, is not an instance of interlacing.

“Rag” Rugs

Rag rugs are often overlooked when we think of weaving because they seem, and, perhaps are, so
simple. “Rags” of various sorts are woven on looms in, mostly, weft-dominant weaves in which the
warps mostly work to hold the “rag” wefts together.
The notion that one can inexpensively convert “rag” fabrics into rugs that are useful, serviceable and
attractive, has been noticed by people all over the world.

The rug below is contemporary, but in a traditional Swedish design. (There is a large literature on
Scandinavian rag rug designs and techniques.)

Jeff Krauss recently demonstrated that rag rugs have been woven in Japan. The piece below is a sash for
a kimono. Here a two close-ups of this rag structure (below, second row).

There is a very active contemporary production of rag rugs here in the U.S. There is a web site
“Rugtalk,” where mostly rag rug weavers share weaving problems and advice. Some participants on this
site are very accomplished technical weavers. And despite seeming rather “declasse,” rag rugs have a
respectable depth of history. As I was examining some of the varieties of rag rug I found one
documented as having been woven in the U.S. in 1810. Rag rugs are woven on looms and real interlacing
occurs because sheds are created and employed. So, humble as they may seem, rag rugs are real
weavings.

Pile Rugs and Other Pile

Textiles

First, let’s rehearse the three
pile rugs and other pile

main varieties of knot used in
textiles. They are the symmetric

knot, the asymmetric knot and the Spanish knot. Here is Marla’s drawing of a symmetric knot employed
in a pile weaving (below).

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
Look at a particular symmetric knot in the drawing above. Notice that it is composed of two wrappings
moving in opposite directions. Horizontal rows of wefts (not shown in this drawing) are placed between
the rows of pile knots and provide the only interlacing in this structure.
So a pile weaving with symmetric knots is, like the variety of sumak that has ground wefts between
prominent patterning wrappings, only incidentally a “woven” structure. It is so entirely because of its
mostly invisible structural wefts, not because of its pile. The image below is of a pile rug woven in
symmetrical knots.

A Spanish knot encircles a single warp and because of that alone provides no opportunity for
interlacing. But, again, in a Spanish pile rug there are horizontal interlacing wefts between rows of pile
knots. Here is a drawing of a Spanish knot(below).

Courtesy of Peter Stone
So even as august an example as this 16th century Spanish pile carpet, is “woven” only because of its
ground structure, not because its pile.

The asymmetric knot has potentially the best chance to qualify comprehensively as a woven
structure. Here are two drawings(below) showing asymmetric knots open to the right and asymmetric
knots open to the left. Again, structural wefts (not shown in these drawings) would run horizontally
between rows of pile knots.

The asymmetric knot is a hybrid. On one side it is a half-hitch that wraps one warp, but its other side is a
kind of inlay, moving under the other warp before coming to the surface. This inlay portion is positioned
potentially to interlace, but it ends before that possibility can be realized.
The drawing of an asymmetric knot below, tied on depressed alternate warps, makes the “‘wrapping’ on
one side, ‘inlay’ on the other” character of this knot more apparent.

All three images above Courtesy of Marla Mallett
Notice in the drawing above, one pick of interlacing structural weft is visible below the knots. Only the
presence of such structural wefts make this structure a “weaving.”
Here is one of those wonderful old Salor engsis as my example of a pile piece with asymmetric knots
(open, in this case, to the left).

So, as is the case for the other two pile knots, a pile weaving with asymmetric knots is a weaving only
because of the interlacing that occurs in its structural wefts between knot rows.
I think we do not usually think pile pieces are “weavings” for this unobtrusive reason.

Ikat
Note: If you haven’t read this section for awhile, please note that I originally included ikats under the
“surface design” group treated further down. An experienced person has pointed out to me since

publication that ikat does not belong in the “surface design” group since the designs are put on BEFORE
weaving. They deserve their own category and this is it.
Ikat IS one more kind of textile that is incidentally a “woven” structure for the same reasons given for
pile weavings and sumak above. Below(left) is a glorious item of Central Asian ikat with detail(below
right).

Most ikats are are warp-faced and their dramatic designs are carried on their complexly-dyed warps.
They are “weavings” because the wefts that hold the patterning warps together interlace them.
The next group of the textiles I want to treat that are only incidentally “woven,” might be grouped under
the category of

Surface Design
A defining characteristic is that the designs are applied to the ground cloth AFTER that has been woven.
“Surface design” pieces are “woven,” only if the ground cloth to which the surface design is applied is
itself woven.

Included as members of the “surface design” group would be such things as:

Resist-dyed items other than ikats.
Various kinds of printed cloth as long as the cloth is woven.
Block printing of textiles have been done for centuries. The two pieces immediately below are 17th-18th
century Indian block print(top row) and mordant painted(bottom row left). A third example(bottom row
right) is Japanese and stenciled in a mode developed in Okinawa.

Even printed textiles on machine-woven grounds are still “woven” within our conception here.
The following example is Russian, from the Soviet era(below left). And the one below on the right is a
German example from the Wiener Werkstatte association. Both are early 20th century.

Moving back to a textile category that is not just incidentally “woven,” we have:

U.S., British and European Coverlets
The next four images are of a large fragment of a U.S. coverlet, woven in Pennsylvania, and signed by
the weaver in 1849. Such coverlets are fashioned on looms using a variety of weaves. “Overshot” is one
weave, frequently encountered, and the one above may be in “double-weave.”

Many coverlets are described as made in “jacquard.” Marla points out that “jaquard” is a process, not a
woven structure. “Jacquard” is a card-controlled weaving process that made it possible for a single
weaver to do things that previously required a two-person, draw loom. A variety of weaves, not just
more complex ones (this is true of draw looms, too) can be produced on a jaquard loom.
The two coverlets below are described as having been made using a jacquard process.

Woven U.S. coverlets are often encountered in antique shops, even antique malls. Many are dated
before 1850, and most are surprisingly reasonable in price. Although there are many pedestrian
examples, they can be interesting and aesthetically worthy. There are no doubt some important
collections of U.S. coverlets (although, I do not know of one), but generally I think they have not
attracted the collector attention they likely deserve.

Inlaid Looped Pile

This is one other kind of structure that is clearly “woven” but not frequently encountered in older pieces
by collectors. It is best described with one of Marla Mallett’s drawings(below).

Courtesy of Marla Mallett
Initially, the “pile” yarns are laid into a shed in much the same way as most interlaced wefts. But some
instances of the weft are pulled up on the top side to form loops. The loops may or may not be
cut. Notice that if the loops are cut, the only thing holding the, now “pile,” into the into the structure is
the pressure of surrounding wefts and warps.
I think I know of only one antique piece with this structure. It is an Afghan piece(below) that John
Wertime featured in his article in Hali 100 in his article “Back to Basics.” Wertime said, specifically, that
the pile in this piece
could be pulled out,
indicating that it is
composed of such
inlaid loops that have
been cut.

“Faux-pile” rugs
similar thing(below).

from Siirt are a

The basic weave is weft-faced plain weave. They are made on looms with sheds and clear
interlacing. But after the weaving some of the wefts on one side are pulled up with to form a “fauxpile.”
Some say “hooks” are used, and some effort is required. Marla suggests that such pieces may be woven
loosely enough that pile can be produced by merely “brushing” one side. However it is accomplished,
there is longish pile in these pieces, but nothing like the knots of a knotted pile weaving.
Such rugs are still being made today. You can encounter them in flea markets. They are not expensive,
but some rug students pay serious attention to them, since their structure is one of the oldest
known. They are definitely in the “woven” category.

Border-line Cases
Plaiting

Plaiting is one structure that often sits ambiguously on the line between “woven” structures and those
that are not. In particular, it is difficult to decide how to classify instances of plaiting with fewer
numbers of yarns. Here are drawings of two instances of plaited structures(below).

The image on the left, above, is of a three-strand plait or braid of the sort often used in
hairdressing. Notice that it is formed by taking an an outside strand over the center strand, alternating
sides.
The movement of the plaiting never takes a strand under other strands. The instances of “under” that
occur are only seen by looking back and noticing that an earlier strand goes “under” when the “over”
plaiting movement is made.
It is difficult to see how a three-strand plait can qualify as a weaving because the “over-under” passage
of its cords does not continue long enough to be considered an instance of “interlacing.”
But if the number of strands in the plait is increased, real “interlacing” does seem to occur. The right
hand image above is of a seven-strand plait and the individual strands do move over and under one
another as it is formed. And the process used to make this seven-strand plait does seem to be one that
also requires that the fingers create sheds as one goes along.
The border-line character of plaiting as weaving is well-illustrated by Indian split ply camel girths.
The two below are from a private collection in South Africa.

I own a couple of the two-color sort. Here are two closer images of one of them(below).

Although the yarns in the image above move obliquely, it does seem from an observer’s perspective that
there is interlacing in this plait.
Split-ply braiding looks rather primitive and its “off-the-loom” creation might seem, initially, to be rather
simple. In fact, Peter Collingwood once spent ten years writing a book(below) on this structure, and
suggests that it is much more sophisticated than its appearance suggests (a one-place error can, not only
intrude on the intended design, it can undermine, critically, the integrity of the plait itself).

But, the critical question is “what process is used to produce it?” The split-ply plait may seem difficult to
classify as a weaving, first, because it is made without a loom and using a needle. But neither of those
indications may be disqualifying.
Here is a description of how this plaiting is done. First, one obtains or creates a series of plied cords that
are each composed of four yarns (in this case two light and two dark) which are plied. Then working
with a needle (here are some varieties used) the plaiter separates the light plies from the dark ones and
takes another set of four plied strands through the opening created.

At the next juncture the penetrating set of plied yarns is separated by the needle (light and dark again)
and is itself penetrated. The work moves back and forth with each set of four plied yarns penetrating
and then being penetrated on this same basis.

Here is Collingwood’s illustration of this ply-splitting process (note that his plied strands are each
composed of one color ( but different ones), rather than of two light and two dark yarns plied together,
as is the case in the example we are describing).

Now is this kind of split-ply braiding “weaving?” Well, the first distinction one notices is that the basic
element is a four-ply cord and if real weaving occurs it is as a result of the separation of the two light
from the two dark plies with a needle. Does this separation of two light from two dark plies in this plied
cord qualify as the creation of a shed?
Collingwood does not speak to whether a shed is created in split-ply braiding, but seems not to see the
interworking of plies it entails as an instance of “interlacing.”
So split-ply braiding is distinctive from “weaving” in the sense that weaving does not involve splitting of
previously plied cords and that may be disqualifying (I haven’t asked Marla about this). Still, the use of
the needle in this plaiting process, seems to me very like creating a shed and the resulting look seems
(from an observer perspective) very like interlacing, so I’m not sure.

Finger Weaving
Marla argues that the plaited, Dida, raffia skirts like this one(below) from Africa’s Ivory coast ARE woven.
(the Met in NYC is bragging in Hali about one they have acquired)

She says, “…they are definitely interlaced: one actually picks and make a shed with the fingers…I think
the appropriate term for these Dida skirts is ‘finger woven’.”
“But,” she continues, “…the line between multiple-strand braiding (plaiting) and weaving is a slim one.”
“And,” she adds, “how about some basket weaving?”

Coir Rain Cape
This child’s coir rain cape, below(left), by the Miao minority in southwest China also seems problematic.
Here is its back (below right). Its appearance is of a piece that is fully knotted. But there seems no sign of
structural components other than the apparent knots. There is no sign of interlacing that I can see. The
shape of the knot forms seems similar to that of double reversed half hitch (a macrame variation
sometimes used as a heading cord), in that the brushy ends come up and out between some other parts
of the “knot.”

Here is a drawing of two varieties of double reversed half hitch.

Examining it, the “knot” on this rain cape looks more like the lower of these varieties and is also very
similar to a symmetric knot excepting that the latter is tied on two vertically oriented warps.
What I have not been able to determine is how it is held together row to row (and it definitely is).

So my current sense is that this “knotted” rain cape is not “woven,” because I cannot detect interlacing
nor how a shed might have been employed while making it.
A better structure analyst than I may be able (Marla did not have an example to examine as we talked
about it) to discern its features and character better.
One last piece(below). There is a fiber artist named Claire Ziesler, who composes and creates freestanding constructions like this.
This particular work is owned by the Chicago Institute of Art. They included it in a survey-type catalog of
their collection that includes only a little more than one hundred items from the 15,000 plus textiles
they own, so they think well of it.

Is it possibly a weaving? Well, it is mostly composed of plaiting of various sorts and is for that reason
potentially troublesome. Most of the plaiting I can see seems of relatively few bundles of strands and
may not exhibit enough “interlacing” to qualify. But who knows? Somewhere in this aesthetic pile
there may well be woven components.
That is as much clarity and confusion as I can manage on this topic today, so let’s look at the example
pieces we have brought in.
You can reach Part 2 of this RTAM using the link below:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/03/14/what-is-a-weaving-what-is-not-and-why-part-2/
Regards,
R. John Howe 5
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Archive for March, 2010
What is a “Weaving?” What is Not? And Why?
Part 2
Posted in Uncategorized on March 14, 2010 by rjohn
Dear folks –
This is the second part of a post on a Rug and Textile Appreciation program I gave at The Textile
Museum, here in Washington, D.C. on January 30, 2010 on the topic of “What is a ‘Weaving?’ What is
Not? And Why?”

The first part of this program was a lecture that you can access at this link:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/03/14/what-is-a-weaving-what-is-not-and-why-part-1/
This second part presents and examines some example pieces brought in.
Because of the importance of close-up viewing of structure, I brought mostly smaller pieces and
passed them out into the audience for closer examination after we had treated them from the front of
the room.

We began with several examples of tapestry. This first piece is, of course, a fragment from an
Anatolian kilim done in slit tapestry. A second piece, also in a finer version of slit tapestry was the
Shirvan mafrash end panel below.

A third slit tapestry example is, what has been attributed by Alberto Boralevi (who has studied such
bags and a related apron format), to be a small Dalmatian bag. It was woven in what is now Croatia.

A fourth tapestry example is in horizontal stripes and so has no slits. It is the back of a grain bag from
western Anatolia. It also provides examples of the sort of small brocaded devices that can be mistaken
for embroidery.

Next we moved to sumak. We did not have an example of weftless sumak in the room, but I had
brought two examples of sumak that is, incidentally, “woven” because it has interlacing ground wefts.

The first of these was a Yomut bag, unremarkable excepting for the fact that the Turkmen seem not to
have woven sumak much. But the decorated bands in this piece are done in it.

Here is a slightly closer look at a detail of this sumak usage.

A second sumak example was more like the mafrash cargo bags and panels we often see, but a lot
smaller.

It is a Shahsavan wallet 8 inches long and 5 inches wide.
Here is its rather plain back.

The next pieces were pile examples.

The one above is what we now call a “Middle Amu Dyra” chuval fragment with a mina khani design
and lots of silk.
Here, it was our example of a pile weaving with asymmetric open right knots.
Below is a “straight-on” image of this piece taken earlier and outside.

A second pile piece was an Anatolian yastik.

This nicely composed piece was my example of a pile weaving with symmetric knots.
I reinforced the lecture indication that, using Marla’s conception of what counts as a weaving, both the
immediately preceding pieces are “woven” only because of the wefts of their foundation interlace their
warps, not because of their most visible feature, the pile knots. Not, I think, the way we usually think
about pile pieces.
(Here is an image of the back of the chuval fragment, showing glimpses of its horizontal structural
wefts)

Another piece, nearby, on the board, was actually an instance of tapestry, since it was woven on a
loom with weft-faced interlacing.

But after weaving some wefts on one side are pulled up to form a “faux pile.” This example is related
to the “inlaid loop pile” structure cited in the lecture.
Notice that the wefts pulled up are teased directionally to that another subtle level of diamond designs
is created under the niche form.

Such rugs are inexpensive, still being made, but are treated seriously by some experienced collectors
because their structure is one of the oldest known.

The next few pieces on the board were examples of brocade. The one below is an Anatolian cuval
from the Bergama area.

The small, three-pronged devices on white-ground bands are instances of brocade that are sometimes
mistaken for embroidery

There were also two examples of zili brocade.
Here is the first.

A second with better colors was the small, complete khorjin set below.

My embroidery example was part of a horse head dress assembly.

This component, which would have been on the horse’s forehead, is Turkmen.
Among my non-woven examples were three quilts, two of them quite small. The first of the latter was
a “doll’s” quilt in a traditional “nine patch” design.

This is an example of quilting built up by sections of cloth sewn together at their edges. Here are two
closer details.

The fabrics from which such quilt are made ARE woven but the quilting is all sewing.
A second quilt was the even smaller one below with a “school house” design.

This piece is 6 inches by 8 inches, close to the actual size here on your monitor. It is a “doll-house”
quilt and an example of a printed fabric. A printed quilt face is called a “cheater” by quilters. It is an
acceptable, but admittedly less skilled way, to produce a quilt face.
This face is sewn onto a plain back panel with diagonally arrayed stitches.

You can see the woven character of the ground fabric in the detail above, but the printed design on
the front and the hand quilting visible on the back are not instances of weaving. So the quilting
processes place it outside what we can call weavings.
Quilters estimate that this tiny piece is quite old.
My larger quilt example was also one of the use of felt.
This piece is a “penny” quilt, so called because of the coin-shaped circular forms that decorate its field.

This piece is 22 inches wide and 48 inches tall. It was made by sewing three sizes of felt circles onto
one another and then arranging and sewing the resulting “pennies” onto a plain colored field fabric.

Even the pointed “tongues,” that form a border at its edge are appliqued and sewn felt.

A pieced, but not quilted, item was the small Japanese rice bag below that I treated in my lecture.

This small cotton bag (it is nine inches deep and eleven inches wide when fully opened) is a item of
“boro” (patched).
It is a reflection of Far Eastern frugality in which nothing is wasted,

that is, such pieces are constructed originally by sewing together at their edges, small pieces of fabric.
But they also demonstrate that frugality further requires that when wear occurs, worn areas are
reinforced with patches.

The fabrics used to compose these piece are woven, but the method of construction and repair is
entirely one of sewing.
Another non-woven piece was my needlepoint example.

Here are some additional views of it.

This is a likely minor, but still interesting item. I have only seen one other example.

I am not sure, but I think the intended date on this second one above may have been 1919, although
the second “9” is reversed.
They both have the same sort of needlepoint face, a double-buckle fastening arrangement and a
leather back. There is also a pouch on the back side.

The one I own has the names of English cities written in ink on the leather back.

I have conjectured that these belts were kits needle-pointed for soldiers and that the writing may
indicate where one of them was stationed during one of the World Wars.
Another of my non-woven examples was the knitted sweater below.

Here is its back.

“Howe” do you like that? Through absolute chance there is an “H.”
I bought this sweater from one dealer in Konya and had it repaired by another. Its wool was from of
one of the Anatolian natural dye projects mounted by Michael Bischof.
There are a number of such sweaters.
others.

I think Samy Rabinovic has more than one. And he knows of

Marshall Wolf has one.

Samy and I have talked about collecting as many as we can find and mounting a small exhibition of
them on the pages of my other blog “Eccentric Wefts.”
In any event, this was my knitted example.

I did not have a crocheted piece in the room, but can share one with you here.

This is an odd crocheted array the function of which I’m not entirely sure I can place.
It is something likely made in the U.S. in the 20th century and seems to have a kind of “leaves and
grapes” design.

It may have been intended to decorate a table top, but if so, it could be troublesome because the
areas with the circular forms (and these seem wrapped rather than crocheted),

are thicker than the rest of the piece and items placed on it would be unstable.
Nevertheless, it suggests something about the range of items done in crochet.
Another non-woven category was the “hooked” or “tufted” group.
I had what I think is a substantial fragment of a throw-sized “hooked” rug in the room.

I am, nowadays, as a retired person, collecting on a restricted budget, and so necessarily something
of a “bottom-feeder.” I found the piece above locally here in the DC area at a price so reasonable that
I would be embarrassed to share it with you.
Not all my experienced collector friends admire it, but it quite “speaks” to me.

I did not have it in the room during my program, but can share with you here, a piece that I think is
“tufted” rather than “hooked.”

This is a miniature piece (about 6 inches by 8 inches) done in an art deco design. The appearance of
its back

suggests that it may have been tufted rather than hooked, and what I think is its relative youth,
makes that more likely as well.
As I indicated in my lecture, Marla has indicated that plaiting is often difficult to distinguish from
weaving. For me, this is especially the case as the number of strands being plaited increases.

I had some instances of plaiting in the room.
First, are two nautical items

On the left above is a marlin spike with an attached section of plaiting.
Things cannot be left free to roll on a sailing ship, so most everything is hung in some way. This
plaited addition likely functioned to permit this relatively heavy marlin spike to be hung on a pin or
hook so that it did not roll about on the ship’s deck.

The piece on the right above is a handle that was used to pull and ring a ship’s bell. Here is an
unobstructed image of a similar piece.

This bell pull is a contemporary item made with 18th century methods.
Handles for sea chests, called “beckets”

are also plaited. Although this kind of nautical plaiting entails the employment of a number of cords, I
think it is less likely to meet the “shed” and “interlacing” requirements we have established as
requirements for “weaving.”
In my lecture, I also cited Indian split ply camel girths

as having a structure that from an observer perspective appears to have interlacing, but the process
of which seems distinctive in that it entails splitting of previously plied cords for its candidates for
interlacing.
I had one of my own camel girths in the room

and we passed it about for those in the audience to examine.
There is similar uncertainty about Miao child’s coir rain cape from southwest China.

Again this instance of plaiting or knotting seemed less likely to be able to qualify as a weaving.
It was too heavy and fragile to pass around, but was on the board to examine.
On the other hand, the plaited Dida skirt from the Ivory coast

did seem to be the sort of plaiting that qualified as “finger weaving.”
Marla mentioned in our discussion of plaiting that some instances of “basket weaving” might also meet
our conception of weaving here.
I had a nautical basket made of rope that seemed (observer perspective, again) to have areas of
interlacing. But I don’t know.

I mentioned in the lecture that plaiting occurs in macrame and my in-the-room example of an item of
macrame that had areas of plaiting was a plant hanger that I tied in the 1970s.

Here are some closer looks at this piece.

This is a design that I “stole” from an old, retired merchant marine sailor with one lung and one
kidney, who used to bring pieces he had tied into the store where I bought my cord.

It is entirely “finished,” That is, it starts with the loop that goes through the hanging ring at its top
and proceeds through all its variations without any splices whatever.
But our chief interest in it here is that it has two areas of plaiting that use a goodly number of cords.

This species of plaiting is called a “wall knot” among macrame folks and, having tied it, I can testify
that something like what Marla describes as “finger weaving” does seem to occur.

One does take cords over and under other cords in a way that could qualify as “creating a shed.”

But I don’t know. I would currently place it as a possible but questionable candidate for being a
“woven” structure.
For my last pieces in this program I went firmly back to the world of woven structures, first, with a
large, but fragmented, U.S. coverlet on the board.

You saw this piece in the lecture, so I will not labor it further, excepting to say that I bought it in
Pennsylvania this year for a very reasonable price.
But because this larger coverlet fragment could not be passed around, I had brought two smaller ones
that could be, and I’ll take the chance of boring you a bit with them.
The first of these is the first coverlet item I ever bought. I’ve owned it for about 15 years, but cannot
remember any longer precisely where I bought it. Somewhere in Pennsylvania or Ohio.

It is about 22 inches square and with a strictly rectilinear design seemingly in black, white and red.

But a little closer one begins to see that there are also subtle uses of yellow and light blue.

The second smaller coverlet fragment was about 25 inches wide and almost 30 inches long.

Its diamond forms begin to exhibit some movement to the curvilinear and have, for me, a Escher-like
character.

Its colors are strictly limited to blue and white (although there is shading), but, as is frequent with a
narrow palette, its graphic character is strong.
Interestingly, despite its seeming move toward the curvilinear,

its design is entirely composed of rectangular forms. The curvilinear effect is produced by varying the
width of some squares.
This piece has been rather carefully patched in one place.

As I indicated in the lecture, such coverlets are woven on looms. Sheds are employed and interlacing
definitely occurs.
Note: Since publication an experienced weaver has indicated that the two coverlet fragments above
are done in an “overshot” weave. She said, “(ed. they) were done on four-harness looms, and are
very typical of 19th century American overshot coverlets.”

Coverlets of this sort are still frequently encountered. There were three yesterday (February 28,
2010) at the Georgetown flea market. All three seemed to me of collectible interest. One was
complete, and each of them was priced at under $1oo USD.
Members of the audience had brought some pieces that we looked at next.
The first was the piece below. The owners’ said that they had bought it in Vienna, attracted by its
dramatic “flame” design and it colors.

This piece was not a familiar type. Its design WAS striking and its colors seemed to vary a bit from
most of the palettes we tend to encounter.

The owners’ primary question was whether it was “woven” or not. I don’t have a close-up close
enough to let you check me, but I said that it looked “knitted” to me. I could not tell whether
machine-knitted or hand-knitted.

The owners’ indicated in a subsequent conversation that they believe that it is hand-knitted, is likely
19th century, and, on the basis of some seeming attachment-like devices on its back (they’ve had it
sewn onto a backing now), that it was used as a wall-hanging.
Wendel Swan had brought three pieces.
The first was the small khorjin set below.

This highly unusual small khorjin, on a camel ground, probably comes from Eastern Persia and as
made by either the Kurds or the Lurs. The lack of a closure mechanism for the bags is similar to what
one encounters with Turkish saddlebags, called heybe. In contrast to their Northwestern Persia
counterparts, the khorjin of East Persia often have no closure system.

The drawing and execution are exceptional. The diamond border is found in both Kurdish and
Shahsavan bags.

The decoration is done in sumak wrapping with a wide range of colors on a camel, warp-faced ground.
Dating examples such as this which use traditional materials and natural dyes is often problematic,
but this could easily be 19th century despite its pristine condition.
Wendel’s second piece was what seems to be a rare-ish Tibetan shepherd’s jacket.

This piece has an unusual structure that seems woven, but which has odd characteristics.

There is “stitching that” seems to have been put in on the loom and the character of the weave on the
inside is very unusual. My sense is that this is very clearly a woven item, but I cannot describe its
structure.
The third piece Wendel had brought was a small, interesting pre-Columbian pile-covered cord.

(I’m referring to the piece on the board not the one in his hand.)
Wendel said that this furred cord is from the Nazca culture in Peru that flourished between the first
and the eighth centuries, AD. This textile probably dates from around 400-500 AD.

The dyed sections are camelid fiber affixed to a cotton base that creates a “weaving” quite unlike
anything known in the Middle East.

Essentially, the weaver created a single line of pile “knots” perhaps 20 feet long, with the colors
changing every several inches. That long line of pile was then spirally wrapped around the cotton
base and attached to it with threads. As each color was wrapped and the next begun, it created the
banded effect. The wrapping technique can be observed in the image above.
The exact function of this piece is unknown, but a published illustration of a similar one shows it
attached to a conch shell, indicating that it probably had some ceremonial use — something certainly
not uncommon for pre-Columbian textiles that have survived.
This interesting piece was the last of the day.
I took questions.

The session ended and the usual conversations and migrations began.

I want to thank Barbara Gentile, Marissa Huttinger and Wendel Swan, for some very able assistance in
presenting this RTAM program.
I hope you have found this virtual exploration of “What is a ‘Weaving’? What is Not? and Why?”
interesting, perhaps even a bit informative in spots.
Regards,
R. John Howe 6
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Archive for April, 2010
Paula Laverty on “Grenfell” Hooked Rugs
Posted in Uncategorized on April 13, 2010 by rjohn
Dear folks,
On March 6, 2010, Paula Laverty (below) gave a program at The Textile Museum, here in Washington,
D.C. on “Silk Stocking Mats: Hooked Mats of the Grenfell Mission.”

Grenfell hooked rugs(below) , as many of you will know, were made in Newfoundland and Labrador
in the early – mid 20th century, and are considered by hooked rug collectors to be extremely
desirable, as in …bring your money… if you want one now.

Paula is the foremost authority on Grenfells, having studied them assiduously for over 20 years. She
has traveled to the areas where they were made, visited the sites (0ften depicted on the rugs
themselves), and has talked to a great number of the women who “hooked” them. Paula has captured
her research in a book with the same title as the one given above for her TM session.

Paula spoke fluently, without notes, to a series of projected images and I won’t attempt to replicate
that. Instead, in this virtual version, I will provide some glimpses of her talk that particularly struck

me, as someone who knows just enough about Grenfells to be dangerous (mostly to myself), but who
admires them more than a little (I don’t own one and likely couldn’t afford to do so).

Paula has read, and at least acquiesced to what follows, but she should be assigned no responsibility
for it.
Grenfell, Paula said, was an English gentleman who, apparently inspired by D. L. Moody, an American
evangelist, set out with his fresh medical degree to “do what Christ would” in needy areas of the
world.
To this end, he initially served as a kind of roving sea doctor, sailing between ships in the North
Atlantic, providing medical care and holding prayer meetings. Someone suggested to him that folks in
Labrador badly needed medical assistance and he undertook to provide it. But, when he arrived, he
saw that there was also deep and widespread need for ways of improving the general economic
situation of the people in this beautiful, but also, raw, desolate place, and he took that on, too.
Grenfell, with the help of American occupational therapist, Jessie Luther, established what what
became known as the Grenfell “Industrial,” an organization that either provided or utilized craft skills
and local energies to produce a variety of craft products marketed in Canada, the U.S. and
England. Grenfell hooked rugs became perhaps the most famous of these products and it the only
one treated in Paula’s book and in this TM “rug morning” program.
Grenfell hired supervisors for this Industrial effort; mostly women, skilled in crafts or sometimes in
the arts. Jessie Luther, the first supervisor, attempted to start a weaving business.
This was difficult because houses were small and there was no room in them for looms. So looms
(which had to be imported) were set up in work buildings to which weavers had to travel, difficult
because of the distance, climate, and mode of travel – in winter by dog team and in the summer by

small open boats. Sheep, a ready wool source, were impossible to keep because of the voracious
appetites of the husky dogs, so wool, too, had to be imported.
Eventually, the weaving business was a success. (Although completely separate from the Industrial’s
weaving business, Grenfell, himself, takes credit for the first wind-proof, water-proof cloth which was
produced to his specifications in England and called “Grenfell cloth”. This before the “Gore-tex” era.)
There was, already, an established hooking tradition in the north, and lots of skilled “hookers”
about. Women hooked mats from fabric scraps and worn out clothing using old burlap bags as a
base. Local designs were called “scrap mats”. When they could afford the luxury, hookers also sent
away for designs that came “stamped” onto a burlap (called “brin” locally).
But to the decision makers in the Grenfell Industrial these local mats and this local resource were not
attractive (for one thing the locals used undisciplined designs and bright colors that the Grenfell
supervisors found unattractive).
The hooked mats ultimately attracted “Industrial” attention (women sometimes offered them to
Grenfell to pay for his medical services). When it did, the Industrial supervisors moved to make sure
that the “hooking” was done in a way that met their own standards.
Hooking was easy in the home. The only equipment needed was a frame(below left) and the small
hook(below right) and the frame which could be leaned against any wall and took up no real
space. So hooking was far better suited to the life situations of the women than weaving.

Note: Marla Mallett suggests that unlike tufting, which is done from the back and requires a frame,
hooking is worked from the front and can be done without one. So, technically, hooking could be done

in one’s lap, requiring even less space. Nevertheless, the descriptions of Grenfell hooking in Paula’s
book seem invariably to refer to the use of a frame.
So a Grenfell hooking project was mounted, but not on an indigenous basis. The “Industrial”
supervisors oversaw:
1) what the designs should be
2) what materials should be used
3) what colors(below) should be employed (nicely coordinated pastels; bright
colors were seen as garish)
5) what the quality of finished products should be
and by application of this latter standard,
6) which hookers would be given work in the form of materials “kits” and
instructions.

All this is by way of saying that, although there was a strong, deep, ingrained, hooking tradition in
Newfoundland and Labrador, outside influence came into play when it came to what “Grenfell” hooked
mats were deemed saleable. Everything (although, crafts people everywhere are capable of modest
rebellion) was dictated externally. However, the style of hooking, the tight, horizontal method, was
the established hooking style and this was not dictated by the Mission workers.

Interestingly, one of the Industrial requirements for hookers was that you had to be 16 years old to
“have your own card” (that is, be eligible for hooking assignments) may have worked, effectively, to
reduce the temptation of families to indulge in child labor, something that would be real in a general
environment of serious poverty (although it has been shown that hookers cannot accurately identify
even their own work).
Dr. Grenfell approved of a hooked mat project within the “Industrial” as early as 1909, and in 1912
took control of it and put his wife in charge, resulting in the resignation three years later, of Jessie
Luther whom he had hired as its supervisor and who had set in place many of the standards and
practices that produced a high quality product.
Hookers hooked into every hole in the brin, maintaining an even texture of the loops on the surface,
and keeping the mat being hooked “square” on the frame, while it was being worked, so that it wasn’t
“squish” when taken off.
One of the unique features of Grenfell mats is that many are made silk stockings and other silk
lingerie items. The hooking was done on a kind of burlap (locally called “brin”). This material was
donated/purchased.
The hooking materials given out in the early Grenfell materials packages were new cottons of various
sorts. Some of the floral designs of the 1920s were hooked using cotton, wool, brin and silk. The
move to silk and rayon as the predominant Grenfell hooking materials was made by M.A. PresselySmith in the later 1920s. Silk had been used in small amounts before, but now it became a clear
emphasis in the requests Grenfell made for materials.
And as “literally tons” of old silk stockings (one year ten tons were donated to the effort from the US,
Canada and Great Britain) flowed into the Grenfell hooking project, it became clear that “mats from
silk stockings were the Industrial’s most important product. From this point onward they became the
focus of the Industrial’s mat-making efforts.”
Early on, natural dyes were used to some extent, but most Grenfell materials were dyed with
synthetic dyes(below). In fact, dyes were one of the items requested as donations by the Industrial.

Hookers given work by the Industrial were provided with a package that included the brin backing, the
already dyed hooking materials to be used, the design to be used and an indication of the colors to be
employed in particular areas of the design.
Formats included seat covers, floor mats, picture mats, nursery mats, place mats, coasters, pot
holders, purses and book covers. (In 2009, at a high end antique show here in DC, I saw two very
large hooked rugs (both about 6′ X 9′) claimed to be Grenfells, and to my inexperienced eye they
could well have been that.)
Jessie Luther fashioned the early Grenfell designs(below left). They tended to be local animals
arranged as borders around an open field. Few, if any, of these early Grenfells survive. Dr. Grenfell,
himself, created(below right) some designs for the hooked mats. They were of people and animals
and naturalistic scenes of Newfoundland and Labrador life. (His wife thought they were better than
Jessie’s.)

Some of the subsequent Grefell Industrial supervisors were artists and they produced designs more
driven by aesthetic objectives.
Here, for example, is a Grenfell from the 1930s(below), the design of which is based on a real plant,
the “twinflower,” but which has been pressed toward abstraction.

My own favorite of these abstracted Grenfell mat designs is of codfish filets drying(below). The local
hookers were critical of this design, saying that it did not really look like actual drying cod.

Here are some additional examples that suggest something of the range of images that were produced
by Grenfell mat hookers. Curvilinear designs that feature floral elements were made(below left). So
were lattice designs(below right) that rug collectors will find familiar, but in this mat the flowers in the
lattice compartments are flowers found locally in Newfoundland and Labrador.

Similarly, a design with birds facing a central tree-like ornament(below) in fact has deep, classic roots
in oriental rug and textile design. Interestingly, Paula’s text describes this as likely a “local” mat. It
has the letters “IGA” (for “International Grenfell Association) and may have been produced for a
special occasion. A date of 1931 is hooked along its lower edge.

But it’s central “animal-tree” ornament has been widely used in places far from Labrador. In
his Turkoman Studies I (1980), Robert Pinner offers a historical analysis of the animal tree
device. Here are just two of those he presents there. The first of these, below on the left, is from a
Greek Island embroidery dated to the 17th century. A second example, below on the right, is from a
Byzantine textile and is dated to the 11th-12th centuries. So wherever this “local” obtained this
design, it has very deep historical roots.

More modern-seeming designs also occurred, like the starfish and sea urchins rendered below Paula
said that, despite the “silk stocking” reference in her book title, this piece (which is her cover image)
was hooked from brin.

And the Grenfell ladies had a design(below left) called “prayer rug.” In Paula’s book, the person who
brought this design into the Grenfell universe indicates that she found it in an old book of hooked rug
designs and thinks that its source was “an old oriental rug.” In fact, this pattern copies the frontispiece
of “Collecting Hooked Rugs” by Elizabeth Waugh and Edith Foley. The native tribes in Labrador
included the Nasaspi and the Montagnais. The description in Paula’s book indicates that the Grenfell
hooked book cover below(right) was based on a Nasaspi design.

One more. Paula showed one Grenfell design that made Wendel Swan and me sit up a little straighter.
In her book, Paula says that this “Leaping Stag” design is seen to be typical of the sorts of designs
seen in “Baltimore album” type quilts. Here is one such, below on the right. That may be, but what
struck Wendel and me was how similar this design is to some Swedish textiles Wendel has been
examining recently.

Here are two examples of the latter. The two pieces below were woven in tapestry in southern
Sweden, likely in the 18th century, and are finer than the Grenfell hooked mat above, but the design
similarities seem remarkable. Asked what the total universe of Grenfell hooked mats might be, Paula
said that some years 3,000 were produced and, although the total is not known, it could be in the
area of 20,000.

Paula(below) is an appraiser of Grenfells and said that it is not easy always to tell whether a given
piece is one. She said that some indicators include, the use of a variety of materials in the hooking,
details in the drawing (these often get dropped out in copies), and the presence of abrash in the
coloration (abrash effects were even lost in some later Grenfell production).

Grenfells were labeled for a large part of the time of their production and the labels vary. Paula said,
that, of course, the presence of a label is no assurance that a given piece is a real Grenfell, but that in
her experience very few pieces that she feels were real were without a Grenfell label. Grenfell hooked
mats are still being made today. Paula said that about 100 are made each year and that you can buy
them on-line, but that they are expensive.

Paula had brought several Grenfell pieces and we moved to them next. The first was the mat
below(left). This is the same “starfish and sea urchin” design as the one used on the cover on Paula’s
book, but is not the same mat. Its colors and materials are slightly different. In her book image
caption, Paula says that this design is most often seen in 16 inch diameter chair mat or 6 inch
diameter table coaster. This design was “in production” by 1937. The in-the-room piece is a mat
about 2′ x 3′. Here is a closer look at a corner detail of this same piece below on the right.

Paula’s next piece was the one below. This design is from a “People Working Series” in Paula’s
book. It is one of six scenes. It is called “Mending the Nets” and the one in the book is 11.25 x 15.25
inches. The book examples are silk and rayon, dyed. The series was designed by Ned Hancock and in
production by 1937.Here is a closer corner of this second piece.

Paula’s third piece was the one below(left). This design represents a particular view of St. Anthony,
Newfoundland, the location for the base of operations for the Mission. A sailing dory is in the
foreground, close to the pier in the harbor. The book piece is in brin, silk and rayon, dyed and was in
production by 1933. It is 9 inches x 8.5 inches. Here is a closer detail(below right).

Polar bears on ice were frequent subjects for Grenfell designs and Paula’s next piece was one of
these. I think she said it’s silk. Paula pointed to the abrash in this small piece. She said this is one
feature that gets lost in later production. A closer detail. I think the yellow cast in the image above is
largely picked up from the TM board color.

The next piece was very small. This is a small etui (needle case) and is an example of the weaving
done at the Industrial.

Paula’s sixth piece was this one(below left). The boat image is of a “coastal schooner.” The same boat
profile is used in a piece in Paula’s book, with Harrington Harbor contextual details in its
background. The caption in the book says this design was in production in the 1940s. This piece
leaves a large border on the reverse for making this mat in to a chair seat cover. Again a closer detail
of this piece below(right). Notice the lack of abrash in the blue of the “sea.” This is because the mat is
hooked using all cotton.

Paula’s seventh piece was the hooked bag below(left). This bag appears in Paula’s book where the
caption says that it is cotton and rayon, dyed, with a pattern silk lining. It adds that small pieces of
waterproof “Grenfell cloth” cover the points where the ends of the handle are sewn to the bag. This
purse is 9 inches by 14 inches. The design is indicated as in production c. 1940. Here is a closer
detail(below right).

Paula’s eighth brought-in piece was the small doll below. Industrial workers crafted dolls in several
sizes. This small doll wears an anorak of sealskin and trousers made from Grenfell cloth. The boots
are skin. The label “Labrador” is stamped on the bottom of the right boot.

A ninth piece was another polar bear mat, this time the bear is fishing. Another mat of this design
appears in Paula’s book. It is described as of cotton, silk and rayon, dyed. This design was fashioned
by Rudolph Freund, who created the only four signed Grenfell design drawings known. Freund’s
drawing of this design is signed and dated November 3, 1936. Here is a closer detail of this mat.

The tenth piece Paula had brought was another purse(below left), Knitting bags such as these were
popular items. These were woven. Here is a closer detail(below right).

The next piece Paula had brought was a hooked Grenfell book cover. This design, in very similar colors
but with handles, is included in Paula’s book. The caption says that it is made of undyed brin . Brin
was donated by a manufacturer and came in many colors and was used for items that were expected
to get heavier wear. It was used in many mats intended as footstool covers.
These book covers were designed to attempt to broaden the Grenfell customer base. Here is a detail
of this piece showing one half of one side and a portion of the spine. Notice how the sea color is
enriched by the alternate use of blue and green.

Paula’s twelfth piece was an anorak(below left), made of Grenfell cloth and trimmed with fur(below
right) and Grenfell embroidery. The embroidery design is of the coastal schooner(below second row).

Embroidery as another strong area for the Industrial. Women embroidered table cloths, napkin sets,
anoraks, needle cases, coin purses and many other items.

I had brought two pieces into the session for contrast with the Grenfells. The first is a hooked rug
fragment that I bought this past year and had mounted. This piece demonstrated (we passed it
around) how comparatively fine the silk stocking Grenfells are.

My second brought in piece was a miniature rug below (left), Here is a closer look at a front
detail(below right), with an Art Deco design, (it’s about 8 x 11 inches) that I think is tufted rather than
hooked.

And here is a look at the back of this same detail. Notice that the “stitches” on the back are not in
straight lines (Grenfells were mostly made working straight across a horizontal line of holes in the brin
backing ). Here, the “stitches” jump around and don’t even cover all the back area (although the
design seems well filled-in if you go back to the image above and look at the front detail).
Anyway, I think this miniature piece is tufted (made on a frame worked from the back) rather than
hooked (made from the front with a frame being optional). We passed this piece around, too.

There was one more piece that had been brought in in part because its owner wondered whether it
might possibly be a Grenfell(below left). Here is a closer detail of it(below right).

Paula examined it closely(top row below). This mat seemed coarser than most Grenfells, but, although
there are Grenfells with “rocking horse” designs, Paula said she does not know of one that portrays an
actual horse. She said she doubted that this piece(row below) was hooked at the Grenfell Industrial.

Paula answered questions, and brought the session to the close.

I want to thank Paula for this excellent program, for permitting me to mount a virtual version of it, for
use of her book and for working with me personally afterward as we constructed what you have just
seen and read.
Thanks, too, to Wendel Swan, who took a useful set of notes for me.
I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of what seems to me an exceptional “rug morning”
program.
Regards,
R. John Howe
Sources:
Paula Laverty, Silk Stocking Mats: Hooked Mats of the Grenfell Mission, 2005. McGill-Queens
University Press
Robert Pinner and Michael Franses (ed.), Turkoman Studies I: Aspects of the weaving and decorative
arts of Central Asia, 1980.
Paula’s web site is: 7http://www.grenfellhookedmats.com/
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“Potpourri”: by Michael Seidman and
Wendel Swan
Posted in Seidman, Michael, Swan, Wendel on May 10, 2010 by rjohn
On February 20, 2010, Michael Seidman (below right) and Wendel Swan (below left) conducted a Rug
and Textile Appreciation Morning at The Textile Museum here in Washington, D.C. entitled “Potpourri.”
Maryclaire Ramsey(below far right), The Textile Museum’s Chief Executive Officer, (the photo I took of
her in the room did not turn out), introduced them.

Since they are familiar figures on these pages and in the TM “rug morning” programs, I will not give
the full-faced version of what Maryclaire said.
Michael is a molecular biologist, actively engaged in research. He and his wife have collected seriously
for a number of years. Wendel is trained as an attorney, but has been engaged in various facets of
real estate and is currently an M+A intermediary. He is a figure in the international rug world and has
collected with a visible passion since the late sixties. He is currently very active in identifying,

recruiting and mounting interesting, useful RTAM programs. Both Michael and Wendel are Museum
Trustees.

Now programs with the “Potpourri” title have been given at the TM for years. The usual practice has
been to press this term in the direction of “the speaker will bring a variety of pieces and the audience
is invited to do so, too — no holds barred.”
But the announcement for the version Michael and Wendel conducted said something about “what you
always wanted to know,” which seemed to suggest that attendees should mostly bring textiles about
which they had questions.
But in the session itself (while everything brought in(below) was examined and commented on)

Michael and Wendel had themselves brought items that focused attention on some particular sets of
similar textiles. These two aspects of their treatment of “potpourri” made me go look the word up
again, as we prepared this virtual version of their program.
One dictionary said that “potpourri” refers to “a combination of various incongruous
elements.” Another, perhaps somewhat more authoritative, said more leniently that “potpourri”
denotes “an unusual and interesting mixture of things.” The session that Michael and Wendel
conducted was not devoted to “incongruous elements.” It did seem to meet the “unusual and
interesting mixture” test.

But one had the sense that they were a little dissatisfied with the possibility that the particular
“potpourri” that might emerge from that label, uncued, could be a shade too unstructured for their
taste, and to that end they had designed an improved version, not dependent on complete
serendipity.

Anyway, this program was more shaped and focused in some areas than the RTAM “potpourri”
programs I have attended in the past.
The program began by showing pieces that the audience brought in and the first was the piece below.
Michael said that this pile piece is a multi-niche, “prayer” design woven in Turkey in about 1900. He
said that the pile and foundation seem to be of mercerized cotton, sometimes used to mimic silk. It is
too small to be used as a prayer rug with devotees kneeling side-by-side in its niches.

The piece has small images of the Haghia Sophia inside some of its end “lappet” devices(below right).

The second piece moved sharply in a different direction. It was woven in four sections on a narrow
loom and then sewn together to produce this larger format(below).
There were guesses in the room that this piece might have been woven in north Africa, but its owner
said that it was made by Pomaks, a group of Turks who speak Bulgarian (there is a Pomak minority in
Bulgaria, too). He said that such pieces have begun to appear in the market only recently and
estimated that this one is about 70 years old. There were questions from the audience about whether
this piece is warp-faced as are many Persian jijims which seem similar. The owner indicated that the
weave is a kind of twill.

The third piece was this NW Persian cargo bag-type “mafrash.” This piece was complete and
assembled(below).

It is completely woven in varieties of kilim. It exhibits some bright colors that suggest that it was
woven in the first half of the 20th century(below).

The next piece was a single side panel from a similar mafrash bag. This time the weave is sumak. It
was estimated to have been woven, probably by Shahsavan, in the last quarter of the 19th Century,
although somewhat earlier dates are often given for similar pieces. Wendel commented that it is one
of the most common for mafrash side panels, but that it is quite fine and has excellent colors.

The next piece was a carrier bag. The thinking in the room is that it was likely by the Char Mahal or
perhaps by the Qashqai. It was woven about 1960-70 and features a leather handle and trim. Jenny
Housego shows a very similar piece (leather handle and trim included) as Plate 107 in her “Tribal
Rugs,” and gives a similar south Persian attribution.

The next piece was a contemporary Central Asian felt(below). There was conversation in the room
about the abortive-seeming bottom border and what this might indicate about intended use.

Here are two closer looks below. The colors are from synthetic dyes.

A seventh piece(below) was potentially a puzzler.

Michael and Wendel said that this is not a contemporary piece and that it could be Caucasian. It is
done in a coarse sumak weave. What can it be? It has a shape and size similar to that of a Baluch
“balisht” or a Kyrgyz “chavadan,” but is clearly neither of these. Did some other folks make similar
bags? Its odd border treatment likely provides some hint of the format to which it belongs. Here are
some closer looks at various details of this piece(below).

Michael and Wendel indicated that this piece is one front chest tab that was part of a horsecover. In
his book “Oriental Carpets,” Jon Thompson provides an example of a similar horse cover in
use. Thompson’s example is Qashqai.

So to see this piece in its likely “in use” orientation, it needs to be turned to a position something like
this(below). This is how it would have appeared if it is the left front tab on such a horse cover. Pieces
like this can both puzzle and lead to strange attributions when they are encountered.

The next piece was another but smaller cargo-type mafrash side panel.

It features a parade of “animal-forms.” It was attributed to NW Persia or the Caucasus. The weave is
sumac.

The next piece was the rug below. The owner believes that this rug looks Caucasian (mainly because
of the reciprocal trefoil border, the end finishes and the selvedges), but it is loosely woven and has
cotton wefts.

Here are some closer details of it.

Notice darkish warps(above). Michael and Wendel thought that it could be either a Persian tribal piece
or a primitive Shirvan. If it is from the Shirvan area, Wendel noted, the weaver was imitating a South
Persian gabbeh.
The next piece was a Shirvan.

Wendel said that this piece is classically Shirvan in structure and design and is probably earlier than
most Shirvans that we see. It is prototypical Shirvan because of its narrow stripes in the field and a

so-called “crab” border. It is quite fine, even for a Shirvan, with 140 knots per square inch. There may
be some camel hair in it.

The next two pieces provided a seemingly unlikely comparison.
First, was an Afshar pile khorjin face with the distinctive “tulip” design.

Here are a couple of closer details. This design is seen in very impressive rug versions.

The other piece in this unlikely “pair” was the one below.

This is a carriage cushion cover (called an agedyna) embroidered in southern Sweden about 1825. It
is part of Wendel’s collection of Swedish folk weavings.

Again, some closer details(below).

Wendel said that the similarities in color usage and design, including, the cruciform devices within a
lattice, and the use of tulips, is remarkable.

The thirteenth piece was the one below. It is a Baluch khorjin face.

The two devices in its field echo Turkmen turreted ‘Salor’ gul usages. Here are two details of its border
systems(below). Michael and Wendel said that it has very nice wool.

The fourteenth piece was a Qashqai khorgin face.

Here are two closer details of it(below). The colors of its borders give it an overall lighter look than
many such Qashqai khorjins exhibit.

The next piece was the one below. It is a Jaff Kurd bag.

Two closer looks. The narrow checker board “elem” at the bottom provides interest.

Piece sixteen was also a small pile bag.

It’s owner thought that it had been woven by “Bulgarian” weavers. (Notice the unusual color change in
the side borders.) Michael and Wendel noted that it has a cotton foundation and estimated that is was
woven about 1930. They suggested that it could be Persian, perhaps Luri.

The next piece was the pile rug below. This is a piece that some would guess might be a Saruk.
Michael and Wendel said that a closer look at its structure indicates that it is a Bijar (of a type usually
referred to int the trade as a “Kurd Bijar”), using Saruk motifs.

It has some nice animals (deer?) at the “top” of its medallion. I have flipped the image below so that
you can see the animals right side up. Animal even closer in the image below(right). There is
calligraphy at its other end, but I didn’t get it close-up.

The next piece was an unusual, “rare” is probably not too strong, Turkman rug. This is one of
Wendel’s pieces. He is not a Turkmen collector, but this appealed to him because if was so
unusual. Wendel is reluctant to use the word “unique” but he hasn’t seen anything else like
this. Turkmen experts who have seen it say that it is clearly from before 1850 and might be 18th
Century.

This is the sort of piece that we used to call “Ersari,” but about which “Middle Amu Dyra” is the current
recommended description. Despite a seeming fragmented character, it is “complete” in the sense that
its very narrow borders are visible and intact in areas on all four sides. There are traces of pile elem
on both ends.

The next piece was held up by someone in the audience(below left). It was described in my notes as
(ed: part of?) a bedspread. It is crocheted. A closer detail(below right).

The next four pieces comprise one of the small focused groupings I mentioned at the beginning. This
is a grouping Wendel assembled of pieces thought to contain some camel hair.
“Wool” is usually said to be composed of three distinctive fibers: wool, hair and kemp. But I think
Wendel’s reference here is to “camel wool.” Camel wool, Eiland says, is “made up of extremely fine
fibers, and it is distinguished from sheep’s wool mainly by a characteristic scale pattern and by the
distribution of pigment granules.” Both of these are visible only by microscope. This makes Eiland
suspicious of claims of “camel hair or wool” in rugs without microscopic test.

Nevertheless, there are many who believe that there are tactile and visual indicators of “camel’s wool”
that often permit its detection without resorting to microscopic. I think Wendel is likely one of these.
And there often seems something to it. For example, it is often held that “camel’s wool” is detectably
“softer” than sheep’s wool that may surround it (this despite it being known that the softness of
sheep’s wool varies widely even that taken from a single sheep). It is also held that “camel’s wool”
will often have a “fuzzy” appearance in relation to surrounding sheep’s wool.
What follows is the kind of thing that can make a claim of non-microscopic identification of camel’s
wool plausible. A few years ago a Turkmen lady I met here in DC (she is a scholar and lives in
Turkmenistan) gave me a contemporary plied strand of what seemed like wool(below left). She said
that one of the strands, the tan one, was “camel’s wool.” Here is that strand. And here is a closer look
at one end section of it(below right).

This plied piece is compose of five differently colored strands. There are black, white, orange, red and
tan strands plied together.
I think you can see that in the braided areas there is visible fuzziness. More the character of the braid
used has the effect of placing the tan sections in a kind of line along the cord. I have just looked at
this braided strand with a magnifying glass and can testify that the fuzziness seems entirely to
emerge from the tan strand areas alone.

I have also felt the individual strands at the ends of the plied cord where they can be felt individually
and can testify that the tan strand IS very much softer than the other four.
Now I do and say all this, not to doubt the need for Eiland’s caution, but to show the plausibility of
these two non-microscopic tests to some.
Wendel pointed out that there are that there are two kinds of camel hair. One is the outer, coarse
layer that is usually called guard hair and the second is the fine, soft undercoat. The latter lacks the
scales of sheep’s wool and therefor does not spin as tightly. This accounts for the obvious fuzzy
appearance that we sometimes see on the backs of rugs. Camel wool most commonly comes from the
Bactrian, or two-humped camel. Camel hair can be sheared or it can be plucked or gathered from the
ground during moulting season.
Anyway, I think it is such non-microscopic indicators that Wendel is relying on when he suggests that
each of the following pieces likely have some “camel wool” in some areas.

Wendel brought in this minimalist prayer rug with a “ghostly” mihrab. He indicated that it could be
late 19th or early 20th Century, but fixing a date is very difficult because it is of an extremely rare,
perhaps unique, design.

This piece is austere in the extreme, with a Persianate border surrounding a tan field.

There are six small animal forms (probably goats) along both sides of the field(below left). And the
“ghostly” niche-like device at the top(below right). Wendel believes that the ground of the field of this
piece contains camel hair.

A second piece has a similar coloration but is actually very different.

Experienced folks have suggested that this is a leg wrapping (a “puttee”) used to protect the leg and
possibly to keep debris out of one’s shoes or boots. Puttees were a frequent item of 19th century
military dress and may have been picked up primarily from such usages although the format is so
simple and the need so obvious that it seems likely it existed in traditional societies before European
contact.

This piece is decorated with twining and sumak at particular points and with pile bands on both
ends(these pile bands are woven like Turkmen mixed technique tent bands, that is symmetric knots
tied on alternate raised warps; the pile design is very faint on the back).

Wendel has since found the pair of this piece and believes that the tan ground areas of both of them
are of camel’s wool. The seeming presence of camel wool also unpins the attribution of these two
puttees to East Anatolia, where it is known to have been used.
Wendel brought in this third example – an unusual small, complete khorjin with what he believes may
be a plain camel ground.

The colorful decoration is in sumak. Notice the long connecting section and the absence of closure
systems on the two bags. Both of these features, as well as, what Wendel believes, is the presence of
camel’s wool in the tan ground fabric, press this piece toward Eastern Persia and possibly to the Lurs.

One more piece thought to have some camel’s wool in it. This is another piece that Wendel brought
in. He attributes it to the Shahsavan, based upon some the sinuous warps and what he fells is almost
certainly camel hair used very sparingly. The Shahsavan owned camels and used them for
transport. They were the most valuable of all the animals.

Wendel believes that some of the tan areas in it are likely camel’s wool.

The next piece examined was the one below. It was felt that this piece might be Persian.

Here are some closer details of its field and border systems.

The next item of the morning was the coat below.

Here is a closer detail of what was called, in the room, its “piano-key” design(below).

In his book “Persian Flatweaves,” Parviz Tanavoli provides a photo of seven men wearing such coats.

The caption provides most of what we might want to know about such an item. Wendel said that it is
done in a fine and very tight slit tapestry that may even be water repellent.
Two kilims and a pile rug from Central Anatolia provided another area of seeming focus that Michael
and Wendel had assembled. The first of these was the kilim fragment below.

This piece is nearly a textbook example of the glorious use of color. It is one of four known fragments
from a larger whole kilim apparently divided between family members.
Here are two closer details of it(below). The wonderfully clear, saturated colors of this piece are
difficult to capture in photographs. This piece is estimated as 18th century, conservatively ca 1800.

A second Central Anatolian kilim, below, was small, intact, and younger, with a dating estimate of
late 19th or early 20th century. ca 1900.

The marked bluish-red in this piece is from “cochineal” and tempts one, perhaps, to think of the more
eastern part of central Anatolia.
Here are some closer details.

The third piece in this central Anatolia grouping was this pile fragment below.

This is the top part of a long rug that may have had three large medallions.

Its design echo some kilim usages and this piece has a good aubergine and a strong yellow that
Wendel described as a “quercetin yellow,” which occurs in a variety of Anatolian plants.
Quercetin yellow, while readily available is not by itself very light fast. Bohmer reports that its light
fastness can be improved with alum or calcium salts mordants. To be light fast, Wendel said that
quercetin requires copper sulfate, which could have been introduced intentionally by the dyer or
unintentionally by reason of imperfections in the tinning of copper pots.

Since this fragment is estimated to have been woven in the 18th century, an appropriate mordant has
clearly been used and has made it possible for the strong yellow in this piece to retain its power.
The next piece was another kilim. One orange in this piece was suspected as a synthetic.

This piece was thought likely woven in southeast Turkey. Here are some additional details of it(below).

Piece number 30 in this Potpourri session was the one below. Its owner, who had the earlier pieces
that he thought were woven by Bulgarian-speaking Turks, thought that they may have woven this one
too.

Here are closer details. Notice that while this piece exhibits some suspicious colors it also has
generous use of what appears to be a good aubergine.

Michael provided another area of focus, by presenting the following two embroideries.
The first of these was the Central Asian suzani panel below. Again, the color is simply marvelous and
the embroidery is of a very high quality.

Michael’s second embroidery example is much harder to convey with photographs.

He described it as Indian export embroidery, made in a commercial workshop, in about 1750, for the
English market.

He called particular attention to the fine needle work and the skillful way that close colors are used
side-be-side, often without intervening outlining, to portray shading.

The next piece was a table block-printed table cloth.

This piece is also Indian with floral motif reminiscent of Mughal usages(details below).

Another printed table cloth was also offered.

This circular piece was described as a “Tehran” table cloth.

Three pre-Columbian pieces comprised a final area of focus that Michael and Wendel had selected.
The first of these was a narrow band that Michael owns.

It has been mounted in a “back and fourth” mode for more accessible display and appreciation. Here
are some closer details(below). This piece is estimate to have been woven in 500. A.D.mYou can see
its split tapestry structure clearly.

Wendel brought in two pre-Columbian pieces.

The first one you may have seen in my recent post, but it is unusual enough to examine again. It is a
narrow, “furred cord” from the Nazca culture in Peru and probably woven between 200 and 500 A.D.

This piece is made by tying a single row of knots (perhaps as long as 40 or 50 feet) on a pair of
warps. The colors are changed at intervals. When the length estimated to be needed to make the
furred cord desired the single row of pile is wound around a core.

The second pre-Columbian piece Wendel had brought was the one below. This is a complete, intact
headband decorated with typical iconography and is attributed to the Huari culture in Peru, circa 500 –
900 A.D. It is decorated with god figures and birds. Despite its age, it is in pristine condition.

Michael and Wendel took questions and brought the session to an end.

The usual ensued.

One of the TM docents was wearing a striking sweater that she let me photograph.

She said that it is quite old. Not all of the interesting textiles in the room are always on the board.

I want to thank Michael and Wendel for permitting me to construct this virtual version of their
program and for some editorial assistance that involved.
Again, I owe Amy Rispin for a good set of notes.
I hope you have enjoyed this version of “Potpourri.”
Regards,
R. John Howe 8
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Archive for May, 2010
Carbon Dating for Andean Textiles
Posted in Uncategorized on May 23, 2010 by rjohn
On February 27, 2010, Amy Gould and Matthew Polk, shown below in the left and middle photos
respectively, gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program on “Carbon Dating for Andan
Textiles.”

Maryclaire Ramsey(above right), the CEO of The Textile Museum, introduced Amy and Matthew,
saying that

Note: We will say a little more about this last item at the end of this virtual version of their program.
Amy(below) began with “A Short History of Andean Textiles.” She started with the first Andean textile
that she and Matthew bought together.

She described this piece(below) as a painted and resist-dyed Chancay textile with interlocking images
that seem to have anticipated MC Escher by almost 1,000 years.
Amy then sketched Andean textile history with a few examples making the point that we can often
determine the age of a textile quite accurately simply by looking at the design.

Her first piece was from the Chavin culture (1,000 to 400 B.C.). The menacing faces, fangs and claws
of Chavin art are unmistakable and when we see them we can say with confidence that the textile is
amongst the very earliest decorative Andean textiles. Some Chavin images can be quite unsettling
as in the piece below. It is carbon dated to about 500 B.C.

On the South Coast of Peru Paracas culture followed Chavin and produced textiles with distinctive
surreal floating figures. As we look at the other-worldly “floating shamans” in this Paracas textile, it is
easy to start believing in Aliens. Or, at least that these people had access to some very potent
drugs. Yet this powerful and distinctive style tells us both how old the piece is and where it is
from. This textile is carbon dated to about 50 B.C.

Moving into the Common Era we have the piece below. The “proliferous” style graphically combines
images of eyes and mouths to create figures within figures which places it in the proto Nasca era.
This piece is carbon dated to about 280 A.D.

A classic “temple step” design suggests the piece below is solidly in the Nasca period. It is carbon
dated to about 320 AD, only slightly later than the previous piece.

Next we have the “jagged edged serpents and jaguars” of the Moche, carbon dated to about 820 AD.
The “war-like abstractions” of the Huari are instantly recognizable in the “Skull” tunic below and of
about the same age as the Moche piece above.

The Chancay civilization returns us to graphic drug-induced visions as in this powerful painted piece
below, estimated to have been woven around 1000 AD.

Amy, now drew attention to a ceremonial ensemble from the Chimu civilization. The ghostly elegance
of these finely woven gauze pieces is uniquely Chimu and places these pieces(below) in the range of
1200 to 1400 A.D.

The Inca are the last of the pre-conquest civilizations and brought “corporate uniformity” and
incredibly fine tapestry weave to the design of their garments. This classic Inca “Checkerboard” tunic

(below) is an example of what was being worn by high ranking Inca’s at the time of the conquest. We
can be highly confident that it dates to the first half of the 16th century.

However, design and technique are often not enough to tell us much about the age of a textile. Below
are two textiles, both tie dyed and both with elements that make them tough to pigeon hole. One
might think they are of similar age, but which one is really older? The piece below has colors that
could be identified as Nasca or Huari. It has been carbon dated to about 650 AD.

The second piece(below) is a four color tie-dye loosely woven in the Nasca style. But this one has
been carbon dated to 450 B.C more than 1,000 years older than the first tie-dyed piece.

Amy concluded her part of the presentation with the observation that while graphic design and
analysis of technique have helped build a general framework for the Andean textile time-line, carbon
dating is often needed to correctly place individual pieces within that framework.
Amy(below left) then introduced her husband, Matthew Polk, to speak about the radio-carbon-dating
technique, especially as applied to a series of Aymara men’s tunics and women’s Iscayo’s in their
collection. (See “Andean Textiles”, Hali #162 and “Valley of the Spirits”, Alan Kolata, 1996 for more
information on the Aymara and their textiles.) Amy and Matthew had brought seven Andean textiles, 5
Tunics and 2 Iscayo’s (womans mantle) They were arrayed (with an ID number on each one) on forms
in the front of the room(below right).

Matthew said that all the pieces were warp faced Andean textiles, believed to be Aymara or Aymararelated and all had been carbon dated.

The Aymara, he said, are people who, to this day, live at very high altitudes mainly on the Andean
Altiplano that includes parts of Peru, Bolivia and Chile. The origins of the Aymara are not known, but
they were known to be troublesome to the Inca who forcibly resettled many Aymara to make
them easier to control.
The Aymara practiced a form of ancestor worship which involved many rituals which may seem quite
odd to us. The desiccated remains of ancestors were periodically disinterred and dressed up in
carefully preserved heirloom textiles for the purpose of advising the living. The Spanish discouraged
such practices as they converted the indigenous population to Catholicism. But many of the rituals
continue to be practiced amongst the reclusive Aymara to this day. The tradition of heirloom textiles
has come to take the place of digging up dead ancestors and the pieces preserved in many villages
may be of surprising antiquity.
Matthew noted that the care and reverence applied in the making of these apparently simple textiles is
quite remarkable and not immediately apparent.
For example, in completing the piece the warps are never cut off the looms. Instead the piece is
carefully removed from the loom with the warp loops intact and painstakingly finished off-loom to
create a complete textile which is in effect a single continuous sacred piece of thread.
The sophistication and mastery of the art are also evident in the subtle techniques
employed. Alternating s and z spun warps make monochromatic fields come alive without ever
introducing a change of color.
The development of the Aymara aesthetic was also influenced by the Spanish.

The emergence of

large scale silver mining in Bolivia in the early 17th century led the Aymara to follow the Spanish
custom of including silver threads in their finest garments.
Matthew’s presentation was participative(below).

He said he would try to give us a good short course understanding of the radiocarbon dating technique
and would discuss in detail the radiocarbon results obtained for these seven textiles. He also
equipped the members of the audience with a matrix form with which to make their own rank-order
estimates of their relative ages.

He pointed out that this is not a false task. That “while Andean decorative textiles span over 3,ooo
years…the powerful and distinct iconography associated with each of the Andean civilizations is often
enough to tell us to which civilization a textile belongs and approximately how old it is.” And “when
design alone is not enough, technique and materials can often place a piece in time.”
So he invited us to estimate, based on whatever indicators we could employ, the relative age of each
of these seven Aymara textiles. The complexity of this task soon became clear and Matthew quickly
suggested a simpler but no less daunting challenge.

The new task was to identify (only) which of these pieces seemed oldest to us.

(Many of those who

arrived early had had an opportunity to handle these pieces and examine them closely before the
presentation.) Matthew then facilitated our choices by working through the pieces one at a time and
asking for a show of hands for those who thought that piece might be the oldest of the group.
In each case he:
1) provided some general information about the piece such as likely geographical origin, where
collected if known, etc.
2) commented on some of its visible physical and tactile characteristics such as design, weaving
techniques and handle.
3) looked to see how many in the audience felt that particular piece was the oldest.
Note:
You can test your own sense of which of these pieces seems oldest to you, by taking a sheet of paper
and numbering from 1 to 7 and then taking a few notes on what follows, before making your own
choice. (You will also get a chance to look back once Matthew’s more conventional review of them has
been completed.)
I am going to give you several images of each piece, plus Matthew’s indications about it.
Piece #1 was on the far left and looked like this(below left). Matthew said that this is a “green-grayblue Iscayito – a woman’s outer garment woven in two parts. Somewhat loosely spun yarns and a nice
floppy handle” Here are some additional images of textile #1. Below on the right is how it looked on
the form.

Here are some closer details of it.

Tunic #2 is the one below. Matthew said that number 2 is a “frayed striped man’s tunic (really old
looking) with some small blue supplementary yarns said to indicate the family ownership.”. Here is
how it looked on the form(below right).

And again some closer details of it below.

Tunic #3 was the one below(left). Matthew describe this piece as “a pink and black striped man’s tunic
collected in Puno on the shores of Lake Titicacca in the mid 1970’s.” He said “the stains are from
chicha, an indigenous beer-like drink that has been produced at least since Inca times.” “tone on tone
stripes within the pink areas are created by alternate groups of z and s spun warps. Very finely spun
yarns.” Here are some additional views of tunic 3 (below).

Tunic #4 looked like this(below left). Matthew described this piece as “a very fine multi-colored striped
man’s tunic collected in Bolivia, 1984.”Here is how it looked on the form(below right).

And again, some additional detail images.

Below is an Isacayo #5 in this series. Matthew described this piece as “a pink-brown woman’s iscayo –
silver threads are included at the edge and in the center.” “very finely spun and woven, a wonderful
patina of age and surprisingly light, kashmir-like handle.”
Here is how #5 looked on the form.

And some closer detail images.

Tunic #6 looked like this(below left). Matthew said that this is a “black-violet tunic/poncho, woven in
two parts, sides joined only at the lower corners.” He commented specifically that what appears to be
a solid black field is in reality a variegated violet. Here is how it looked on the form(below right).

Here are some closer details in which I was trying to capture some of the purple highlights in this
piece. My monitor shows a purple cast in the image below(middle). I don’t think I see them in this
second detail(below right).

Matthew said that the purple aspects of this piece are often only visible under the type of full sunlight
found in the Andean highlands and he took this piece outside after the program to let it be seen in
that light.
I took four additional images of piece 6 outside. Here they are below, without intervening comment.
On my monitor, the purple cast of piece #6 IS enhanced by the bright natural light.

Tunic #7 looked like this(below left). Matthew gave this description: “A red-blue-green striped man’s
tunic woven in two parts, possibly archeological but in virtually perfect condition.” He commented on
how the adjacent green and blue stripes are so close in hue that they trick the eye into seeing a third
color. (Look at the detail images below to see the blue and green next to each other then look back at
the full scale image to see this illusion.) Here is how tunic #7 looked on the form(below right).

And here are some additional detail images of it(below).

This ended Matthew’s review of the seven pieces in terms of more traditional indicators of age.
He now asked the audience to look back over the seven examples and to pick by show of hands the
one they thought was oldest.
Note: If you are interested in “playing” this game, this is the point at which you should (without
looking ahead) make your own selection. Because you can look back and have close-up images, you
are, in fact, more favorably placed to use conventional indicators of age than were those in the
audience.
Now not nearly everyone responded to Matthew’s “which seems oldest of these seven pieces?” task,
but here is the result of those who did:

Now that he had our likely ignorance captured, Matthew(below) turned to explain a bit about carbon
dating and some of the questions that frequently surround it. He said that radiocarbon dating was
invented in the 1940s, but that only since the early 1990s has it been possible to use it with small
samples. This has increased its usefulness greatly.

The scientific concepts underlying radiocarbon dating go something like this:

BUT, in fact the “miracle” is not exactly what we have hoped for. Matthew provided the slide above
again with notations on the right side about what actually is the case.

This leads some, Matthew said, to ask whether carbon dating is, in fact, completely useless. Matthew
said that although carbon dating does not necessarily deliver the precise indisputable results we might
want, the results are still very helpful. He then explained what is behind the results that the labs
deliver.

In spite of the many possible errors in radiocarbon dating we can get useful results by matching the c14 results we get from our sample to a calibration curve. The calibration curve is a collection of c-14
results from samples where we already know the age. Tree ring samples alone have given us a
calibration curve that extends back 10,000 years. And, the accuracy of this calibration curve is being
constantly refined.
In addition, modern AMS radiocarbon dating can be done with less than 10 mg of material which is
more than 50 times less that what was required 25 years ago.
In general, the older the sample the more useful the c14 method is in giving an indication of
age.

And, the method is absolutely limited to samples older than 1950 due to the changes in

atmospheric carbon isotopes produced by atomic bomb testing after that date.
As we’ll discuss in a moment, C-14 testing often produces ambiguous results because the results from
our sample may match the calibration curve in several places. However, these results may also be
useful when combined with more traditional observation based methods. I’ll give an example of this
in a moment.
With this background on carbon dating and its limitations, Matthew described how they use it. He said
that there are a number of labs that do carbon dating and that he and Amy have some that they think
provide particularly accurate and reliable results. He said that it costs about $400 now to get a
sample from a textile carbon dated and that this cost is usually achieved by submitting a number of
samples together.
So you send your sample(s) off and when the testing has been completed this is what you get
back(below).

Let’s look at this report on a more readable basis. First, an overall look at the report in the image
below (some print too small to read).

But you CAN see that the report has two main parts.
At the top on the left there is an underlined title and a blue arrow that points to a result for the
“Conventional Radiocarbon Age” of this piece. The arrow points to the actual values reported.
In the lower part of this report is a statement on the left indicating that these are the “calibrated
results.” Two arrows point right, one to the numerical “calibrated results,” and the other to a graphic
presentation of them. Here, below, is a slightly larger version of this same report.

Before we try to understand what these results actually mean, here’s an even closer view of the
“conventional radiocarbon age” reported at the form’s upper part.

You can see that this part of the report indicates that the “conventional radiocarbon age” (CRA) for
piece NZA 325 15 is 420 plus or minus 25 years BP.
This means that if we ignore all those variations and possible errors in the c14 curve the conventional
radiocarbon age or CRA would be 420 years +/- 25 before present (BP). The “present” is always
defined as 1950.

So, the uncalibrated age for this piece is 1950 minus 420 = 1530 AD +/- 25.

Now to the lower part of the report. Note the two blue arrows originate (you can see it in the overall
image above) in the designation “calibrated results.”
Here is a closer image of the bottom part of this report with the two arrows.

The top arrow points to a highlighted result indicating that, for this same sample, the “calibrated”
result is a “91.4% confidence interval from 1431 AD to 1496 AD.”
The bottom arrow points to the graphing of that result clustering around the year 1450 AD. What this
means is that with a 91.4% probability the age of this piece is within the shaded area from 1431 AD
to 1496 AD. Notice that this is about 100 years older than the uncalibrated age.
is always more accurate than the CRA.

The calibrated age

In this case the calibrated age falls within a fairly narrow

range and shows that this particular Aymara piece is pre-conquest.
BUT, Matthew cautioned, we are not always so lucky with our results. He gave the following example.
Now you can’t read much of the two reports below, but that’s not necessary here. Just compare the
character of the two graphic results at the bottom.

Notice, as the labeling says, that the one on the left is the “lucky” report, since a date within a narrow
range is indicated. But the report on the right is decidedly unlucky, since any date all along the
shaded area is possible.
Now, having armed us for understanding radiocarbon dating a bit, Matthew moved back to the seven
Aymara pieces(below).

He reminded(below left) us of the results of our conventional estimates of which of these seven tunics
was oldest, then like a good “Academy Awards” presenter, he opened the “envelope” to show the ages
that radiocarbon dating has actually assigned to these seven pieces(below right).

It turns out that tunic 6, the black-purple one is the oldest(below left), with a calibrated 94%
probability of being between 966 AD and 1210 AD, even older than pieces 1, 4 and 7 each of which
are dated before 1500 A.D. And five of those in the audience who made estimates DID chose #6 as
the oldest of these tunics. The largest number in the audience (8) selected tunic #3(below right) as
the oldest, However, it turns out that this is the second youngest of the group,
having calibrated results that waver between “before 1700” and “before 1800.”

No one in the audience thought pieces 1 or 2 were the oldest. The frayed tunic #2 turns out to be
quite respectably old with a calibrated 70% probability between 1515 and 1599 AD and a 25%
probability between 1618 and 1649 AD. But #1, the gray green Iscayo is the second oldest of the
group with a calibrated 95% probability range from 1409 to 1480 AD.
This exercise was great fun. Matthew thanked everyone for being good sports and observed that
the task was very difficult. Few people are familiar with Aymara material and the styles and
techniques of their textiles have not changed much in a thousand years. However this points out how
we can use radiocarbon dating in difficult situations to “second guess” the conclusions that we might
reach from conventional indicators and human intuition.
In particular, Matthew said, this exercise suggests some conclusions:

Matthew had one last wrinkle about their experience with carbon dating to share with us.
He put up these two reports and asked whether could they be for the same piece?

Here are somewhat larger images of these two reports. Here is a larger image of the first report on
the left Look down at the graph at the bottom.

You can see that this report provides a carbon dating age pretty close to 1450 AD. Now here(below) is
the carbon dating report on the right above. Again, look down at the graph.

These results spread a little more, but the calibrated age is between 118o AD and 1262 AD, a result
that diverges by 200-300 years from those of the first report. Well, Matthew said, it turns out that
these two reports are, in fact, from samples taken from a single piece. This one(below). Here are
some additional images (some closer) of this tunic(below).

Looking for possible explanations of this divergent carbon dating result on this piece, one naturally
gravitates toward its center patch. And, in fact, one tested sample was taken from this patch and the
other was taken from elsewhere in the tunic. The sample from the patch tested considerably older.
Matthew gave the following explanation:

So, in this case when our human intuition told us something was not right carbon dating allowed us to
uncover the true story.
Amy and Matthew then took question and brought their session to an end with one last indication.
They said that they have created “The Historic Textile Research Foundation (HTRF) dedicated to
building an on-line database of radiocarbon dated textiles.
HTRF is a 501-c3 foundation. Its long-term goal is to build a database of several thousand dated
textiles for use by scholars, collectors or anyone interested in the topic.
They indicated that if anyone has any radiocarbon dated textiles, they would love to be able to publish
your data in the HTRF database. If you have data you would like to share please contact:
Matthew Polk: mpolk@matthewpolk.com
Amy Gould: amygould@comcast.net
Historic Textile Research Foundation
PO Box 226
Gibson Island, MD 21056
410-360-6195

Amy and Matthew adjourned their session and the fulsome crowd surged forward.

Matthew’s sister Capie, a docent at the TM, models the pink and silver thread Iscayo. (see below)

I want to thank Amy and Matthew for permitting me to construct this virtual version of their very
informative and enjoyable RTAM session. Thanks to them also for the considerable technical and
editorial assistance they provided after their session.
My thanks, additionally, to Amy Rispin for another excellent set of notes.

Amy (Gould) and Matthew have provided carbon dating reports on the seven tunics in their
program. I have included them here after my signature below without further comment.
I hope you have enjoyed this solidly grounded, interesting session in this virtual version.
Regards,
R. John Howe 9
Carbon dating reports on following pages:
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Report on Gary Green Iscayo # 1

Report on Frayed Striped Tunic #2

Report on Pink and Black Striped Tunic #3

Report on Multi-Colored Striped Tunic #4

Report on Pink and Silver Thread Iscayo #5

Report on Black-Violet Tunic #6

Report on Red, Blue-Green and Natural Striped Tunic #7

End
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Archive for June, 2010
The “Tree of Life” Design by Christine Brown, Part 1
Posted in Uncategorized on June 6, 2010 by rjohn

On November 21, 2009, Christine Brown(below left) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program on the “tree of life” design(below right).

This program had two parts: first a lecture by Christine treated in the part you are in.
Wendel Swan facilitated, Part 2, in which we examined actual pieces brought in for this session. Part
2 is treated in a separate post. It is advantageous to read through the lecture but here is the link to
Part 2:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/06/06/the-tree-of-life-design-part-2-the-pieces-brought-in/
The virtual version of this program, provided here, follows closely both Christine’s Powerpoint image
sequence and her lecture notes without claiming to have adhered to them entirely.

Christine:

“I will start by defining what I mean by “tree of life” and by discussing design elements that are often
found in association with a tree of life that differentiate it from a simple tree.
I will then talk about why the tree, early on and almost universally, became an iconic symbol of the
universe.
We will then look at some of the ways that tree designs have been incorporated into objects down
through time and around the world in various media, including rock art, bronze sculpture, metalwork,
miniature painting, and stone carving.
I will then give some concluding thoughts on the tree of life before turning the floor over to Wendel,
who will lead the “show and tell” portion of the program.

Defining Aspects of Tree of Life
“So what is meant by the term ‘tree of life’?
When I began my research, I assumed that there would be a universally accepted definition of a tree
of life. What I found were multiple definitions, which don’t necessarily contradict each other; rather,
they differ in focus.
I first checked Peter Stone’s book, The Oriental Rug Lexicon,which gives the following definition: “A
pervasive motif in oriental rugs, occurring in many variations, naturalistic, geometricized, and
abstract. Generally, any primary design motif with a long vertical axis and horizontal or upward
pointing limbs.”
The Shahsavan sofreh on the board behind me fits this definition perfectly.

A sofreh is a woven cloth that serves as a dining table. It is stretched out on the ground, platters of
food are placed on it, and diners sit around it to eat. Smaller versions are used to wrap bread.
This example belongs to Tom Xenakis, who lent me four of his sofrehs, all of which you will see this
morning. This particular sofreh is from the Moghan steppes region of NW Iran.

It is wool and cotton on a cotton foundation with all natural dyes. Just as in Peter Stone’s definition,
this tree of life is highly stylized, and has a long, vertical axis and upward pointing limbs. There are
split tree designs comprising the side borders and three small animal figures near the base. Tom
dates this piece to the early 20th century.

Another example fitting Peter Stone’s definition is the tulu or sleeping rug below from Central Anatolia.
Again, we see a stylized tree with upward pointing limbs on a white ground. The tulu is coarsely
woven of lustrous wool, which provides padding and warmth to the person sleeping in it. Peter Stone:
the Turkish word tulu means “long-haired.”

A third example is the purse or small bag, below, from Afghanistan.

In this image, the flap is raised to reveal a tree of life embroidered on the inside(above left). In this
orientation(above right), the branches of the tree point downward, contrary to Stone’s definition.
However, when the bag is worn attached to a person’s belt and the flap is opened, the owner will see
it in this orientation, with the branches pointing upward.
The caption in the book where I found this image describes the tree as a protective device for the
contents of the purse. The caption doesn’t mention the two-tone gray circular device with jagged
edges at the top of the tree in the image immediately above, but it looks to me to plausibly represent
the sun.

In some instances the tree of life is represented as an inverted image as we see below.

This form appears on embroidered wedding dresses in the Sind region of Pakistan and on dresses in
Yeman. The image is a close-up of the bodice of the dress showing three inverted trees. In this
orientation, the tree is believed to draw strength through its roots in heaven, which it then bestows on
the world. Below is the same image turned upside down, making it easier to see the three trees.

In my search for definitions of a tree of life, I next turned to Sheila Paine, a British woman who has
spent more than 20 years researching embroidery traditions in various part of the world. While Peter
Stone focuses on rugs, Sheila Paine focuses on embroidery. In her book Embroidered Textiles:

Traditions from Five Continents, Paine identifies four guidelines for determining when the purpose and
pattern of tribal and peasant embroideries are mythological in origin.
She states that images of a mythological origin, such as the tree of life, often appear on textiles that
are associated with some ritual or rite of passage, for example, marriage or death, or with something
of symbolic significance, such as a woman’s hair. An example of a textile associated with a rite of
passage is the beautiful suzani from Uzbekistan below.

A suzani is usually a dowry piece consisting of silk embroidery on cotton panels that are sewn
together. It is used as a wall hanging or bedcover. The kantha from Bangladesh, below, is a quilted
cloth made of old saris.

Kanthas are used in a variety of ways: as bed covers, to wrap precious objects such as valuable books
(e.g., the Koran), mirrors, betel nuts, etc. ; or may be provided to guests to sit on at weddings. They
are often stitched for a newborn child, for one’s husband, a grown-up son, or for one’s daughter to
take when she marries and leaves her parental home for that of her in-laws.
The textile below is an example of a textile associated with a woman’s hair.

It is a cap from Chitral, northern Pakistan, seen from the back. The cap sits on a woman’s head and
hangs down over her neck and shoulders and covers her hair. This cap is adorned with a variety of
objects to protect the wearer, including cowrie shells and a pom-pom at the top, buttons down the
sides and one at the bottom, the color red, which is believed to enhance protection, a Coke bottle cap,
and more cowrie shells sewn on in the form of a tree of life.
Paine’s second guideline for identifying a pattern of mythological origin is when it is accompanied by
symbols such as birds, chevrons, zigzags, or a worshipping figure.
The felt piece below was created by the Namay people of eastern Siberia. There are birds sitting on, or
hovering between, several of the branches. I am not sure how this piece was used.

Another example is the beautiful embroidered cloth below, which Paine states is probably of Balkan
origin, dating to the Ottoman period, which means before 1924.

Here, the tree of life is transposed into a vase with flowers that is flanked by birds and figures.
Starting at the bottom, there is a pomegranate, which often symbolizes fertility, a vase flanked by two
birds and two flowers, on top of which are two pairs of birds flanking the base of the flower devices,
which extend upward, and other birds and flowers surrounding it.

At the top are two figures that look like babies. The combination of babies, pomegranates, and
various flower forms indicates, in my opinion, that this piece is expressing a woman’s desire and hope
for children.
The Saruk carpet below from Iran is similar to the Balkan piece in that it has a vase containing flowers
that may be a transposed tree of life as seen in the previous image. In this example, the vase is
flanked by two columns.

Paine’s third guideline for identifying a pattern of mythological origin is what she refers to as the
“deformation of figures” – for example, women that are depicted as half trees or half birds, or who
have a solid base rather than legs.
The painting below is of the goddess Isis found on a wall in the tomb of the Egyptian pharaoh
Thutmosis III, located in Thebes, and dating to between the 16th and 14th centuries B.C.

At first glance, this looks like a person standing next to a tree. If you look more closely, however, you
will see a human arm intersecting with a triangular shape that, in turn, intersects with the human
figure. This image actually depicts the goddess Isis in the guise of a sycamore tree. The sycamore is a
type of fig and, as such, exudes a milky sap. The triangular shape is actually the breast of Isis who is
shown here providing sustenance to the soul of Thutmosis III. Paine’s fourth guideline is that patterns
of mythological origin are often flanked by guardian or worshiping animals or birds, which may be
realistic or fantastical.
In the Persian carpet below, a tree is flanked by three tiers of opposing lions with suns on their backs,
and a fourth tier with opposing camels and two birds above them.

The fantastic beaded wall hanging below was created by the Rabari people in the west Indian state of
Gujurat.

It belonged to Bill and Sondra Bechhoefer, who have since donated it to The Textile Museum.
The beadwork depicts a tree flanked by two animals, with four pairs of birds in the branches: two
pairs on the lowest branch facing the trunk of the tree, one pair on the branch above facing away, and
the fourth pair near the top of the tree facing it. There are two more sets of figures above the tree on
either side, each set comprised of one bird and one animal. Surrounding the tree is a series of of
eight-pointed stars.
In the Kerman rug below, which we will see “in the wool” later, two dervishes flank cypress trees,
which in turn flank the tree of life. Lions, the ancient symbol of Persia, are on either side at the top of
the field. The border is comprised of cartouches containing inscriptions.

The Tree as Iconic Symbol of the Universe
Let’s talk briefly about possible reasons why the tree, very early on and almost universally, came to
be seen as an iconic symbol of the universe.

Roger Cook, in his book Tree of Life: Image for the Cosmos, paraphrases something the English poet
and mystic, William Blake, wrote in 1810: “Throughout the world, at all times and in all places, men
have pictured, in one form or another, the imaginative image of the tree.”
Cook also quotes the late French philosopher, Gaston Bachelard (1884-1962), who equated human
imagination and trees. Bachelard wrote: “The imagination is a tree. It has the integrative virtues of a

tree. It is roots and boughs. It lives between earth and sky. It lives in the earth and in the wind. The
imagined tree imperceptibly becomes the cosmological tree, the tree which epitomizes a universe,
which makes a universe.”

The Romanian historian of religion, Mircea Eliade, talks of the “symbolism of the Centre,” and
mankind’s intense desire to grasp the essential reality of the world, especially the origins of things,
with which all myths are ultimately concerned. The center is where the supernatural beings of myth,
or the gods or God of religion, first created humankind and the world. In the symbolic language of
myth and religion, the center is imagined as a vertical axis, the cosmic axis, or Axis Mundi, or the Tree
of Life.
The tree of life image is often used to express the ancient mythological idea of a threefold structure of
the cosmos. Cook: “The Tree of Life or Cosmic Tree, penetrates the three zones of heaven, earth,
and underworld, its branches penetrating the celestial world, and its roots descending into the abyss.”

The life cycle of trees plays out each season of the year. Buds, leaves, and fruit symbolize birth,
maturity, death, and rebirth – the endless regeneration of the cosmos. A tree’s fruitfulness is equated
with the fertility of women.
The sap of the tree is sometimes equated with milk, or with the vital sap of the Cosmic Tree flowing
throughout the universe. The earlier image of the Egyptian goddess Isis is a variation of this belief.
The tree continues to grow throughout its lifetime, which makes it a powerful symbol of growth.

If the foliage, which is that part of the tree that changes and dies, is stripped away, a tree’s
unchanging, undying center is revealed. This center symbolizes the vertical axis around which the
visible world revolves. The tree’s center also represents the undying center of the cosmos.
The tree’s vertical axis is the means of ascent and descent between the sky, earth, and underworld.
Versions of the tree of life are manifold. According to Sheila Paine, trees can be depicted as a tree
goddess, a vase of flowers (as we saw in the Balkan piece and the Saruk carpet), a fountain, or some
symbol of local iconography, such as an eagle or a heart.
It may be a simple linear pattern intended to signify a particular tree, such as a palm, or to convey
the general concept of growth and fertility. When the tree of life is depicted as an actual tree, it is
often stylized to convey mythological significance. In these instances, foliate patterns or simple
branched devices signifiy the tree of life, as seen in the image below.
The piece below is a portion of a large felt found in one of the tombs of Pazyryk in the Altai mountains
of southern Siberia. (Many of the Pazyryk textiles have been carbon-dated to 500 B.C.)

Repeated across its width is this motif of what Paine describes as a seated goddess figure holding a
sacred branch. She is believed to be Tabiti, deity of the hearth and, therefore, of fire and fertility,
who was worshipped in the Altai region in pre-Scythian times, meaning before 700 B.C.
She is approached by a male rider on a horse, possibly a worshipper. Another source describes the
appearance of this rider as Persian.

Tree Images Across Media
Given the universality of the tree of life image, let’s look at some of the many ways that tree designs
have been incorporated into objects down through time and around the world in various media,
including prehistoric rock art, bronze sculpture, metalwork, miniature painting, and stone carving.
The image below is of a rock painting found in the southern African country of Zimbabwe.

It shows trees on both sides of a river and hunters in the lower right corner. This particular rock
painting only dates from between 900 and 500 years ago, nowhere near as old as the Paleolithic
paintings in the caves of Europe that date back 35,000 years.
I was unable to find an image of a rock painting from Europe that included a tree. However, at least
two French prehistorians have done considerable mapping and analysis of the Paleolithic cave
paintings in Europe, and have documented the fact that trees are represented in them.

The point I wish to make is that, from mankind’s earliest days on earth, humans have perceived trees
to be important to their survival.
Coming down through time, the bronze tree seen below, encased in glass, was excavated in southern
China, near the city of Chengdu in Sichuan province.

It was created by a previously unknown culture dating to between the 12th and 11th centuries B.C.
This culture, subsequently named Sanxingdui, had a remarkably advanced bronze casting technology
which enabled its artisans to create large and heavy objects such as this tree.
The top portion of the double image below shows a section of a bronze helmet that dates to the 9th
century B.C. It was excavated in a region called Urartu, located around Lake Van in the mountainous
plateau between Asia Minor, Mesopotamia, and the Caucasus mountains. The tree of life seen here is
flanked by two winged and bearded figures, each holding something in one hand and gesturing toward
the tree with the other.

The image on the helmet is very similar to that on the stone carving (repeated below), which depicts
four figures flanking a tree of life under a winged disc.
Below is a slightly closer look at the stone carving.

One of the figures is an Assyrian king, and we see again two winged figures holding that same object
in one hand and raising the other toward the tree.
The carving dates to between 883 and 859 B.C., and was part of a palace located in the ancient
empire of Assyria, which extended along the Tigris River in Mesopotamia.

The image below is a tree of life and a ram, excavated from a royal tomb at Ur, a city in ancient
Sumer, located near the lower Euphrates River in present-day Iraq. Ur dates to between 3,000 and
2,600 B.C.

The image below is of the regalia of the so-called “Golden Warrior,” excavated from a tomb in
Kazakhstan in Central Asia.

It dates to between the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C. The regalia includes: a costume of gold plates;
plaques depicting felines, deer, and horses; a gold-plated dagger and sword; and a spectacular
pointed headdress. The headdress includes horses, two winged beasts with horns, and birds, among
other things.
Here is a closeup image of the birds. Each one sits atop a tree comprised of eight branches – four on a
side. According to the catalog entitled Of Gold and Grass: Nomads of Kazakhstan, produced in
conjunction with an exhibition of objects excavated from burial mounds, the birds may represent the
heavenly world and the trees the tree of life. According to the catalog, the headdress held a total of
five trees with birds.

Moving now to the first century A.D., the next image is one you may recognize from the fabulous
exhibit, Afghanistan: Hidden Treasures from the National Museum, Kabul, that was on display at the
National Gallery in 2008.

This spectacular gold crown was excavated from one of six graves in a mound known as the “Hill of
Gold.” It was located in Bactria, in the northern plains of what is today Afghanistan.
This collapsible crown consists of a band in the form of a diadem with five removable trees. Four of
the trees are identical, with symmetrical branches on either side of the trunk. Each trunk is decorated
with two opposing heart shapes with a crescent in between. On the upper branches of each are two
birds with wings extended and heads reaching up toward the top of the tree, appearing to touch it
with their bills. Each tree is decorated with six rosettes with six leaves, bearing round pendants.
The beautiful gold diadem, below, was excavated from a Sarmatian kurgan, or burial mound, in the
Lower Don River region of Russia, and dates to the 1st century A.D.

On the upper rim, in the center, are two opposed deer, flanking a tree. To the right is at least one
more deer and probably two. The deer we can see is facing away from the tree. Although not shown,
it seems likely that there was a third grouping of deer and a tree that has since been lost.

The face of the diadem holds several types of semi-precious stones, including amethyst, coral,
turquoise, and almandite (which the dictionary defines as “a deep red garnet consisting of iron
aluminum silicate). Note the beautiful female figure in the center below the tree.
The image below is of a bronze sculpture from India, entitled The Tree of Life and Knowledge, which
dates to the Vigayanagar period between 1356 and 1546 A. D.

Fourteen branches, seven on a side, are tipped with alternating birds and buds. The branches open
out from a central stem, on which there is a lotus-sun-wheel surmounted by a serpent, its tail coiled in
two loops and its hood extended. Two monkey-headed figures cling to the stem, and the base is
flanked by two bulls.
According to the caption, this sculpture represents the belief that “all life is created and sustained from
the center.” This harks back to the “symbolism of the centre” that was mentioned earlier.
An interesting variation of a mythical tree is what is referred to as a vak-vak (or talking) tree.

The limbs of this type of tree terminate in the heads of different animals as well as humans. The
heads purportedly talked. The image above (from a Persian miniature) illustrates the legend that
such a tree informed Alexander the Great of his early death.
The vak-vak tree is also found in rugs.

This is a 20th century fantasy carpet from Kashan, Iran(above). A horned figure, which appears to be
hairy and to have a tail, is riding a camel that is being led by another horned and tailed bipedal
figure. The rider is grasping a head hanging from the end of one of the branches. If you look closely
at the camel, you will see that its body is comprised of the bodies of other small animals.
This detail(above right) gives you a better look at the variety of human and animal heads that form
the ends of the branches in the design of this rug.
The image below is of a jolli, or carved screen window, set in the Sidi Sayyid mosque in the city of
Ahmadabad in western India. This is a beautiful rendition of a tree of life.

Conclusion
In summation, I would just say that my thinking about the distinction between a tree and a tree of life
changed over the course of researching this topic.
When I began, I was intent on finding a definition that was generally, if not universally, accepted. I
have since come to think that perhaps that’s not a distinction that needs to, or even should, be made.
As we have seen today, humans have revered trees from time immemorial, as evidenced by the
inclusion of trees in a wide range of objects down through the ages, around the world, and in a variety
of media.
There is no way to know whether the creators of the beautiful objects we have seen this morning
intended to depict trees of life or not. I do think it very likely that the creators consciously chose to
depict trees because of their mythological importance.

I will end by showing two more slides that provide proof that the tree continues to be an iconic symbol
to this day.
This below, believe it or not, is a photo of Wendel Swan’s plumber, displaying a tree tattoo on her
lower back!

To avoid leaving you with that image, I will end with this one, showing a beautifully decorated
Christmas tree on the ellipse behind the White House.

This was the end of Christine’s lecture and Part 1 of this program.
Wendel Swan facilitated examination of the material that was brought into this session. To see it, you
need to go to Part 2 using the following link:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/06/06/the-tree-of-life-design-part-2-the-pieces-brought-in/
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Archive for June, 2010
The “Tree of Life” Design, Part 2, The Pieces
Brought In
Posted in Swan, Wendel on June 6, 2010 by rjohn
Dear folks –
This is Part 2, The Pieces Brought in of a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning program that Christine
Brown gave on November 21, 2009 here at The Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. on the “The Tree
and the Tree of Life Design.”
Part 1 of this program was a lecture by Christine. If you have not seen that, you can reach it using
the link below:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/06/06/the-tree-of-life-design-by-christine-brown-part-1/
Wendel Swan(below) assisted Christine by facilitating Part 2.

The first piece was the square-ish fragmented one below. The owner of this piece described it as
a Baluch or Timuri bread sofreh from northwest Afghanistan. All wool and all natural dyes. Lat 19th –

early 20th century. Although in bad condition, this rare bread sofreh is a wonderful example of a
playful tree of life design, boldly and randomly placed on a camel-colored field. This is a rare weaving,
albeit worn, with powerful, simple graphics.

A couple of closer details below. A bright blue is more visible in these closer images.

The next piece below was another sofreh, this time of the “dining” variety. Columns of “tree-like”
forms decorate the field.

The owner described it as a Baluch dining sofreh, from NE Iran or NW Afghanistan. All wool and all
natural dyes, except for traces of one fuschine. Late 19 or early 20th century with a double or triple
tree of life design on a camel ground. Sumak technique throughout the field, with nice end finishes
and workmanship. Again some closer details below.

One more similar, but distinctive sofreh format piece, was the one below. Its owner described it as
Kurd-Baluch or Baluch dining sofreh from NE Iran or NW Afghanistan or Pakistan. Wool on wool with a
possible synthetic pink, Mid-20th century, it is a large dining sofreh with Kurdish influence. Can be
called a mixed group weaving from the Baluch and/or Kurds, and could even have been made in a
Peshawar refugee camp.

Sumak technique; distantly related to the second sofreh (above), but with less refinement and a
heavier handle, which are typical of Kurdish weaving in NE Iran. Some closer detail images.

Its range of color is wider than is suggested by the initial overall image.

The next piece was the band below. This is a Shahsavan piece, sections of which have quite explicit
“tree” devices with perching birds.A closer detail is below on the right.

Camel ground Baluch balischts, like the one below on the left, are frequent, but can be graphically
attractive. Tree devices are frequent in such pieces. Here is another below on the right. I’m not clear
why the Baluch seem so attracted to this tree design, but variations of it are very common in Baluch
balischt and rugs (especially those of niche design).

The next piece was also a Baluch balischt with a tree-like field. The darker image makes the border
hard to read.

The next piece was again Baluch with a “tree-motif” field design but this time a rug in a niche format.

A couple closer details below.

We went on with another small Baluch rug with a tree-like field design. This time an ivory ground
provides more contrast and the scale of the “tree” elements is larger.

Yet another Baluch with a niche design and a tree-device field followed, perhaps overall the darkest
we have seen in this Baluch series.

The next piece was a large fragment, perhaps a little more than 3 feet X 5 feet and probably the
oldest of all the examples shown in this program. It has some field devices that are arguably treebased.

This fragment is from a large rug. Not only is one side border missing (preventing us from estimating
its width accurately), its bottom border has been reattached, indicating that it was longer as well.
Estimates in the room were that the original rug was at least 6 feet by 9 feet and perhaps longer.
Here is a closer look at a couple of the tree-like devices in its field, also seen as Baluch.

The next piece was a Bakhtiari rug, here folded to examine details. It was most likely woven during
the first quarter of the 20th century.
Here is the full view.

And some closer details below.

If you have attended many RTAM programs in recent years, you will have seen, and not have
forgotten, Wendel’s glorious Kerman meditation carpet below.
Unlike nearly all other tree of life rugs, the field design is asymmetrical. The birds, fruits and flowers
are exceptionally realistic.

A translation of the top central cartouche says “Work of ostad (master) Muhammed Ali” while the
bottom central cartouche translates to “made to order of Nasrollah Kermani”. Poetry in the cartouches
around rest of border express love of and admiration for a woman.
Christine treated this piece in her lecture, but it is a piece always worth further looking at and into.
The quality and range of its colors are of a high order and it has what I think are the most effective
minor borders I have ever seen.

Under a niche, its field design, full of flowers, trees, animals and human figures, is asymmetrical, and
the inscriptions in the cartouches are exquisitely drawn(shown below).

The next piece was a small, opulent, Jozan mat, called a “pushti.” A closer detail, below on the right,
makes the tree-like device in the center of its field more explicit.

The following piece was the large, Luri rug below with a “shrub” field and a dramatic meander border.

Up close, the field is seen to be composed of two columns of tree-like designs with abstracted leaves
or blossoms on their branches. The components and colors of the unusual meander border also
become more visible in closer isolation below on the right.

The next piece was the Shirvan below. It owner suggested that it might be questioned whether the
central array in its field is a tree-image. It might also be seen as a variety of the “Kuba eagle” design.

The next item shown was a fragment of a Turkmen horse headdress. It is silk embroidery. A noted
Turkmen expert and his German friend who collect Turkmen embroidery described this design as a
“tree with buds,” called attention to the generous amount of green employed in it, and said that they
had not seen an instance of this design previously.
There is some question about the optimum orientation for viewing this piece. The image above shows
how it would look on the forehead of a horse when one is facing the horse while standing on the
ground. The orientation below(right) is closer to what one would see looking over the horse’s head
while on its back. We have laughingly called this its “Christmas tree” orientation. It is a nice example
of a fragment that retains a holistic appearance.

The piece below is a mounted Anatolian fragment. It’s central tree-like field device draws attention.
But a very similar device is used in its borders and half-version in blue intrude in its field all around.

The next to last piece shown in this session was the Ladik niche design below. This piece exhibits a
nice red, a pale green and a strong lighter blue. Its border is often seen on Bergama rugs. It has a
spare tree-like form in its field under the niche that has an archaic feel to me.
Wendel noted that Anatolian pieces with “tree” designs are not frequent and that it was a little
remarkable that we had three in this session. They were the two immediately above, and the tulu in
Christine’s lecture.

The last piece in this session was not a textile, but rather a plan for making one. This is a model and
design for a needlepoint with an elaborate family tree design. One does see needlepoints in antique
stores that display some modest family pedigrees, but this one, completed, would be the most
ambitious I have seen.

The session came to an end and the audience moved to the front.

I want to thank Christine Brown for researching, designing and presenting this interesting program,
for agreeing to make it available in virtual form, and for important editing of the latter.
Thanks too to Wendel Swan for his facilitating of the “pieces brought in” part of this program, and for
his editing of my description of the pieces brought.
Finally, thanks to Pat Reilly for another useful set of notes.
I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of what seems to me an interesting topic and session.
Regards,
R. John Howe 11
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Archive for July, 2010
“Mike” Tschebull on Transport and Storage Bags
from Southwest Iran
Posted in Uncategorized on July 29, 2010 by rjohn

On June 26, 2010, Raoul (Mike) Tschebull(below) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program, here in Washington, D.C. on the topic “Transport and Storage Bags from Southwest Iran.”

Mike is a familiar figure in the international rug world. He is perhaps best known for his interest in
and publications concerning Caucasian and Azarbayjani weaving.
He has translated some important rug publications from German, was one of those invited to write an
article for the very first volume of Hali magazine, and curated an excellent on-line transport and
storage bags exhibition for the New England Rug Society (http://www.nerugsociety.org/gallery/bags/index.htm).
He has traveled to Iran and directly observed nomads, their locations, modes of life and travel. Mike
has given Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning programs here at The Museum in the past, mostly
recently, a presentation in November, 2009 (a virtual version of which is in our archives) in which he
argued that warp-faced covers, such as Iranian jajims, are worthy targets for collection.

His most recent Hali article(below), volume 163, argues more generally for the virtues of rug and
textile collecting, presenting pieces from the collection of an anonymous dealer whose selections Mike
admires.

Mike had a career in finance, and was a dealer in antique oriental rugs, but says that he probably
should have been an anthropologist.
This virtual version of his RTAM program will present each of the Southwest Iranian pieces Mike
showed from various private sources, as well as some unrelated to his theme, brought in by those in
the audience.
In each case the descriptions will be by Mike himself, although I sometimes “kibbitz” a bit.He worked
through the pieces by tribal group, saying that the first group is probably all Qashqa’i Confederation
weaving.
He began with this piece.

This is a complete Qashqa’i khorjin, commonly attributed to the Darrehshuri subtribe, woven with
a wool warp patterning weavecalled “warp float patterning”. There is “make do” repair to the right side
of the “bridge”, probably done by the original owner. This structure is allegedly hard and timeconsuming to weave. Here are some closer details of this piece above. In the detail above, you can
see the closure loops are ivory and very dark brown, almost black, wool, and that the vertical margins
of the bag are warp-faced plainweave in the same material.
The pattern is pretty basic and it is possible that the weaver was more interested in color than
pattern. It is pretty clear that flatwoven rather than pile-woven bags would be more practical for
nomads to use – lighter in weight and quicker to weave – but it is not really known whether pilewoven bags were, in fact, ever woven or used by nomads in SW Iran.
Ann Nicholas and Richard Blumenthal have reviewed lots of period photos taken in Fars of nomads in
situ, and there are no pile bags to be seen.
But three quarters of the bags I’m going to show are pile-woven. Is it just that pile bags have more
pizzaz for collectors? Were they woven to a large degree for the Western market? Why do some
nomad groups in Afghanistan make totally undecorated transport bags, while many from Fars are
quite elaborate? Does this relate to available free time?
These types of conundrums are what should make collecting ethnographic textiles – and that is what
these bags are – endlessly interesting. The color combination in the piece above is uncommon in
Qashqa’i flatwoven bags.

The second piece was the complete khorjin set below.

Also Darrehshuri, same technique and all wool, but in the more common blue/ivory combination, with
red and green in the borders.
This bag has incomplete selvedge wrapping (see upper left), and it looks like it has never been used.
One could conclude that some of these bags were woven and simply put away, never used, maybe as
part of a “rainy day” fund.
In rural Iran, it is estimated that some villagers source 20% of their cash flow from weaving. It is
doubtful the percentage is as high for true nomads.
This pattern is the most commonly used among these warp float patterning bags. You see
predominantly warps in the details. Wefting is dark brown wool, and is a minor part of the pattern.

The piece below has the same pattern, structure, and colors as in the previous bag, and is, again,
complete, but this one is very finely woven and the ivory is cotton.

The range of dyes available to the weaver can be seen in the selvedge wrapping, but she was clearly
bound by tradition to use blue/ivory, red/green.
The same color combination appears in nomad warp-faced pack bands, and one can imagine that it
comes out of a very long tradition. There are – rarely – jajim-like covers in this weave and they are
very striking. Bags like this usually have dark undyed wool wefts. Closure loops are braided wool.

The next piece is one half of a pile-woven khorjin; both halves are unworn, but moth eaten.

Very finely woven – 210 kpsi – with asymmetric open left knots, lots of colors, high quality dyes.
The field design is surely lifted from “reverse sumak” or slit-tapestry weaving. The weaver here, with
her broad array of colors, was able to construct a repeat design that is not boring.

This complete large khorjin is finely woven in a rare, “weft knotting” technique, in virtually the same
field pattern as the previous pile bagface.

Despite the knotting technique used, the surface has no pile.
It was exhibited in the “From Bosporus to Samarkand” show in 1969, so it may well have come out of
Iran before the ’60s/’70’s flood of material.

This is a densely woven, comparatively heavy, set of bags in unworn condition. It is rare to see a set
of bags this good that hasn’t been cut apart so the two halves could be sold separately.

Note the pile tufts in the field, which are often seen in jajim, but not so in flat-woven bags.
The color range speaks to the availability of high quality dyeing. Is this piece special purpose
weaving?

Closure loops are braided wool in red and blue.

The join is undamaged and runs part way around the bottom of the khorjin.

The back is a color almost never used for bag backs.

Here is one last detail on the back of the bridge of this piece.
The complete small bags (1’1″x 2’1″) below, are said to have come out of a Qashqa’i khan’s tent.

They have no wear (except for abraded selvedge wrapping), which is typical for pieces bought in Iran
well after the period in which they were woven.
Even the closure panels are pile-woven.
Asymmetrically knotted.
Was this a rainy day fund weaving? It seems probable. Is this the kind of pile bag that existed in
nomad settings, but that are not visible in the Nicholas-Blumenthal photographs, mentioned
above, because they were, in some trunk, out of sight?
Many are too good to have not been woven with love.
Oguz design is the source for hooked diamond in this bag’s faces.

It has been observed that a lot of pile weaving in Fars was carried out in Firuzabad, probably in
supervised workshops, and that some pile bags were woven in villages near Shiraz.
In this image, you can see five different weaving structures.

The chevron-decorated areas between the closure slits are pile-woven. This doesn’t seem very
practical.

The back of this bag is in slit-tapestry, which is not that common for Qashqa’i bag backs, and very
uncommon for smaller bag faces.
One could assume that this weaver was also an ace slit-tapestry gilim weaver.
To illustrate what a slit-tapestry Qashqa’i-like chanteh (small single bag) face would look like, I
brought along a Kordi slit-tapestry tubre/chanteh (ed. both Iranian terms for small bags).

It is complete, with carrying strap, braided dangles, and beads.

The nomads in Fars were celebrated for the great variety of weaving techniques they used and it is
curious that they didn’t use slit-tapestry more for small bags.
Qashqa’i slit-tapestry gilim are an apex art form.

The image below is of back of this Kordi chanteh.

The bagface below has the most usual combination of border and field designs among Qashqa’i pile
khorjin.

It would seem that the four elements in each quadrant of the red medallion were animal forms in
Central Asia, where these nomads originated.
And the border meander design is also Central Asian.
This bagface is absolutely full of Turkic designs.

The central ivory roundrel is not uncommon as a mosaic felt design from Central Asia and is a shield
design in a well-known Islamic miniature showing Mongol horsemen.
Mike had brought three pack bands of the sort used by nomads in SW Iran to tie bags or pack squares
onto animals for transport.

This use makes them an integral part of his program topic.
Most of the Iranian nomad pack bands are 26-28′ long, and were purpose-woven, often for use on
mules and horses, but also on camels.
Some, like this Qashqa’i band, appear to have hardly been used (this band has nubs of random silk
knots) and retain their original wooden buckles, in this case, carved out of oak.
Bands wore out and the original buckle was often transferred to a new band, so, as a consequence,
some buckles may be quite old.

This band has a parade of goat-like animals, “comb” animals, “Lesghi Star” motives – many elements
that show up on pile rugs woven by settled peoples.

It is probable that bands were vectors for design, and that they well pre-date the first use of animal

fiber in weaving, about 6,000 years ago.
The exact same goats are to be seen on 3,000 year old Iranian clay pots.

The meander design in this detail is pretty universal, and has broad use as a concept in pile rugs.

These old buckles acquire a polished bone-like patina through use, and are to some degree collected
separately. They remind me of Neolithic bone fetishes.

The buckle appears to have been attached to the band by the weaver, that is, it is not a replacement.
Note the Lesghi star form in this detail.

Edges are warp twining.

Mike said that despite their attractiveness and ethnographic significance, few collectors seem attracted
to the various kinds of bands that nomads used.
Fred Mushkat is a notable exception: a collector focused sharply on such bands.
This next group of bags is chanteh and saltbags – small bags, often with shoulder straps.

This small warp-faced piece is, according to my Iranian sources, from Meymeh, on the southwestern
slope of the Zagros, and is probably Qashqa’i. (I think Meymeh refers to a collecting point .)
It would have been used as a shoulder bag by men or women.
The strap, braids and tassels show that it has not had a hard life.

There has been some thought that bags like this are made up from tattered jajim, but this piece has
atypical coloration for a jajim and black and blue twining as stopping, which probably confirms the bag
is complete.
There are other bags around in this technique, same size, some with closure slits and braided
loops. But they seem to be rare.

Detail shows the stopping, upper left, as well as the blanket stitch hem. The sawtooth pattern is
created by alternating exposed warps.
The next piece was the one below.

Probably Qashqa’i, a tubre in weft substitution weave, with a large variety in color and design.

Very saturated color.
A basting stitch holds the bag closed; it was apparently never sewn up along the long sides.
Was it another “rainy day” asset?

The forged iron ring in the middle of the open end, upper right, was probably intended to be used as
an anchor for the strap that was never sewn on.
You can see the dark basting stitch on the selvedge, left, origin, recent, USA.
The weft-faced plainweave back shows the intensity of the dyes used.

The butterscotch yellow (see stripe, above) was often replaced in the late 19th century Fars weaving
by a bright synthetic orange, which may have looked good to the weavers, but is quite jarring.
The next piece was a salt bag.

Probably Qashqa’i, also in weft substitution weave, and, again, with intense colors.

Goat hair yarn was used for the join.
The red back has a make do goat hair repair of a small tear.
The piece below is another unused, and never sewn together chanteh, looking like it came right out of
the box.

This piece is Lur weaving, and has an interesting back.
Such pieces probably date to the 19th or early 20th century. Later bags have a different look.
Mike said the piece below is one of his favorites.

The structure in this fragile complete chanteh, which has hardly been exposed to sunlight, is a
balanced maroon wool plainweave with sumak extra weft patterning in wool and cotton.
The back has brocaded cross forms in white cotton.
The border is an exercise in ambiguity of background vs. foreground.
There is no evidence of a shoulder strap having been attached.

This star design is fairly common in Qashqa’i pile bagfaces.
There is a horse cover in a private collection that looks like this piece.
If there other weavings like this, I haven’t seen them, but in this type of conservative weaving culture,
nothing is really original.

Qashqa’i sumak weaving is quite a bit less dense than that of Azarbayjani nomads.

Closure slits
Somewhat of a mystery piece, but probably from SW Iran, the complete chanteh below is pile-woven.

The knots are asymmetric, open right.
It is fairly coarsely woven and dense, with goat hair joins and a red weft-faced plainweave back.
It doesn’t seem to have ever had a strap.

Why are so many of these pieces unworn?
Most are, one way or another, Iranian-sourced in relatively recent times (post WW2), and therefore, if
collected, not subjected to Western floor traffic.
The next group is Khamseh weavings.
The bagface cum back, below, is not bowed from use in a Fars migration, but, rather, from serving as
a feather-stuffed pillow on a NYC sofa.

It has been identified as Baharlu by Hamid Sadighi, and indeed, has symmetric knots, like other
Baharlu work.
Kpsi is 200, which is very fine for a bag of this type.
Wool pile is high gloss, very straight and fairly long.
The iconography is what one would see in Qashqa’i work (See Qashqa’i bagface, previous).
Comparables are not known.

Mulberry as a ground color for the hooked medallion is noteworthy, but not all that uncommon.

Another symmetrically knotted, (probably) Baharlu piece, below, has the same wool type as the
previous bag face.

The birds – chickens – are a reasonable identifier for a tribal group.
Some of the birds appear to have riders. The same bird-animal/rider iconography appears in
Azarbayjani sumak bags and Kaitags.
This band has been identified as Khamseh.

Most Fars bands, including this one, are “one weft double cloth”, which basically means that the
design appears clearly on both sides, but in color reversal.
One side has a blue field, the other, an ivory field.
These bands are card woven.

There are silk knot nubs in this band also, and it also appears to have been used gently, as it is
undamaged.
The colored tufts along each edge of the band are unusual.

The buckle is held on with a leather strap.
This is an old, highly polished buckle, probably made from quince or pear wood.

The other end of the band, a long braid, once it passes around a pack several times, is secured
through the second hole in the buckle.
There are several published photos of nomads in migration, with their bags and packs belted on. See,
for example, Nomadic Peoples of Iran, Thompson/Tapper.

The detail shows well the warp-faced structure of the band, as well as the tufts.
These bands are strong as well as decorative.
Once nomads settled, the art of band weaving was lost.

Lesghi stars. Since they appear on several different types of archaic-looking Fars bands, it is hard to
conclude they are a “one off” and a comparatively recent Caucasian invention.
I think they arrived in the west as a structure-driven design and were transferred to pile weaving.

The large Basiri bagface, below, may have been part of a single “envelope” bag, with an opening along
the long side.

I have seen similar format envelope bags in Iran, but sumak-woven.

It would be interesting to know what kind of closure system this bag had, or if it were part of a double
bag.

The inner field, containing the red and white star, is a darker blue – almost black – than the main
field.
Mike moved to the next piece

This complete Khamseh khorjin has the birds that are said to be hallmarks of Khamseh pile weaving.

In fact, in most of Iran, birds are scarce, and birds and green gardens they may live in are a dream
for most.
This bag is very finely woven with asymmetric knots and retains the decorative tufts, (much like the
Khamseh pack band, above) on all sides that surely would have been worn off with even moderate
use.
Is this another piece woven and put away? Was it woven for a special person or occasion?
Tribal weaving has historically been less valued in urban Iran than in the West.

The detail shows the slit-tapestry bridge, the pattern of which comprises the rest of the back of the
bag.
The next two examples are said to have been woven by Kurds from Fars.

There are four sided bedding bags which have one pile-woven face, which is the side that faces away
from the mule or camel carrying it.
Given the format (3′ long), I think that is what this weaving is, and can imagine that the other three
sides of the bedding bag were flatwoven.
This bagface is unlike similar bags from the plains of Varamin in its density and wool quality.
The piece in the image is upside down; in its present orientation, the boteh and comb animals are
standing on their heads, but it is common to display bagfaces with any plainweave hanging at the
bottom. Furthermore, the bagface in migration would have been viewed upside down.
The end where the weaver began has a sewn-over hem with two color twining, which is the bottom –
or beginning – end of what would have been a bedding bag bottom and two sides (side-bottom-side),
altogether about 6′ long on the loom.

A bit of a mystery piece. As with others being shown, no floor wear.

This piece is like a good Baluch pile weaving, in that it sparkles with a lot of light.

Further reinforcing the idea that this is a mafrash side, there is a hand-forged iron ring, looking like
part of an”O”, sticking up above the top hem (or bottom hem, from the weaver’s perspective) in this
image, one third along the edge of the hem; two thirds along the hem, there is a place where a
second ring has almost surely been pulled off the bag (see 1st image), where wefts are stretched or
broken.
These rings, two on each side and perhaps one on the top of each end panel, were usually made of
braided wool, were not iron rings.
They were used by nomads to loop a braided cord through that ran back and forth across the mouth
of the bag and held a jajim in place that covered bedding and kept out dust and dirt.
A shallow bag, like the one below,

with its original tan (probably) camelhair back, must have been thrown into a pack square at
migration time (assuming something like this was used by nomads).
The combination of a floral field and a “Turkmen” border might seem odd, but this border appears on
a fair number of pile rugs and bags from SW Iran.
The bag is pristine and has no closure device, so one must assume there never was one.

A bit of the camelhair back peeks around the pile-woven front of the bag.
Knotted in high gloss, high fat symmetrical knots.
The next group of bags is Luri/Bakhtiyari.

This pair of (probably) Luri bags is approximately the size of Luri (double) bedding bags that are part
sumak, part pile, part plainweave, often carried by mules and well illustrated by de Franchis/Wertime
in Lori and Bakhtiyari Flatweaves.
Lur groups were scattered all over western Iran and wove bags in a variety of colors and shapes.
This pair, unfortunately incomplete, but it retains much of its striped plainweave back, has the wool
and coloration of a cluster of Lur pile rugs which are typically 5’X10′.
Were the rugs, and therefore this set of bags woven by villagers or nomads? There is no ready
answer.
The bags themselves are very artful, but would have been extremely heavy to use for migrations.
It is best – calming – to accept that there are a number of theories concerning the “whys” of pile bag
weaving in SW Iran.

The row of stars in red, green, blue, and yellow boxes at the top of the image are each bordered by
slits for closure loops, just adding more weight.
The rosy red is an identifier for this group of weavings.

This is the end where the weaver began the bag.
They were probably woven on a ground loom.
These SW Iranian bags usually have wool or hair foundations.

The field medallion is a particularly Luri design.
The cotton ground Bakhtiyari chanteh, below, has its original tassels, some with Turkish light blue clay
beads.

A lot of Bakhtiyari bags have this sumak structure, with designs not covering the plainweave field
completely.
Similar examples can be found in de Francis/Wertime.
There are Chahar Mahal pile rugs, woven by villagers, that have the same main border as this bag.

The bag has the common pile-woven bottom, maybe originally to protect it from wear.

Field detail, weft-faced cotton ground.
The next piece was a Bakhtiyari saltbag, with the, now familiar, pile-woven strip along its bottom end.

The wear could be from use in the field.

The warp is wool and the ground weft is dyed red wool.
Mike next moved to treat the khorjin he is reaching toward below.

This is a Bahktiyari pile bagface, probably missing its outside sawtooth side borders.
The warps are a mix of goat hair, dark wool, and reddish dyed ivory wool.

Detail shows the hair warps, multiple twining.

The field design was used over a wide geographic area.
Next was a pair of Luri(?) pile bagfaces, partly smoked, with symmetric knots.

Here is a detail of the smoked area.

What may be markers for a day’s work are on the right hand edge of the piece, next to the selvedge.

This is the standard SW Iran bag medallion.
Next, is a different look in Lur pile bags, albeit with the same SW Iran hooked medallion.

This bagface retains its closure slits.
The “countered twining with irregular spans” borders on each side of the closure slits are typical Lur
end finishes on gilim, bags and rugs.
Symmetrically knotted, mostly on hair warps; a small percentage of the warps is ivory wool.
There are three different red dyes in this bagface.
The details below of a 26′ Bakhtiyari packband, show a fantasy animal with four legs, eyes, nose and
horns.

The whites are cotton and the buckle is missing.
Bakhtiyari buckles look like figure eights, with two identical large holes to secure the beginning and
end of the band.
Peter Willborg, who has a lot of experience in Chahar Mahal, estimates these bands were not woven
past about 1960, and that cotton may be more often seen in later pieces.
Most Bakhtiyari Bands have cotton whites, so cotton as an age indicator may not be infallible.
This band is very precisely woven.
Bought in Iran.

Bakhtiyari bands are for the most part woven in a technique called “warp-faced reciprocal warp
weave”, which is less dense than one weft double cloth, and does not render a clear reverse image on
the back side.
Borders are typically red and yellowish saw tooth designs.

Detail of the fantasy animal.
The iconography is seen again and again in old Bakhtiyari bands.
This band appears unused.

The hooked diamonds in this detail may be another design brought west to (greater) Iran and Anatolia
with relatively primitive warp-faced textiles.

Border detail with warp twining on edges.
Mike passed one of the wooden buckles that are used with these pack bands into the audience.

He said that this one may not be old, since the wood on it seems milled, but it has the traditional
shape and hole arrangement.

It was probably not made to deceive.
A group of Lur/Bakhtiyar pile pieces that may be Mafrash sides, or not.
Here is the first one.

Mike said that he thought that this piece was surely a mafrash side.
The main border and field ornamentation are common in Luri gilim, sumak, and pile weaving.

Kurds also used this field design.

Most old bags have damage somewhere – see sewn-up broken selvedge.
This is one pile side of a four (pile) sided bedding bag.

One of the bag’s pentagonal end panels is in a private collection in Ohio, and the other side went
through a German auction house.

The complete bag, without its bottom, came into Istanbul and was cut apart.
Warp is dark brown wool, weft is cotton.
This is a very unusual piece.
A sumak version is fairly common. The design of incongruent stripes in different colors must have
pleased the weavers as much as they do us.

Cotton plainweave edges are about 1″ wide.
The mafrash-shaped panel, below, is one of a pair, woven as pushti, or decorative pillows.

They were allegedly bought off a sofa in Isfahan in the 1970’s.
The color range in the stripes is remarkable, and includes dark blue dyed on dark brown wool, giving
the effect of black, and aubergine dyed on beige, giving deep purple.
This border is not normally used for mafrash panels.

Warp and weft are cotton and the piece was probably woven in a Chahar Mahal village like Chal e
Shotor.

Detail of stripes

Detail of stripes

Detail shows the end finish with knotted warps and two color twining, typical for Chahar Mahal village
pile weaving.

We now moved to pieces that members of the audience had brought in that were not related to Mike’s
specific focus of SW Iran transport bags
The first of these was a Jaf Kurd bagface, with the same diamond pattern as the previous complete set
of bags.

The detail shows the offset knotting that is usual for these bagfaces.

Below is a complete sumak farmesh (ed. bedding bag) used by Qarabaghi nomads, probably dating to
about 1900.

A closer look at one side.

It is typical for the whites to be cotton.

Closely spaced hooked froms may be derived from mosaic felts.

Detail of bottom of the farmesh, probably undyed wool.
The owner of the piece below said he brought it to remind that there were Turkmen in Iran.

Some authors report that Tekke groups wintered as far west as the Veramin area.
This this chuval could have been made by Yomuds who were on and near the shore of the
southeastern corner of the Caspian Sea.

Good tomato red and two blues.

This design usually appears in flatweave.
This pile rendition may ape tendencies in flatwoven versions toward “wavy” diagonals in the drawing
of the minor ornaments, despite clear weaver ability elsewhere to draw, straight, crisp diagonals.
The piece below could be a Kordi chuval, used to store grain or flour.

Detail shows mixed technique.

The back is striped plainweave.
The last piece of the day was the flatwoven khorjin face below.

This layered design is fairly common in sumak bags woven by Azarbayjani n0mads.

Mike said that he has been told that sometimes these bags have little dragons inwoven.
Mike answered questions, and the session came to an end.

Folks moved to the front to examine some of these interesting pieces more closely.

I want to thank Mike for permitting me to share this virtual version of his program with you.
I am further indebted to him for his considerable work, providing the written descriptions of all of the
pieces above.
I hope you have enjoyed this carefully prepared session.
Regards,
R. John Howe 12
Note: WordPress.com, my host for this blog, has begun, sometimes, to place Google ads at the ends
of some of my posts. I have protested, but find that I have no control. Please ignore any ads that
follow. They are the result of some folks being so intent on commercial objectives that they have lost
ordinary good manners.
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David Zahirpour: Collector’s Potpourri
Posted in Uncategorized on September 15, 2010 by rjohn

On August 28, 2010, David Zahirpour(below left) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program on the topic “Collector’s Potpourri” here at The Textile Museum in Washington, D. C.
David’s version of this frequent type session invited participants to bring Caucasian, Northwest Persian
and South Persian rugs and textiles for comparison and discussion. David brought a number of pieces
of this sort himself. As usual, I arrived early to claim my front row seat. David was just hanging the
first of his pieces a gabbeh(below right). In awhile, David’s array was in place, and he was ready for
the audience.

Potpourri-type sessions draw an audience, but also lots of material. And this session was no
exception. We could see, before David started, that this session would run past our usual target
ending time of 12 noon… and we did.

Tom Goehner(below left), the TM’s Curator of Education, introduced David, saying that David was a
local oriental rug and textile dealer with a long relationship with the TM. He often does RTAM
programs and has been active for years in providing rug repair demonstrations in various TM
programs.

David said that he would follow a general geographic sequence, beginning with the Caucasus. He
started with a Caucasian pile rug of a familiar type.

This is a Shirvan rug below, from the southeastern Caucasian province of that name, with a “prayer”
or “niche” design, although such rugs were not necessarily used in prayer. David estimated it to have
been woven about 1880.
The lattice field design is described as “Marsali,” and has a good range of color(below left). David
called attention to the fact that the primary device(below right) used in its niche border is an
abstracted version of the “boteh” design.

Here, for comparison, is a more curvilinear boteh progression from the writings of John Irving(below
left), as well as a, mostly, more abstracted array of Persian boteh forms by Peter Stone(below right).

David said that Shirvans were one of the more numerous Caucasian pile varieties woven, another
being the Kazaks, from the southwest.
He had brought as his Kazak example, a more recent piece pictured below, also in a niche format. He
said that there was a huge production of Kazak rugs and that many of them tend to be among the
largest sizes produced in the Caucasus. David joked, but also not quite, that this could seen to be a
rather pedagogical prayer rug, providing the novice Muslim explicit indications about how to arrange
himself or herself for prayer.
The “hand” images indicate where the hands are to go, and the square inside the mirhab indicates
where the head is to touch.
Even the horizontal lines moving out from the mirhab can be seen to indicate where the shoulders
should be, while the worshiper is bowing in prayer.

David’s next Caucasian piece was the large Shirvin kilim below. Many kilims were used with the long
side on the horizontal, but the rug books often show them with the long side on the vertical, so here is
this piece in the latter orientation.

David said that the weave of this piece was “slit kilim” (some use the term “slit tapestry”). The wefts
move over and under alternate wefts, turning back at vertical color changes. This turning creates the
slits.

David says that he, personally, reserves the term “kilim” for pieces that are woven entirely of this
over-under structure.
He called attention to the fact that there are no separate “structural” wefts in textiles woven entirely
with a kilim weave. The strands (in the case of slit kilim: wefts) that create the pattern are also part of
the basic structural level of the piece.

He contrasted this Shirvan kilim with a second piece, to which he said he would not apply the term
“kilim,” since it is woven in part in a sumac weave.

The plain-colored, horizontal striped areas are “kilim” (i.e. “weft-faced tapestry) because the structure
in those areas is a matter of wefts moving over and under alternate warps.
But, he said, it is not correct to refer to the overall piece as “kilim” because of the narrow bands of
patterned sumac.

Remembering possible less experienced members of his audience, he distinguished “sumac” from
“kilim.”
In kilim, he said, as he had noted with the first piece, the wefts move over and under alternate warps
and there are no “structural” wefts.
“Sumac” is different in several respects.
First, the wefts that create the designs in sumac move over more than one warp before moving under
one. (In the image of sumac weave in the drawing below, the weft moves over four wefts and then
back under two.)
More, when this move “under” is made, it is a movement back that wraps the second of the two warps
just moved over. This feature is worth being made explicit. The decorating wefts in sumac do not
“interlace” the warps, but instead “wrap” them.

And although there is a structure called “weftless sumac,” the most usual variety of sumac has, not
just wrapping wefts that create the designs, but also (in between the rows of the latter) separate
“structural” wefts.

“Kilims” lack these structural wefts. The structural wefts, in the varieties of sumac that have them, are
analogous to those in between the rows of knots in pile rugs.
Note: David’s “kilim” vs “sumac” distinction is similar to Parviz Tanavoli’s contrast of “gelim” vs
“palas” in the latter’s book “Persian Flatweaves. ” Although Tanavoli more explicitly acknowledges
varieties of “tapestries,” on the “gelim” side, and does not consider the presence of some structures
other than tapestry (for example, “brocade”) disqualifying for a “gelim” classification, he does seem to
place “extra weft wrappings” (which appears to be his term for “sumac”) firmly on the “palas” side.
David’s next piece was described as likely Caucasian and entirely in sumac.

He said that this piece was too small to be a side panel of a mafrash transport bag, and was instead
the face of an “envelope” type bag that would have had a kilim back.
He called attention to the larger designs in the central band of the field of this piece, which he
described as “crab” devices. Someone in the audience asked about the weaver’s rendition of, what is

sometimes informally referred to as the “bird-on-a-pole” design, that serves as the main border for
this piece(below right).

It does appear that this weaver had difficulty rotating this device for use as the mail borders on the
ends of the field. But I have just been reading a conversation in Turkotek’s archives about similar
occurrences with this same device.
There, it was noted that it seems that weavers very often “do something” other than a strict turning of
a perfect rendition of this device, 90 degrees in orientation, AND that even folks as careful about
analysis as Marla Mallett, are often unconvinced that the seeming failures to render the device
perfectly are a sign of weaver inability or error. And on a different tack, notice that the “bird” forms
have what seem like “Greek crosses” at their center.

Sometimes folks see this usage as a sign that the weaver may have been Armenian, but this “bird-ona-pole” border was widely used, even by Turkmen weavers. There the “cruciform” device is
abstracted to small sets of squares.
It is true that the broad Islamic design tradition was often purely “geometric,” without any intent
toward “representation, and geometry alone could account for what we experience as “cruciform”
devices of various sorts. Still, the presence of these seeming “Greek crosses” in textiles often likely
woven by Islamic weavers, does draw one’s eye.
Someone in the audience had brought in a quite small sumac bag that David treated next in
comparison. He admired this little piece, saying that it was part of a pair. He drew attention to the
unusual “arrowhead” or “chevron” borders at its top and bottom.
He said that the sumac is very fine, despite the fact that the plain-woven back seems coarser.
Notice that the single “birds” on the side borders are rendered more successfully here, and that the
“Greek cross” devices are even more visible despite the much smaller size of the bag face itself.
It is interesting to see that, sometimes, when weavers use devices on smaller formats, they do not
reduce the device size proportionally.

David moved next to another pile Caucasian rug. This rug does not have great age. David estimated
that it was woven about 1900. Its color palette is narrow and of pale colors. There is transfer of the
pinkish red to some parts of the warps. It seems likely that some of the dyes in this rug are “chrome”

or of other synthetic varieties. David described this piece as a Kuba, with a weave that is more citylike and designs that are geometric, but unlike those of other Caucasians.
He described the designs on this rug as of the “dragon” variety.

The notion of Caucasian “dragon” carpets has been a focus of much debate and disagreement among
serious rug students. Among the things contested are: 1) what their defining characterics are, and 2)
where they were woven.
A few years ago I heard Paul Ramsey, the Denver rug dealer and serious rug and textile student, give
a paper on Caucasian “dragon” carpets in which he indicated (although this was not the main thrust of
his argument) that most rugs seen to be of the “dragon” variety have lattice designs and that there
are “dragon” carpets without “dragons.”

Here are three areas of this rug in which there may be “dragon” forms visible.

It may be that one or more of these examples can be read as abstracted “dragon” forms, but it may
still be permissable to describe this rug as of the “dragon” variety, if the three design elements above
turn out to be most appropriately read as “lattices.”
Here, again, is a comprehensive image of this rug. It seems to me, looking at the image above, that
the “lattice” reading is plausible.
Regardless, it is an odd field design for a Caucasian rug.

The next piece was a Caucasian pile rug with a lot more color. The piece below, brought in by
someone in the audience, was described in the room as possibly Seychour.

Here are some closer details below.

The “cruciform-like” character of the larger field medallions was noted(detail below).

Someone said that the color palette looked like that of some Bijov rugs(below).

The consensus was that it was definitely east Caucasus and a very attractive piece.
Although he did not treat it extensively, David next called attention to a khorjin face with a diagonal
design that was hanging from one corner on the board. This design is seen in both sumac woven bags
and in pile rugs and is usually attributed to Karabagh.
I did not examine it closely, but think it is a sumac khorjin face.

David next treated a piece someone had brought in. It was half of a sumac khorjin. David said that it
was very classic and called attention to its having another version of the “bird” border we saw earlier.
He said that the small floral border surrounding the device in the center of this piece makes him call it
“northwest Persian,” rather than “Shahsavan.”

David’s next piece was a complete khorjin that he had opened up for pedagogical purposes.

He demonstrated how the two more decorated ends would be folded toward the center, to form a
complete khorjin set of bags from a single woven strip.

Below is a closer look at on of these khorjin faces. Although nicely composed, David said this piece
exhibits some of the irregularities that are the result of the fact that this weaver worked without close
reference to a cartoon.

With his next piece David moved to south Persia. This is a Bakhtiari salt bag with some nice reds.
David noted that multiple techniques were employed to make it, including reverse sumak, embroidry
and pile.

He called attention to the location of the pile strip at the bottom, saying that loaded bags were often
dragged and the pile worked to reduce wear in that area(below left). He then turned it completely
over to reveal the very different flatwoven design on its back(below right).

Next, David treated two Kurd bag faces. He said the one pinned to the board (behind him in this
photo) was woven by Jaff Kurds and the one under his arm by other Kurdish weavers.

He said that the Jaff Kurd piece was coarser and that this coarseness was the reason why many Jaff
Kurds have offset knotting.
That the larger distance created in the coarser weave required the use of offset knotting (in which pile
knots move horizontally, from one row to the next above it, by only one warp, rather than the usual
two of ordinary pile weaving). He used the Jaff Kurd bag face as an accessible example of the use of
offset knotting to make diagonals in designs, steeper.
The image above is the only one I have of the piece under David’s arm. I have not much better
additional images of the one hanging by a corner on the board behind him. Here is the most
comprehensive image of the one on the board(below left). And here is a closer detail of it.

David passed this piece in the audience, so folks could examine the offset knotting up close, and I
took it once more in my lap as it passed. This piece did not have the range of color that some Jaff
Kurd bag faces exhibit. Perhaps its most noteworthy feature was the white ground of the central
diamond.

Next David moved to treat a Senneh piece. He said that this Senneh is entirely in a kilim weave and in
perfect condition.

He said that weaving is very fine and tight. Herati, floral and boteh designs are used. The dyes are
natural and chrome.

David’s next piece was also a Senneh, this time an altered horse blanket. Below, is an overall view of
this piece (ignore the band in front of it; that is a separate piece just placed for momentary
convenience).

Good color. Structure, again, is kilim.

David said the wool is wonderful. Stripes in design are heavily instrumented. Lovely, despite the
alteration.

David now moved to South Persian pieces.
He began by rehearsing some of the major designations and groups used to distinguish South Persian
rugs and textiles.
Shiraz, the major marketing center, that includes some workshops; the Afshar, Qashqa’i, Khamseh,
Luri tribal references; Kashkuli, a designation that some see as a tribal reference and others see,
mostly, as an indication that a given piece is from the best of South Persian production.
He began with a gabbeh.

Here is a comprehensive look at this rug.

David said that this piece was largely woven from undyed wool. The black, white and grey are all
undyed. Goat hair was used for warps in this piece.

Gabbehs are still being woven, but the modern production has a very different structure. David said
that this piece was likely woven about 1940, before the modern production began.
He pointed to an odd feature in this piece. There are occasional small areas of naturally dyed red
and/or blue, sometimes visible, sometimes partly buried, and sometimes completely so. They may
have been added as “nazarlik,” protections against supernatural evil.

David dealt next with the tent band he had brought. As you can see this is a lengthy piece.

David said that this piece had been sold to him as a “gabbeh” band, a term I had not heard
previously. He was told that a ground level is woven, and is, subsequently, embellished with
embroidery.

In the case of this band it would appear that the black and white wider area is the woven ground and
that the two narrow red-yellow-black strips are the “embroidery.”
David and I did a little subsequent research on this piece with folks experienced with bands, and found
it was likely woven by other, perhaps not even Persian, tribal weavers, and that it was done entirely
on the loom. There is no extra embroidery added.
Marla Mallett often warns of claims of what can look like embroidery (some brocade usages can look
like this). She says that weavers will strive to do everything they can on the loom itself. So,
apparently, with David’s band.

Now David held up a Qashqa’i bag face below. Her it is again below on the right, flat on the board, and
in a little better light.

David described this as a “classic” Qashqa’i rendition. It has the expected birds, and animals in its field
and Memling guls in the corners. The top corner, below right, shows the colorful chevon designs on its
opening edge.

The next piece was Khamseh. Geometric designs predominate, and the expected chickens are visible.

David next moved to an interesting Afshar bag face. One might be tempted to call this a mat, but its
narrow bottom elem, says that it is a bag face.

David says that its central field device(above right), is of reminiscent Karabaugh or Bijar. He pointed
to its “animal” border(above right).

The next piece was another Qashqa’i, David thought is 1930-ish. It was more coarsely woven. Its red,
probably a chrome dye.

David held up the next piece below(left). A small, complete, flatwoven Qashqa’i, with leather straps.
Here is a closer comprehensive look(below right).

And an even closer half of one of its faces. David said that he was sure that this piece was made
foruse as a child’s school bag.

The next piece was a lovely, sumak bag face. David said the the “openness” of its design might
indicate an early date.

David said its warps are coarser and that it could be either southern Caucasus or Shahsavan. On
balance, he estimated it to have been woven in the later part of the fourth quarter of the 19th
century.

The next piece was the one below.

A closer look at this face design below. There were suggestions in the room that this could be another
Qashqa’i piece. David said that the cotton warps suggested that this was unlikely.
He then looked at the back, found that the piece is has only one pick of wefts between rows of knots.
He said that he felt that this piece was woven in NW Iran

The next piece was the embroidered one below.

It seemed clear that this was not a complete piece, that it was part of something that had been cut off
and then rebordered on the left hand side. In fact, all of the outside borders have been added. David
said that he could not tell for sure whether the embroidery material was silk.

Those in the room said the the calligraphy on this piece was in Arabic letters, but they could not tell
what the specific language was. Some thought perhaps, Turkish. They said that the style of writing is
not Caucasian.
Note: If some reader has some ideas about this calligraphy or can read it, please write me at
rjhowe@erols.com.
David had looked at the back of this piece before the session began. This is the best image I have of
this back.

There was speculation about whether the material of the back of this piece might be Russian, but
there was none, in my notes, or that I can recall, about whether the piece, itself, might be Central
Asian.
It is clearly an altered piece, made from some questionable materials, is perhaps not very old, with
odd field designs, in which calligraphy is prominently featured, and has some features that are similar
to some Central Asian embroidery. The main border seems to contain some pretty traditional
drawing.

The next piece was described as “South Persian,” with no attempt at further specificity. David says
that, although this weaving is in a Qashqa’i style, he is reluctant to call it that. It has a classical use of
the “running dog,” a Turkish knot, with two picks of weft between rows of knots, and is entirely of
wool. He estimates that it was woven in the 1920s and thinks that it may not be a bag face.

The next piece may have been the most interesting of the day. It might be best to begin with what
this piece is not. This piece is not old…David estimated that it was likely woven in the 1950s, 1960s. It
seems very likely that at least some of its dyes are not natural.
It has pile fronts and some flatwoven areas in the parts of the connecting bridge that are visible in the
images above. That much is usual.
But, it has some unusual and very interesting features. You have already seen in the images below,
that this piece has pile panels below those that mark the usual bag area of a khorjin set.

These pile panels continue onto the back of the piece before the flatwoven area of its back begins. The
image below shows what the back looks like comprehensively. But, of course, the feature that attracts
the eye is that there are small triangular, tasseled pieces on the sides of the connecting area of this
bag at about its halfway point.

Let’s look at this feature, first, from the front. Here is a closer look at one of these tab devices from
the front/top.

We can see clearly that it is a separate piece, added to the basic bag assembly. But, after examining
these tabs carefully front(below left) and back(right), David determined that they are integral to the
khorjin set because they are made from the same materials and with the same dye colors.
But this raises the question their function.
The fact that they occur at the midway point on the bridge would seem to make them very exposed to
damage, wear and loss, if the bag is carried by this midpoint.

After examining it carefully David concluded that this piece was not designed to be carried in the way
most khorjins usually are.
Instead, the room provided that its extra pile panels, make it possible for for the bag to stand on its
own, with these extra panel areas serving as flat bottoms for both bags.

David believes that this piece was possibly made for use in the market and that the triangular,
tasseled tabs were amulets meant to function protectively for the bag contents…nazarlik, if you will.
This, in turn, David said, suggests that this bag set should not be here. It was, he believes, definitely
not made for sale, but instead for the protective holding of valued family possessions. Somewhere in
NW Iran there was a family that was moved, somehow, to give up what was likely a prized textile,
made entirely for their own use.

The next piece is one of those that I brought. This piece is about 9 inches wide and nearly 24 inches
long. It is flatwoven and the first question I always ask of those who have not seen it before is “What
is it?”
One reason that it is puzzling is that, while it seems likely to have been a part of a larger assembly of
some sort, it is complete as it came off the loom. It has not been cut down.
Once a dealer came to a TM “rug morning” program with a similar piece and claimed that it was a
unique kind of bag face. David, who has not seen it before, pretty quickly wondered whether it might
not be one of the front tabs on a horse cover.
That is precisely what it is.

There has also been some disagreement about its attribution. Here are closer looks at its top third, its
middle, and its bottom third below respectively. Conjectures about its proper attribution have varied,
with one experience person even suggesting that it might be Heriz. David thought its probable
assignment less problematic, saying that he saw it as either Lori or Kurdish.

I’ve owned this piece for about ten years and bought it here in D. C. Sometime in the past year, I was
looking through a stack of small pieces in another dealer’s shop here, and encountered what could
well be the other front tab for this horsecover assembly. Since both of these tabs have surfaced in
shops in Washington, D. C., a further intriguing question is: “Could the back of this horse cover also
be here somewhere?”

The next piece was a side panel from a small Shahsavan cargo-bag type “mafrash.” The colors are
mild and the decoration is comprised of five Memling guls, bracketed top and bottom by borders of a
much smaller scale.

David said that it has a cotton foundation and that the milder colors are from dyes that are partly not
natural. If that is so, the synthetics used seem benign, since there is not much difference in color front
to back.

The owner of the next piece below described it as a Shahsavan wallet. It is just short of five inches
wide and eight inches long. Its face is done in sumak and its back looks like this below(right).

David asked the owner how he thought the piece was carried, and the owner replied that he thought
that it was just tucked inside one’s belt, waistband or sash. David indicated that he thought it might
have been carried around the neck on a cord attached to its corners (David is undoubtedly right that
“a cord around the neck” is a traditional way to carry such a wallet, but there is no trace of the
remnants of such a cord on the upper edge or corners of this piece).
David said that it was also possible that this piece was used as a tobacco bag. David did not think this
little bag is very old (it’s in perfect condition). He estimated that it could have been woven as late as
the 1960s.

The next piece was much larger. It was a NW Persian jajim and has a warp-faced weave. David said
that such pieces are woven in narrow strips, 200 – 300 feet long, then cut into sections and sewn
together.

He said such pieces were woven near Rescht, famous for its flatweaves and opulent embroideries.

The next piece was a Baluch pile rug. David said that this piece is reputed to be Iranian and is very
unusual.
He said that the rugs we call Baluch made in a number of locations, but many are made in NE
Iran. Baluch production has been huge, and much of it is commercial. He said the best Baluch rugs
are from near Meshed and are very fine.

Below(left) is a closer corner of the piece above. And here is a closer image of much of its field(right).

The next piece below was a salt bag with a pile front. David said that this is a Persian Kurdish
weaving. He said that is it a dowry piece, but simple. The graphic effect is very nice. Here is a closer
look at a detail of its front(right).

Here, below, is an overall look at its interesting back. And again, a closer detail focused on the
animals. Lovely natural colors and recognizable quadrapeds. David saw them as goats and a reflection
of weaver interest.

The next piece was an Afshar rug with a square-ish shape, something David said we see with fair
frequency in Afshars. He also noted that there are extra, narrow, “skirt” borders both top and bottom.

Referring to the red-ground corner pieces in the image above, he noted that they often can be
combined to form the the same design as that seen here in the central blue-ground “medallion.” A
comparison of how the corners in this piece would look when combined, shows that not quite to be the
case for this rug.
Below is a closer, lower corner. David said the colors are classically Afshar. He noted some restoration,
but said that it has been done well. Notice the bottom skirt border in the image.

Below is a detail of much of the center of the field. And, here on the right, a close view of the central
device in the field.

David moved next to a large flatwoven piece below. Here is a comprehensive view of it.

David said that this is likely a fairly new “soufreh,” an eating cloth (think “picnic”), but that its square
shape suggests that it could also have been used as a ‘ru-korsi,” the covering used with a “korsi,” the
traditional Iranian heating “table.”
Many readers will be familiar with this heating system, but it might be useful to some to give the
wikipedia link that describes both the “korsi” heating unit and (briefly) the “ru-korsi” covering.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korsi
Below are some closer detail of this piece. First, a corner(left) and next, its field(right). Strong
graphics.

The next piece was the city rug below. David said that this was a better quality Kashan, likely woven
about 1920-30
It has damage in much of its lower half.

Here is a closer view of an upper corner.

The next piece was another decorative rug. It was heavy and difficult to get up flat on the board.
David said that is was a later type Kashan, probably 1950-60.

Here are some closer details of it below. An upper right corner(left). Here is a view of one side(right).

A lower corner. A center of the field. This piece has attractive colors.

The next piece was a large Caucasian kilim. The holders could not get it all up onto the board.

Here are some closer views of details of it. Below, is an upper third. Notice a little calligraphy between
the two medallions in the top row left. There is definite lettering(below right). It is not entirely clear
what it says.

Two more details of other parts of this piece below.

David spoke to questions, and the program came to an end. The audience began its migration.

I want to thank David for permitting me to fashion this virtual version of his program and for his help
with the editing work we did on it, afterward.
I hope you have enjoyed this in our continuing attempt to convey some of these interesting and
valuable sessions to a larger audience.
Regards,
R. John Howe 13
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Archive for October, 2010
The “Memling” Gul Motif, the Pieces Brought In
Posted in Uncategoized on October 14, 2010 by rjohn

This is the second part of a two-part post on a Textile Museum Rug and Textile Appreciation Morning
program, give by John Howe, on October 2, 2010 on the subject “The ‘Memling’ Gul Motif.”
The first part of this program was a longish lecture you can access at the link immediately below:
https://rjohnhowe.wordpress.com/2010/10/14/the-memling-gul-motif-the-lecture/

John and some members of the audience had brought in a few pieces.
Some brought in pieces may be omitted or treated briefly, because you have seen and heard about
them during the lecture. The images of some others is not of the quality to which I aspire.

You saw this rug in an angled shot during the lecture. Here it is head-on. No borders, but areas of
full-pile field and eight large Memling gul devices.
John is still probing the “Zakatala” indication, looking for indicators, but not too vigorously.

A second piece John had brought was the small Shahsavan mafrash side panel, below, in sumac. Five
tall, simply drawn Memling guls with a larger scale for this size panel.

The minor borders have a much smaller scale, providing areas of dense patterning, that do not
compete with the guls.
This piece is not particularly old and there has been some suggestion that the mild colors are from
synthetic dyes. If so, they seem pretty stable, since the colors front and back are seemingly the
same(below right).

John had also brought his yellow ground Anatolian fragment. It was found in Antalya in
2007. Experienced folks have remarked that the wool in it is not dry as that of many of the pieces in
this group seems to be.

The next brought in piece was a very nice Anatolian cuval (bedding bag) fragment below. Large
Memling guls occupy most of the more densely patterned areas. There is cochineal in this piece,
which was likely woven in the 19th century.

Below are larger vertical details of two of these gul.

Here is almost all of a nice Afshar salt bag with good color and a single classic Memling gul. The rusts,
oranges and blues are striking, as is the use of white.

The next piece was a lengthy, pile, Uzbek tent band fragment, not as well photographed as I would
like. Bands are notoriously difficult to photograph well.
Here is a closer detail (still a bit fuzzy). As you can see, nicely drawn classic Memling guls emboss its
field end to end.

The next piece was a finely woven Baluch khorjin. It is estimated to the 19th century and has a lighter
palette than the modal items of Baluch weaving.
A nicely articulated Memling gul fills the field. It features an effective use of white on the inside edge
of the encompassing octagon.

The next piece could be either Kyrgyz or Uzbek, but is described by its owner as “Middle Amu Dyra.”
(again not a sharp image) Fourteen Memling guls grace its field.
This rug is pile with fully depressed warps. It is seen to be an older weaving. It is rotated 90 degrees
in this image below.

The piece below is a new Uzbek cushion cover embroidered in silk. Done in cross-stitch. Three, big,
crisp Memling guls.

John had the piece below held up again, in order to make a point tangential to the center of our main
topic. You will recall that this is a Yomud flatweave. John compared the drawing of the minor gul in
this piece to that on a pile piece with a Memling design.

These designs are woven in sumac (there is not much Turkmen use of sumac). You will notice some
slight irregularities in the drawing, especially of the diagonals in the minor ornaments.

Similar irregularities appear in the minor instruments of the pile version of this design that John had
also brought shown below. He said that these drawing irregularities in the minor ornaments on this
pile piece occur despite the demonstration by this weaver, in the borders and shield devices in the
major guls of this pile piece, that she can draw straight, crisp diagonals.
John thinks that the wavy diagonal lines in the minor ornaments of the piece above may be
the deliberate result of a weaver’s efforts to mimic, in her pile drawing, the irregularities that tend to
occur in the flatwoven pieces.

The next piece was the very attractive one below. This is a Uzbek bag of the napramach type. It had
a back and the ends folded over it.

The vertical image below lets you see it a little better. My notes say that the dealer from whom the
owner bought it claimed that he slept on one of its flatwoven ends as a child. Three Memling
guls. Nice wool.

The next piece was an Anatolian yastik, that you saw in the lecture. This is a better image of it below.
It has beautiful reds, blues and greens. Eight-pointed stars not only punctuate the centers of its three
Memling guls, they are also used to create an effective, spacious border.

The last piece of the day was the Moghan rug below. Good color, effective drawing and three large
Memling guls.
The owner said that there is a lot of repair work in it and that it may have been cut down from a
longer rug. The warp is slightly depressed. She estimated it as likely woven in NW Iran in the early
20th century.

I want to treat one additional aspect of this RTAM here, rather than at the end of the lecture, when it
actually occurred.

Wendel Swan observed that there might possibly be some kind of developmental or conceptual
relationship between the Jaf Kurd diamonds and the Memling guls, which are both seen in this one
Kurdish chuval face.

He asked the audience to concentrate on the overall form of these two medallions and not on their
centers

Wendel noted that both employ similarly placed hooks that are essential to the definition of each of
them.
There are two hooks on each of the four sides in both. In many Jaff arrangements, those hooks relate
to hooks on adjacent diamonds in a way that creates a pattern from the so-called negative space.

The slit tapestry (kilim) technique preceded pile weaving and produced diamonds similar to those seen
on the chuval face. Note that nearly all of the lines in the Jaff Kurd diamond are drawn at an
angle. All of the lines on the Memling gul are either horizontal or vertical, meaning (ed. as we saw in
the lecture) that it would have been extremely difficult and impractical for weavers to create the
Memling gul in slit tapestry.
Wendel said that, if one ignores the centers, the Jaff Kurd diamond and the Memling gul are quite
similar, almost as if the weaver had decided to, or been directed to, re-create the Jaff Kurd diamonds
with only horizontal and vertical lines – with the Memling gul being the result.
This is, of course, speculation, Wendel said, but he emphasized that we have sufficient experience
with Jaff diamonds and other hooked polygons to know that the hooks were used to form a design
relationship with their adjacent counterparts.
John answered questions, and the session came to an end. The audience came forward, as it does.

This smiling gentleman, is Terry Adlhock, the new president of The Textile Museum docents. Consider
yourselves introduced.

My thanks to Barbara Gentile and Jane Carmichael, who assisted me in conducting this session. Also
to Christine Brown and Aija Blitte who ably shared the note-taking chore. And to Wendel Swan, for
lots of imaginative thoughts around the edges.
I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of another Textile Museum Rug and Textile Appreciation
Morning.
R. John Howe 14
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Archive for October, 2010
TM Symposium Show and Tell, 2010
Posted in Uncategorized on October 28, 2010 by rjohn
On October 17, 2010, the Textile Museum’s 2010 Symposium “Tying the Rainbow,” concluded with a
traditional show and tell.

Because of the Symposium’s focus on Central Asian ikats, attendees were encouraged to bring, to
wear, if possible, ikat items.
I wandered the tent during set up, taking opportunistic photos. There were stacks of material
organized for efficient presentation.

Michael Seidman, the long-time, master of ceremonies for these show and tell sessions, was directing
preparations. Some of those, who were to serve as expert commentators were also examining
materials. Among them were, Andy Hale, Elena Tzareva,Jeff Spurr, Gail Martin, and Michael
Franses(below from left to right respectively).

Participants in costume sat or wandered about and were fair game for photography(below).

The lady in the next couple of images wore a dramatic hat. Here is this hat from the side.

Anyway, there were lots of folks about in costume. I even took someone’s purse that seemed
interesting(below right).

Michael Seidman announced that before the show and tell proper, there was to be a short award
ceremony.
Several folks, well known in the rug world, appeared at the front of the tent, each with a medal
around his neck.

Bruce Banganz explained that all of these folks were previous winners of the McMullan Award, given
by the Near Eastern Art Research Center.
The Center is a vehicle created by Joseph V. McMullan primarily to provide seed money for worthy rug
and textile research publications. The Center also gives this prestigious award for “stewardship and
scholarship” in Islamic rugs and textiles.
Bruce said that he had recently agreed to succeed Russell Pickering, whom McMullan had originally
appointed to head NEARC, and in that capacity was presenting this year’s award to Danny Shafer of
Hali Magazine.

Danny spoke briefly expressing his thanks(above). Michael Seidman said that we’d begin the show
and tell by treating some non-Central Asian material.
The first piece was contemporary and American. Its designer-weaver spoke to it. It is bamboo on
linen.

Next were two Sumba Indonesian panels. Below is the first of these. A little closer detail(below right).

Here is the second of these Indonesian panels. Again, a closer detail. These two panels were both
used as men’s garments.

Next was a coat of Japanese ramie. A little closer.

The next two pieces were contemporary American weavings, their designer/maker spoke to them.
More detail below.

They are weft ikat: silk and cotton. Details of the back below.

The next piece was a cushion cover. This piece was attributed by the experts to Yazd in east central
Iran. The literature indicates that Yazd was a recognized center of quality silk fabrics and carpets

during the early to mid-19th century, and apparently some work continues (mention of Yazd in
attributions nowadays is rare in my experience). Here are some closer detail images.

The next piece was a child’s kimono. It was described as stencil ikat. The Japanese term is
“katzome.” A closer detail below.

The next piece, also Japanese, was an item of “picture ikat.” The more general term for Japanese
picture ikat is “kasuri.” This variety of kasuri is “board clamped” and is called “itajimi.” Again, a closer
detail.

The item below is Ottoman. It is linen and cotton with indigo. A couple of closer details, this first one
of part of an embroidered end. A second detail shows the striped areas. It was described as a
“Cycladic Turkish towel.”

With the piece below we returned to Japan. This is a “meisen” kimono. “Meisen” items are made from
broken silk threads. This one was stenciled. This piece is early 20th century.

The next piece was the one below. Its design was stenciled on before weaving.

The next two pieces, also Japanese, are two kinds of picture kasuri.
The first is this one. It was made in the Kyushu district of Japan. A closer detail below(right).

The second of these picture kasuri pieces is this one. This piece was described as a “double ikat,” a
more complex process. Here is a closer detail. It was made in Honshu.

The piece below is Cambodian ikat. It is a contemporary piece. More details of it below.

The next piece was an item of balanced ikat. Here is a closer detail of it.

The experts suggested that it was woven either in Yazd, Iran or in Aleppo, Syria. Some felt it was
contemporary, but others placed it much earlier, perhaps mid-19th century.

Pat Reilly showed two Chinese silk panels that are not ikats. She had bought them in a shop that had
ikats, but not attractive enough to purchase. Here is a closer detail.

Michael Seidman said that we’d now move to Central Asian ikats and he asked Andy Hale to speak to
one on a form at the front while a “fashion parade” of ikat wearers was being organized.
Andy said that this was a cheerful, unlined coat from the 1860s-1870s. Here are some closer images
and details.

The parade of ikat wearers began with the coat below. This was described as a woman’s chapan cut on
the bias. It has two colors and was over-dyed.

The next coat was the one below. It is all silk, unlined woman’s coat. Woven about 1870.

The next coat was held to be an item of new production. A one-color striped design.

Another new one-color coat. This is a lined woman’s coat made in Tashkent.

The next coat was quilted ikat. It has a cotton print lining.

Louise Shelley wore a contemporary ensemble by Lola Babaeva an Uzbek designer.

Louise said that it is from this designer’s 2007 line.

The next pieces were contemporary ikat by an attending designer-weaver.
A first example was the skirt on the doll below(left). A second example was the fabric in the bag this
designer-weaver was carrying below(middle & right). A closer image of this bag’s ikat.

The next coat was 19th century.

Here is a look at its lining below(left). And a close-up of the embroidered hat(below right).

The next coat was a contemporary ikat. Its designer-weaver said she had just made it.

The next piece was a blue-wefted man’s coat. A closer detail. The experts indicated that this Tajik
coat, late 19th to 20th century, worn as mourning dress.

Here is its lining.

Pat Reilly modeled a contemporary Uzbek coat of hers.

It is of silk and cotton. A close look at its lining(below right).

The next piece was a contemporary velvet coat with fur.

The next item was an embroidered velvet Uzbek coat from Bokhara. Notice that this suzani has
Ottoman type motifs. Closer details below.

Next were some contemporary ikat panels(below).

Next, Michael Seidman held up a framed “selvedge” estimated late 19th century.

The following piece was described as “pure geometry.”

Estimated to the third quarter of the 19th century. Here’s its lining below(right).

The next piece was described as an unlined “housecoat.” Estimated to the last quarter of the 19th
century. Two dye baths were used to create its floral design.

Another coat with a floral motif. Estimate to have been woven in the 1880s.

The next piece was unlined with a small scale motif. Its colors were described as deep and rich, made
in 1860.

The woman’s coat below displays a bold design. Estimated late 19th-early 20th century.

Here is a detail of its lining.

The piece below features large-scale plant motifs. Its lining is Russian commercial cotton print.

The experts called this lining “lovely.”

The next coat was the one below. The experts pointed to two distinctive color usages in this piece.
First, the purple is the product of over-dyeing red with blue. They also admired the “clean” yellow,
saying that that is hard to do.

The next piece was pure silk and quilted.

The pinkish color in some of the white areas is the result of its red wefts showing through. Here is a
detail of its lining below(right).

Another all silk coat.

The design combines large scale botehs, leavers, floral and geometric motifs.
Some closer detail images below.

The next piece is yet another all silk piece.

A closer detail.

This panel has a full backing. This is a detail of it.

In the silk piece below, the large-scale floral forms relate……keep going… a little further to the designs
on the velvet backing behind it.

The next piece is a satin silk with large-scale motifs on a yellow ground.

The experts called attention to it wider loom width. It was purchased in Bukhara.

The next piece is taffeta silk. Large roundels alternate with zigzag patterning. Late 19th, early 20th
century.

The experts noted the distinctive palette of the blue-wefted coat below but did not give a place
attribution.

They praised the “lovely” local lining (that is, it is not the frequently seen Russian commercial cotton
print below).

The experts noted the wider sleeves as they described the piece below as Tajik or Tajiks in the
Fergana Valley. Here is a glimpse of its lining below on the right.

The next coat has narrower sleeves. It is all silk. The expert said that there is something “funny”
about its color and conjectured that perhaps it has been washed. A closer detail below.

Its lining was of several different patterns of material.

Someone asked from the audience whether the use of different patterns of material in a coat lining
was an indicator of greater age. The experts said not, that it was just likely the result of running out of
a given pattern.
The next coat was also one the lining of which drew expert attention and comment. This is what it
looked like on the outside.

But the experts said the inside was better than the outside in several respects. First, Jeff Spurr drew
attention the lovely inside ikat facing, but also the the lining fabric itself, which seemed possibly
Indian. They said that the striped ikat facing cut on the bias enhances the look of the lining material.

One sleeve of this garment drew particular attention. First, it is composed of several different prints.
But the experts said they had never before seen anything like the beautiful blue pattern.

Michael Franses argued that we need to pay closer attention to the linings of such coats.

That we usually have better information on the dating of the commercial Russian cottons used than we
have on the ikat garments proper, and while, admittedly linings can be replaced, replacement is
usually detectable.
The next coat is similar to one we saw above, with its outsized red roundel and areas of zigzag
patterning. The experts noted the narrower arms(below right).

Above we see a glimpse of its lining. The experts explained that the sleeves on these coats were
frequently long enough to cover the wearer’s hands and the slit we see in the sleeve below(right) was
to permit the hand to emerge for use when needed.

The next coat was another all-silk item.

Here are two close details of it below. The inside lining is a local cotton fabric.

The panel below, was bought about 25 years ago in a particular Tashkent studio (Yodgolik Margilon)
that has been making ikat for five generations.

Here is a closer detail of this piece.

The next panel, is described, a little opaquely, as “Turko, done after imprisonment.”

Again, a closer detail below.

The next piece was the commercial satin panel below. The expert suggested that the dyes are likely
synthetic.

The next piece was described only as a “Bukhara coat.” Below on the right is a back view.

Also several closer details.

The coat below was seen to have “modern vibrant color,” but despite its “new-ish” look, was
estimated to be late 19th-early 20th century.

Here are some closer details.

A back view.

The coat below is of raw silk.

It has a distinctive handle: rougher, stiffer than processed silk.

The design is called “karatag.” Karatag is the name of a valley area in Tajikistan, Central Asia. The
Karatag silk industry was a subject treated in the Symposium lectures.
The experts described the piece below as, all silk, commercial pink, wide loom width of gossamer (i.e.
very thin) material.

Made after the Soviet revolution.
The piece below features greens the result of an over-dye process.

Here are some additional detail images of it.
The next piece was described as “Bokhara, all chemical dyes, wide width coat.”

Some detials. Attention was called to the fastening edge.

The following piece was also described as chemically dyed and factory made. Note the embroidered
sleeves.

The embroidered sleeves are a Tajik feature.

The experts said the coat below was new, but was of good quality.

The next piece was seen to be pure silk but its selveges are the not blue seen on older pieces.

Next came a panel in rayon.

It was described as “pre-revival.”

The next item was another new piece, lacking detail, but, the experts said, “still pretty.”

The next piece was one a nice new taffeta silk with a wider loom width.

The experts said that it was of a better quality. They noted its white selvedges, but added that some
newer pieces now have the traditional blue selvedges.
The next piece, also new, was described as exhibiting “faithful designs.”

The piece below, has a “shield shape Lakai design, of the floral peacock type.

Such renditions

enlarge old designs but lack detail.
There were a number of these newer pieces and they moved by rapidly. I’m just going to give you
images of a few more of them without comment.

The next item was a departure,

a piece of 19th century Russian pottery with an ikat design.
Next, were two pieces (the first below, on the right), the second, below by itself.

These items are the creations of a young Karakalpak woman,

Kisal Kimechek, who combines ikat with elaborate embroidery.

Below are some additional detail images of these two pieces.

The next item was a Kyrgyz woman’s hat.

It was worn under a turban. The reverse side is the ikat shown below.

A second hat below, was described as likely a Yomut piece from Khurasan.

Next was a small bag made of part of an ikat panel. “Repurposed” is the current euphemism.

The next two items were also instances of “repurposing.” They were a dress and a coat, their
designer explained, utilizing ikat panels in them.

The piece below, is another instance of repurposing of some ikat, this time in an attractive modern
coat.

Here are some details of the ikat portions of it.

The following items were a, vibrantly colored, vest and a skirt.

These pieces were described as “Humanware” from Tashkent, perhaps a reference to a producer.
Another modern coat followed. Here is its front.

And below is its back. It was described as a “Yudgorlik” chapan. The next items were additional
instances of Humanware. First, a skirt, and then a vest or corset.

Next was a jacket, with Central Asian ikat designs, and another, that seemed possibly Indian in
inspiration.

Orissa was mentioned.
Now we moved to velvet ikats.
The first was the coat below.

It was described as “Bakhmal” (an Uzbek term for velvet ikat), 1860s, likely from Afghanistan.

It was said to have a “lovely lining,” (which I didn’t successfully take).

Some later additions were noted.

The next velvet coat was described as having a good design,

although of a lower quality ikat. 1860-1870
There were some velvet ikat sleeve panels on the front board and we did those next. The first is the
one below.

The second was the one below.

They were described as 19th century, maybe Bokhora. The designs were described with references to
botehs and Turkman jewelry.
There were two velvet bands on the board.

The experts were unsure about where they had been woven. Here are some closer details of them.

Below is a close-up detail of the one on the right.

It was indicated that they may have been used as horse buckle, maybe with saddles. One suggestion
was that they were” Arab” belts.
A belt usage is plausible since they show firm selvedges on both sides. Remember this point when we
talk about some subsequent examples that have a belt-look.
The next piece was the velvet coat below.

There was also an Uzbek velvet cap.

There were also some contemporary velvet panels.

There were even some, “hang-them-up-for-the-h0lidays,” velvet ikat stockings.

Jeff Krauss had a velvet coat.

There was one piece still on the board.

Its owner said that it is part of the edge of a garment. The ikat material is so thin that the design
“washes out” if it is placed directly on a black backing. It has dark blue wefts. He bought it as Central
Asian, but some experienced commentators have insisted that it is Syrian.
Led by Elena Tzareva, the experts in the room agreed that it is definitely Central Asian. Elena said
that it is the oldest piece of ikat she has seen, with hallmarks going back to the 17th century.
The next piece was on a dress form.

Another that drew the description “Humanware,” this time with the addition of the word “Atlas,” which
I cannot clarify for you.
The next item was this hat,

bought in Jaiphur, but made in Baluchistan.
The next item was described as a “khalat” coat. A “khalat” is a lightweight Central Asian robe made of
cotton, silk or a mixture of the two. There are regional variations in the cut of this garment but,
essentially, khalats have wide sleeves and are bordered with patterned-silk edging tape stitched onto
the coat material.
The two below are lined and lightly quilted which seems a bit unusual for coats described with this
term.

Here is the second one.

The next two coats were described as recent Turkmen items.

This one is a Tekke type we see frequently.
Here is the second.

Its owner reported that she bought the coat below from Turkmen in rural Turkey.

The next two items were described as “belts” but I think at least one of them is something else.

This is the time to recall what we noticed about the earlier belts on the board (here is a detail of one
for convenient examination and comparison). Notice that the selvedges on both sides are crisp and
firm, making this a plausible belt format.

Now look in close-up at details of this more recent pair.

Notice especially on the one on the left that the left hand side has a firm, crisp selvedge ut that the
right hand side lacks that. Its material almost invites attachment to something, and I think that’s
what it did.
I think this left hand piece (this may be true for both items in this second pair) is not a belt at all, but
rather was once attached to serve as a decoration at the edge of a coat-like garment.
(I should acknowledge here that Bob Emry is the person who drew my attention to this difference in
edge treatment and who offered the alternative theory of use. Bob says that he has a garment with
two similar, decorative, edging bands in place.)

Sometimes we may say “belt” too quickly.
The next piece was described as a panel of “Bokharan” suzani.

It is unbleached, shows the use of cochineal and was estimated to have been made in 1800 or earlier.
Its back panel is also old, as is the edging ikat.

The next piece was described as “p0tala,” the Gujarati term for “double ikat.”

It is a full-sari size with a leopards and elephants design.
Here is a closer detail.

It was followed by a similar piece with a plain field (I was too close to get it all but you get the idea).

The piece below was described as Indonesian export of a lower grade.

There is also a Gujarat reference, perhaps where it was purchased.
The next two pieces are contemporary.

They were spun and dyed by their weaver, who spoke to them.

Here is her second item which has two parts.

It is printed and woven silk.
Next were two Southeast Asian skirts, perhaps from Thailand.

Here is the second one.
These pieces do not show themselves well with this kind of informal photography.

We now moved to pile pieces.
The first of these was the framed khojin half below.

It could be read to have ikat design influences. Middle Amu Dyra.
The next piece was the pile carpet fragment below.

It was seen to have “Ersari” kilim traces. And there were comments on the “lovely turtle” forms.
The next piece was the one below.

This larger bag face, perhaps large enough to be a trapping, has clear ikat-influenced field designs.

A closer detail.
The experts were still using the term “Ersari.”
Another pile piece of this sort followed.

Again, “Ersari” is referenced by the experts. The ikat influence is evident.
Below is a lovely niche design, with what is usually seen as an ikat-type gul in the niche.

A very unusual blank field. The experts said “rare.”

The next piece was a colorful Uzbek or Tajik julkiur or sleeping rug.

Here are a couple of closer detail images of it.

Because these piece are woven with symmetric knots on alternate raised warps only, the design does
not show on the back.

Another lovely julkiur was the one below.

Again, ikat influence is readily seen.
The experts rated this piece as more recent than the previous one but it still seems to me to have
respectable age.

The morning show and tell ended with two Persian pieces Mike Tschebull had brought.
The first of these was the South Persian spindle bag below.

The image above is of one side. Below is the other.
Mike said this nomadic bag is mostly wool with some cotton and may have been woven by the Baseri.
A second larger piece was congruent with most ikat structure in that it is warp-faced.

This is a quilt top from northern Iran near the Caspian. It is formed from three panels sewn together.
Its beauty is visible in closer images of its stripes.

The Symposium show and tell came to an end and Maryclaire Ramsey, The Textile Museum’s Director,
thanked everyone for coming, and reminded us that next year’s Symposium will feature African
textiles.

My own thanks to Nancy Landson, who took an excellent set of notes in difficult circumstances.
I hope you have enjoyed this virtual version of the show and tell session that was the crescendo for
the 2010 Textile Museum Symposium.
Regards,
R. John Howe 15
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Archive for November, 2010
David W. Fraser on “Vertically Twined
Plateau Bags”
Posted in Uncategorized on November 27, 2010 by rjohn
Dear folks –
On August 21, 2010, David W. Fraser (David, in the center in the below photo, talks with his wife
Barbara and Bruce Baganz, the president of the TM board) gave a Rug and Textile Appreciation
program here at The Textile Museum here in Washington, D. C., on the topic “Vertically Twined
Plateau Bags.”

Wendel Swan(below left), introduced David, but digressed at first to indicate that there was a
significant empty seat in the room. He said Harold Keshishian(below right), who was instrumental in

the founding of these free Saturday programs in the 1960s and who was active in them ever since,
both as a presenter and as a, sometimes irrepressible, audience participant, had died recently, and so
the chair at the side in which Harold often sat was unoccupied today.

Wendel said that he thought Harold knew more about a wider universe of rugs and textiles than
anyone else he has known personally, and that Harold’s participation in RTAM sessions will be
seriously missed.
Wendel said next that,” If Harold were in the room, he would be signaling me, now, to ‘get on with it,’
with a ‘cut’ gesture across his throat, and in that spirit I need to turn to introduce David Fraser and
today’s program.”
He said that David is trained as a medical doctor and has had a distinguished career in medicine. He
headed the work to identify and deal with “Legionnaires’ disease,” and that demonstrating that the
tampon was implicated in “Toxic Shock Syndrome.”

David has served as president of both Swarthmore College and The Textile Museum Board, and
continues to serve the TM as a Research Associate.
David is the author of the standard work on “weft-twined structures” and, with his wife Barbara, of a
second book on Chin tunics and other textiles, ethnic textiles with complex structures, woven in
mainland southeast Asia.

They have done important field work in these areas, as well as in that of today’s topic, ‘Plateau bags’,
a format twined by U.S. Indians in parts of the Columbia River basin.
(Ed.: In what follows I have drawn on both David’s TM presentation and on the article in American
Indian Art Magazinein which the research on which David was drawing was also reported.)

David began by sketching some features of the “Plateau bag” format. He said that they were
functional bags, with front and back panels and top openings.

They vary in size, but are usually a little taller than they are wide.
( Ed.: In the measurements I have seen as I prepared this post, the shortest Plateau bag I saw was
5.5 inches tall and 5 inches wide, and the tallest was 17 inches; its width was 13.5 inches.)
Mostly, but not always, the designs on the back are different from those on the front. Here is the
back of the Plateau bag above.

David said the the “Plateau” reference is to an actual geological plateau area in the northwestern U.S.,
between the Cascade and Rocky mountains near the Columbia River(below left). Plateau bags are
sometimes described as “Nez Perce” bags, since Nez Perce did weave many of them. But some
Plateau bags were woven by members of other tribes(below right).

David indicated that the Nez Perce, Umatilla, Yakama, Kliktat, Tenino, Walla Walla and Palouse also
wove Plateau bags.

The map above indicates where the various tribal makers were located. The one below indicates how
the reservation areas were reduced.

David also showed some images of various Native American plateau bag makers. If you look closely,
all of these photos include Plateau bags in use. Each also has a caption that you should be able to
read.

Plateau bags are also sometimes referred to as “corn husk” bags, and David indicated that this, too, is
a partial truth. Corn husk was a frequent material, but Plateau bags can also contain Indian hemp,
cotton, wool and even “bear grass.”

One of these photos shows a woman making a Plateau bag.

While some twining has been done on looms (twined Chilkat dancing blankets are made on warpweighted looms), in the case of Plateau bags, no loom is necessary.
Look again at the photo above. Notice that this lady holds the Plateau bag that she is making loosely
on her lap and is twining it (moving left to right) working with the warps ends away from herself. The
warps on which she will continue to twine hang down in front of her.
David next moved to the various structures used in Plateau bags and how they were made.
As the photo below suggests, David is someone who often finds textile structures exciting, and he can
make others feel his enthusiasm.

He used four Plateau bags in the room, that are part of the Textile Museum collection, to explain some
of the basic variations in construction and weave.
First, is a Plateau bag was woven by the Nez Perce in about 1880. It is made from Indian hemp, bear
grass and corn husk.

(Ed. Esther Methe, the Textile Museum, Curator of Conservation, holds this boxed bag as David speaks
to it)
Here is a little better look at its front below(left). And here is an image of its back from the Museum
card(below right).

The underlying twining is composed of two strands of Indian hemp, twisting each other as they
interlace the warps.

The design is the result of the additional use of corn husk strips or bear grass in a “false embroidery”
structure.

The drawing below shows how such a strand of patterning corn husk is introduced into the underlying
twining as it proceeds.

Notice in the drawing above that the patterning corn husk strand (striped) wraps the twining strands
alternately, but only on the front side of the warps. One result of this is that, when this specific
structure is used, the design is visible on the outside of the bag, but does not show on the inside.
This structure is called “false embroidery” because in real embroidery the decorating thread is inserted
after the weaving and moves between the front side and the back of a ground cloth (here the
“ground” is the two twined cords).
The decorating thread is seen on both sides in actual embroidery. The “embroidery” of the piece
above is “false” in the sense that the corn husk strand decorates the front, but does not move to the
back side of the warps.
Here, again, is one of the drawings above to make one additional point.

Notice that the striped cord COULD be taken around both cords when it wraps. If it did (and
sometimes that variation is used) the design would be visible both inside and outside the bag.

David said that the piece we have been discussing above (repeated here for convenience below), was
made in the following way.

The twiner began at the bottom with plain twining. The work proceeded horizontally and spirals
upward row by row. There are no seams.

After several rows of plain twining, the maker shifted to false embroidery and introduced patterning,
using bear grass and corn husk. The weaver twined two different designs, one on the area of the bag
that would be its “front,” and another on what would be its “back.”
The work spirals up shifting back to plain twining at the top. The only opening is at the top.

Here is what the Textile Museum card on this piece says:
1961.32.1
Cornhusk bag
Idaho/Oregon/Washington
Nez Perce
Purchase: Mary Elizabeth King, Washington, D.C.
Materials: dogbane fiber/cornhusk/bear grass
Construction: tubular, no seams
Patterned with false embroidery in both yarn and fiber such as cornhusk or beargrass. Some of these
are darker than others, either dyed or slightly different in nature. Plain twining at top and
bottom. Red “hourglass” motifs on one side. Red zigzag motifs with brown, green, and blue dots on
the other side.
David said that, while some species of weft twining are not difficult, his own experience with
attempting the false embroidery variety suggests that that variation is.
One has to twine (often) with two basic strands that are of one material, say Indian hemp or cotton,
and simultaneously do the false embroidery patterning using another strand of another material, say
corn husk. The corn husk must not only be introduced so that it is visible on the front but not the
back of the twining being worked on, it must also be kept moist as one works.
Here is David attempting a species of twining under the guidance of a famous, expert twiner, Irene
Wyena Cloud. Very often, he said, he felt like he didn’t have enough hands.

The next three examples of bags were also from the Textile Museum collection. David said that they
were made by members of the Wasco tribe, who are west of most of the tribes that make the Plateau
bags.
The first of these was the piece below. David said that this piece begins with twining at the
bottom. The fibers used are cotton and Indian hemp. There is use of a patterning yarn but no false
embroidery. Design is seen both on the outside of this piece and the inside.

Here is what the Museum card says about this piece:
1982.44.3
Bag
Oregon/Washington
Possibly Wasco
Bequest of Irene Emory
Materials: fiber/cotton
Twined fiber and cotton

The second Wasco piece was this one.

My notes do not say much about this piece. Only that indigo wool is used as a patterning strand on
Indian hemp.

Here’s what the Textile Museum card on this piece says in part:
Twining: pattern not of false embroidery but twining. Bottom begins with crossed elements that
radiate out. Design of striped lattice in blue. Top bound with buckskin strip, thong drawstrings and
handle.

A third piece is the one below. Here is the bottom of this piece.

Here is the Textile Museum card on this piece.

A fourth and last Textile Museum collection piece was the one below. A little closer detail.

The aspects that strike one about this piece is the loose, open structure and the lack of any designs
embellishing it.
Here is part of the Textile Museum’s card on it.

David had brought several Plateau bags and someone in the audience had one too. Here is what they
looked like.

We’ll label the one below, PB7
Comment on PB7: This bag is vertically twined, with a seam visible along the left side. The false
embroidery yarns are wool and cornhusk. The design includes prominent use of thin vertical lines A
closer look at a detail of this front view of PB7. It’s PB7a.
Comment on PB7a: Note the steep diagonals and thin vertical lines in the pattern.

Comment on PB7 back view: Steep diagonals in the pattern are prominent on this side(below).

The next Plateau bag in the room was the one below, PB8
Comment on this side of PB8: This bag is also vertically twined, with a single seam visible along the
right side. Relatively little of the surface is covered with false embroidery (done in cornhusk),
suggesting that this utilitarian bag is of considerable age. The four orange marks at the bottom have
been tentatively identified as maker’s marks. Here is the other side of PB8(below right).
Comment on PB8 other side: Steep diagonals are prominent in the pattern on this side.

The next piece shown was the one below.
PB9
Comment on PB9: This is a horizontally twined bag, with no seam. It has been attributed to Ida
Blackeagle, a well-known Nez Perce weaver. PB9 other side(below right).
Comment on PB9 other side: The false embroidery is done with wool and cornhusk. Note the shallow
diagonals in the pattern.

The last Plateau bag shown in the room was the one below.
PB10 Comment on PB10: This lovely bag is horizontally twined. PB10 other side(below right).
Now, although I don’t think most of us took it in, initially, David’s presentation to this point was
actually context for the specific focus of his talk.
The expression “vertically twined” in his program title indicated that he intended to focus most sharply
on a particular and quite small group of Plateau bags, that have interesting, even mysterious,
features.
In fact one of David’s questions when he began his exploration was whether vertically-twined Plateau
bags were a deliberately made Plateau bag format, rather than the result of re-working of some sort.

Reworked bags like the one below, exist, so the question whether some plateau bags were
deliberately made with a vertically twined structure is a real one.

But David has been able to demonstrate that vertically-twined Plateau bags were sometimes
deliberately made and the results of his study were published in an article in the magazine American
Indian Art.

The balance of David’s program was devoted to reporting key aspects of this research and article.
Here are the questions David established as he began his study of “Vertically Twined Plateau Bags:”
1. Do they exist?
2. How common are they?
3. Who made them?
4. Why were they made?
5. How can they be detected in historic photos?
Let’s first notice the side seam that is a characteristic of vertically twined Plateau bags.
The bag below has such a side seem.
VT21 (VT for “vertically twined)

A Plateau bag with twining rows aligned vertically cannot be created by twining in a continuous
circle. At the mouth (at the top of the bag) the twiner must turn back or end her row and start again
in an adjacent row. The work begins along one side and ends at the other side, where a gap is left
that must be closed with a seam.
So one sign that vertically twined Plateau bags are a deliberately created format is the presence of
this gap and the subsequent seam.
Another sign of deliberation is to demonstrate how the mouth can be created using vertically twining.
David said that the mouth in a vertically twined bag can be achieved in two different ways. He
provided a drawing.

The drawing on the left above shows how the twiner can move in one direction and then turn back at
the mouth (shown at the left side in these diagrams) and twine back in the opposite direction.
The drawing on the right above shows the second way in which the opening that the mouth can be
produced. In this method, the twining begins circling one warp at the mouth lip and continues to the
opposite lip where it terminates (with some terminating edge stitch not shown). In this second
method there is no turning back. All of the twining moves in the same direction. In both cases, the
seam will be created at the top of these diagrams, after the last row of twining.
A second indication that vertically twined Plateau bags are a deliberately created format is the
completeness of the designs on both sides.
David treated another characteristic of vertically twined Plateau bags that involves continuous twining
(rather than stopping each row at the far lip of the bag mouth). It is that the false embroidery is
employed every other row (the intervening row is twined using the materials of the basic
twining). One advantage of using false embroidery every other row is that it is easier for a righthanded twiner to use false embroidery moving left to right. The “skipped” row is twined right to left
(or left to right but working with the inside of the bag facing the weaver) without the false
embroidery. This practice makes it possible for the twiner always to be twining the false embroidery
rows moving left to right.

Here are some images of an incomplete Plateau bag in which (1) false embroidery is being used, and
(2) every other row is done in plain twining.
You will be able to see the skipped rows as the images get closer.
VT1a

Comment on VT1a: This bag has cornhusk false embroidery on underlying twining of Indian hemp. It
is worked with the warp ends facing away from the weaver, as shown.
VT1b

Comment on VT1b: The mouth of the growing bag is shown on the left side of this image.

VT1c

Comment on VT1c: Notice in the photo above that one result of using false embroidery every other
row is that only half of the surface in the areas in which it is used are covered with false
embroidery. The mouth edge is smooth, reflecting the fact that the Indian hemp wefts turn back each
time they reach the mouth. The latest row of twining (without false embroidery) has not yet reached
this section of the bag.
VT1d

Comment on VT1d: The top row shown in this image is the last one to be worked. It has been
worked from right to left and has no false embroidery.

David said that having demonstrated that “vertically twined plateau bags” are a real Plateau bag
variety, he would move to examine how often this format occurs. The statistical term for this is
“prevalence.”
In order to determine the prevalence of “vertically twined Plateau bags,” David (and, in the case of the
Yakima Valley Museum, his wife Barbara) examined all available Plateau bags in the following
collections:
o American Museum of Natural History
o University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archeology and Anthropology
o Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History and the Museum of the American History
o Yakima Valley Museum
o Burke Museum
o Natalie Linn’s The Plateau Bag
David analyzed a total of 432 Plateau bags. Of these 19 were vertically twined.
Sixteen of these were excluded from the prevalence survey because they were in collections examined
only because the collections were known to have vertically twined Plateau bags.

The 416 Plateau

bags included in the prevalence study were from collections for which there was no prior knowledge of
the presence in them of vertically twined bags.
David’s prevalence findings were:
o Of the 416 Plateau bags included, only 5 bags, 1.2%, were vertically twined. So although vertically
twined Plateau bags are a deliberately created format, they are quite rare.
The next question was “who wove the ‘vertically twined Plateau bags?'” This question entailed also
answering the question “who wove the ‘horizontally twined Plateau bags?'” These questions are hard
to answer because attributions of Plateau bags in museum collections are often incomplete or
wrong. In particular many such bags are reflexively attributed to the Nez Perce.
David reported that the small universe of vertically twined plateau bags in collections other than local
Plateau museums were attributed to twiners of the following tribes:

Nez Perce
Yakama
Umatilla
Cayuse

5
1
1
1

Unattributed 5
The much larger universe of horizontally twined bags were attributed to twiners of the following tribes:
Nez Perce
Yakama
Umatilla
Cayuse
Other

189
41
34
1
37

Determining the provenance of given vertically twined plateau bags is made difficult because of:
1) the wide-spread tendency to attribute all plateau bags to the Nez Perce,
2) the fact that plateau bags were often given as gifts or used in trade, so the owner of a piece may
not be of the same tribe as the maker,
But David indicated that the thrust of his studies suggest that “…one, perhaps the, locus of vertically
twined plateau bags was among the inter-linked tribes of the Wanapum, Walla Walla, Umatilla and
Cayuse of southeastern Washington and across the border in northeastern Oregon…”
David’s next question was “Why were vertically twined Plateau bags made?”
He said that it is easier to think of reasons to twine a Plateau bag horizontally than it is to pinpoint
reasons for doing so vertically. For example, “…the seamlessness of the horizontally twined bag
makes it stronger and less likely to lose its contents.” David also cited reasons why a horizontally
twined bag is easier to make.
But his study also identified some possible advantages of vertical twining.

First, David said, “Twining a bag vertically does create a neater mouth…” Many earlier vertically
twined Plateau bags are done with false embroidery every other row and, the continuous weft rows of
this usage, makes for a neater mouth. David conjectured that early, more utilitarian Plateau bags
may have required a neater mouth.
But at the turn of the twentieth century, vertically twined Plateau bags are mostly made with false
embroidery on adjacent rows and discontinuous wefts, so their mouths are not so neat and other
reasons for twining vertically are needed.
David said that older vertically twined Plateau bags had simpler designs, but that those of the
twentieth century became more complex. So perhaps this increased complexity of design provided a
reason for using vertical twining.
To explore this possibility David asked two questions of the information he had collected on the
plateau bags in his study universe.
These were:
o How frequently do twined Plateau bags with thin vertical lines in the designs on their faces turn out
to be vertically twined?
o How frequently do twined Plateau bags with steep diagonals in their designs turn out to be vertically
twined?
Beginning with the first of these questions David examined a preliminary question: what proportion of
horizontally twined bags had thin vertical lines on their faces?“

Here is an example bag face with thin vertical lines.

The by-tribe results were:
o Nez Perce

4.3%

0 Yakama

6.1%

o Umatilla

16.4%

o Other specific tribes 1.5%
o No specific tribe

7.0%

So thin vertical lines in the designs of horizontally twined Plateau bags is fairly infrequent, but may be
more common among the Umatilla.
David, further, found that the overall prevalence of thin vertical lines was 73% on faces of vertically
twined bags and 6% on faces of horizontally twined ones. So the association between the direction of
the twining in a bag’s face and the orientation of thin lines in its pattern is “very strong.”

The preference of the Umatilla tribe for designs with thin vertical lines suggests that this tribe may
have had a design-sourced reason for using vertical twining.
David now moved to the question how frequently do twined plateau bags with steep diagonals in their
designs turn out to be vertically twined?
In general, David said, Plateau bags tend to have a higher density of weft rows per inch than of warps
per inch. “…Because the diagonal goes out more quickly that it goes up,” the diagonals in designs on
most Plateau bags are relatively shallow.
So David checked 423 twined Plateau bags to see what proportions of vertically twined vs. horizontally
twined face diagonals would be pitched more or less than 45 degrees to the horizontal.
He found that among horizontally twined faces with measurable diagonals 99.2 % had angles relative
to the horizontal of less than 45%.

“Among vertically worked bags, ten of the sixteen had angles relative to the horizontal of greater
than 45 degrees.

He corrected this finding for examples in which the degree of steepness is affected by moving up only
every other row, and found that in general “a weaver wishing to create designs that have smooth
steep diagonals would tend to favor vertical twining, whereas a weaver who wished to make designs
with shallow diagonals would favor twining horizontally.”

The last issue that David treated was that of how one might identify vertically twined Plateau bags in
historical photographs.
Of course, the presence of a side seam is nearly conclusive visual evidence of vertical twining, and the
use of thin vertical lines and of steep diagonals in face designs also indicate Plateau bags that are
likely vertically twined.
But also David noticed that Plateau bag designs woven with horizontal twining tended to twist up and
to the left(below left) and that those twined vertically often twist up and to the right(below right).

His specific investigative question was:
o How frequently do twined Plateau bags in which the pattern(s) in the designs twist up and to the
right turn out to be vertically twined?
“Of the 250 bags examined in which there was evidence of pattern twist, that twist was up and to the
left in 98.7 percent of horizontally twined bags, and up and to the right in 92.9 percent when the
twining was done vertically.”
David applied prevalence tests and concluded that “the most valuable clues in historic photographs
regarding vertical twining (other than seeing the side seam) are likely to be the presence of steep
diagonals and twisting of the pattern up and to the right. Thin vertical lines offer additional evidence
of vertical twining but are sufficiently frequent in horizontally twined bags to be less conclusive.”
David summarized his conclusions, took questions, and adjourned the session.
The Textile Museum examples, and others that had been brought in, were placed on tables in the
Myers Room and an adjoining one for closer (no touching of the Museum pieces) examination.

People moved to see this material close-up, and the questions and conversation continued.

I want to thank David and his wife Barbara for sharing this fine piece of work with us, and for
permitting me to fashion this virtual version of it.
Thanks to them, too, for some alert editing that saved me from reportorial error.
I hope you have enjoyed this look at a good example of the sort of empirical research that is still
within the range of serious students of textiles and weaving.
Regards,
R. John Howe 16
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